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From pcooper at irclibrary.org Tue Jul 2 15:06:42 2013
From: pcooper at irclibrary.org (Pam Cooper)
Date: Tue, 2 Jul 2013 15:06:42 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Does anyone want census microfilm?
Message-ID: <010901ce7757$4a9a0130$dfce0390$@irclibrary.org>
I have received a donation of census microfilm (1790-1910) for Delaware and
Alabama. See attached list. They are not in the best shape, but useable.
They will need new boxes. If you would like them for the cost of postage,
please contact me at pcooper at irclibrary.org

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email:

<mailto:pcooper at irclibrary.org> pcooper at irclibrary.org

Web Site: <http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy>
http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are
public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response
to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity.
Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130702/136a972c/
attachment-0001.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: Kirby Census Microfilm.docx
Type: application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.document
Size: 16201 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130702/136a972c/
attachment-0001.docx>
From fxlibrarian at gmail.com Tue Jul 2 16:31:15 2013
From: fxlibrarian at gmail.com (Elaine McHale)
Date: Tue, 2 Jul 2013 16:31:15 -0400

Subject: [Genealib] Fairfax County Virginia Room books to trade
Message-ID: <CAA5Zxu8SDAHv8F=M7OO7EPaTn2Hg+h+LeFwzEeB=zkJayfpKrw@mail.gmail.com>
More books to trade.
Our volunteer is trying a new arrangement, as follows:
Items new to the list are still starred (*), but are arranged first so
that you don?t have to go through the entire list to find the newest
additions.
The books which will be leaving after this round are at the very end
of the entire list, still marked with a caret (^) so you don?t even
have to look at them!
The ones in the middle aren?t new and haven?t been around enough to be
ready for the sale shelf!
Send your requests to Fran's home address (bfm1010 at cox.net) as well as
work (xfmillh at fairfaxcounty.gov), so she can start working on them
before she comes in next week.
Thanks!
-Elaine McHale
Librarian
Fairfax County (VA) Public Library
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: 2013JunBks2trade.xlsx
Type: application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.sheet
Size: 30954 bytes
Desc: not available
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130702/
d0dbd1e6/attachment.xlsx>
From jjeffrey at denverlibrary.org Tue Jul 2 17:46:11 2013
From: jjeffrey at denverlibrary.org (James Jeffrey)
Date: Tue, 02 Jul 2013 15:46:11 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Does anyone want census microfilm?
In-Reply-To: <010901ce7757$4a9a0130$dfce0390$@irclibrary.org>
References: <010901ce7757$4a9a0130$dfce0390$@irclibrary.org>
Message-ID: <51D2F5CD.8905.0049.1@denverlibrary.org>
Pam and gang
My question stems from Pams email. I have not gotten rid of the census microfilm
but have removed it to archival storage. We have used that valuable floor space
for other functions and rarely does anyone ask for the film. If there is a request
it takes just a few minutes to retrieve. Has anyone ditched their film altogether?

James K. Jeffrey
Collection Specialist in Genealogy
Western History and Genealogy
Denver Public Library

>>> "Pam Cooper" <pcooper at irclibrary.org> 7/2/2013 1:06 PM >>>
I have received a donation of census microfilm (1790-1910) for Delaware and
Alabama. See attached list. They are not in the best shape, but useable. They will
need new boxes. If you would like them for the cost of postage, please contact me
at pcooper at irclibrary.org
Pam
Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960
772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email: pcooper at irclibrary.org
Web Site: http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
Please note:As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are public
records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response to a public
records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this
office by phone or in writing.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130702/41772c3d/
attachment.html>
From jmhealy1 at comcast.net Tue Jul 2 18:01:21 2013
From: jmhealy1 at comcast.net (Janice M. Healy)
Date: Tue, 2 Jul 2013 15:01:21 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] Does anyone want census microfilm?
In-Reply-To: <51D2F5CD.8905.0049.1@denverlibrary.org>
References: <010901ce7757$4a9a0130$dfce0390$@irclibrary.org>
<51D2F5CD.8905.0049.1@denverlibrary.org>
Message-ID: <p06240814cdf8fd9c657e@[192.168.0.4]>
I would hope not because the film
indexed and other problems. It is
or county search than on line is.
on-line versions which most folks

is often the only way to find miss
also a lot easier to do a township
Also a lot of it is better than the
have to pay for.

Just my two cents worth,
Janice
>Content-Type: text/html; charset=US-ASCII
>Content-Description: HTML
>
>Pam and gang
>
>My question stems from Pams email. I have not gotten rid of the
>census microfilm but have removed it to archival storage. We have
>used that valuable floor space for other functions and rarely does
>anyone ask for the film. If there is a request it takes just a few
>minutes to retrieve. Has anyone ditched their film altogether?
>
>
>
>James K. Jeffrey

>Collection Specialist in Genealogy
>Western History and Genealogy
>Denver Public Library
>
>>>> "Pam Cooper" <pcooper at irclibrary.org> 7/2/2013 1:06 PM >>>
>
>I have received a donation of census microfilm (1790-1910) for
>Delaware and Alabama. See attached list. They are not in the best
>shape, but useable. They will need new boxes. If you would like them
>for the cost of postage, please contact me at
><mailto:pcooper at irclibrary.org>pcooper at irclibrary.org
>
>Pam
>
>Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
>Archive Center & Genealogy Department
>Indian River County Main Library
>1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960
>
>772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
>Email: <mailto:pcooper at irclibrary.org>pcooper at irclibrary.org
>Web Site:
><http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy>http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
>Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses
>are public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released
>in response to a public records request, do not send electronic mail
>to this entity. Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.
>
>
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130702/0af25a96/
attachment.html>
From nross at bryantx.gov Tue Jul 2 18:03:37 2013
From: nross at bryantx.gov (Ross, Nancy M)
Date: Tue, 2 Jul 2013 22:03:37 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Cataloging
In-Reply-To: <51D2F5CD.8905.0049.1@denverlibrary.org>
References: <010901ce7757$4a9a0130$dfce0390$@irclibrary.org>
<51D2F5CD.8905.0049.1@denverlibrary.org>
Message-ID: <62959C9DA565A048983C46EA8953819435621BD8@COBMBX1.cobnet.org>
All,

Can anyone suggest a MARC record for a newspaper that lists every variation
on the title? Preferably one that links to all other titles by using 780's (or
other) fields. The variations in title for our local newspaper are not large, but
they are cataloged under each title variation separately and since they often used
variant titles within the same week/month it drives patrons bats and I am not
secure enough in my cataloging skills to undertake this by myself. I have already
spent over a week struggling with Polaris just to make it show the dates held for
each reel and do not want to pull out the rest of my hair before I retire.
Nan

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130702/4076ee37/
attachment.html>
From Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov Wed Jul 3 09:52:52 2013
From: Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov (Scouras, Susan C)
Date: Wed, 3 Jul 2013 09:52:52 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Does anyone want census microfilm?
In-Reply-To: <51D2F5CD.8905.0049.1@denverlibrary.org>
References: <010901ce7757$4a9a0130$dfce0390$@irclibrary.org>
<51D2F5CD.8905.0049.1@denverlibrary.org>
Message-ID:
<D755A6DDA9D0F543A78201F3818A6BE4714F72B08C@OTB6MAIL01.executive.stateofwv.gov>
We have kept our film in our publicly accessible drawers and will not consider
moving it until we need the space. Both staff and knowledgeable patrons still use
our Soundex indexes when online searches do not produce satisfactory results,
particularly for the 1910 through 1930 censuses full of non-English origin names of
those who worked in the mines in counties where spelling in English was sometimes a
challenge. If we ever have to have the space, we will move the census microfilm to
non-public storage. We will not dispose of it. For one thing, we can never be sure
of retaining our funding for Ancestry Library Edition and/or HeritageQuest. We also
still have plenty of patrons who do not know how to use the computer for anything
but e-mail, if that, and are not willing/able to learn, but are comfortable using
the microfilm.
We also have retained the census transcription books in the Reading Room, after
serious discussion about it, since I was in the process of weeding, prioritizing
precious space and re-organizing our public Reading Room. Technology is a wonderful
thing, but it is far from perfect. Databases are only as searchable as the accuracy
of the indexers and the flexibility of the search mechanism allow.
We find it much quicker to check a transcription book, if available for the county
and date needed, than to search a database most times in instances where a full
original record is not necessary. Without going into detail, I personally find
Ancestry's current search results very frustrating and often inexplicable. If I can
use a transcription book find the exact spelling of a name, and whether initials,
nickname, or maybe a middle name was recorded instead of the given name, I can then
find the full record online successfully in far less time.
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov<mailto:Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov>
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of James Jeffrey
Sent: Tuesday, July 02, 2013 5:46 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Does anyone want census microfilm?
Pam and gang

My question stems from Pams email. I have not gotten rid of the census microfilm
but have removed it to archival storage. We have used that valuable floor space
for other functions and rarely does anyone ask for the film. If there is a request
it takes just a few minutes to retrieve. Has anyone ditched their film altogether?

James K. Jeffrey
Collection Specialist in Genealogy
Western History and Genealogy
Denver Public Library
>>> "Pam Cooper" <pcooper at irclibrary.org<mailto:pcooper at irclibrary.org>>
7/2/2013 1:06 PM >>>
I have received a donation of census microfilm (1790-1910) for Delaware and
Alabama. See attached list. They are not in the best shape, but useable. They will
need new boxes. If you would like them for the cost of postage, please contact me
at pcooper at irclibrary.org<mailto:pcooper at irclibrary.org>
Pam
Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960
772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email: pcooper at irclibrary.org<mailto:pcooper at irclibrary.org>
Web Site: http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are public
records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response to a public
records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this
office by phone or in writing.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130703/
df2502fe/attachment.html>
From lustera at ecgrl.org Wed Jul 3 10:44:20 2013
From: lustera at ecgrl.org (Aspasia Luster)
Date: Wed, 3 Jul 2013 10:44:20 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] FGS conference
Message-ID: <CADgj9SLmquqOViva+FVtjnpn7K+wiKmazCe51p6AKaJxWKyqwQ@mail.gmail.com>
Is anyone on this list going to the FGS conference in August? Are the
handouts to the classes available online to those who can't attend? Here is
a list of classes I'm interested in if someone happens to attend a few and
wants to share their notes with me:
W-102
W-104
W-115
W-122
W-123
T-207
T-213
T-215

T-217
T-218
T-219
T-230
T-234
T-235
F-306
F-309
F-316
F-321
F-338
F-349
S-405
S-410
S-411
S-420
S-424
S-449
-Aspasia Luster
Library Assistant III - Georgia Room
Augusta Public Library
823 Telfair Street
Augusta, GA 30901
706-826-1511
lustera at ecgrl.org
Blog: http://www.ecgrl.org/genealogy/
Facebook: Augusta Genealogy & Local History
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130703/
d7504b8a/attachment.html>
From history at eok.lib.ok.us Wed Jul 3 10:51:00 2013
From: history at eok.lib.ok.us (Grant Foreman Genealogy)
Date: Wed, 03 Jul 2013 09:51:00 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] FGS conference
In-Reply-To: <fba573d8b58.51d43a30@eok.lib.ok.us>
References: <CADgj9SLmquqOViva+FVtjnpn7K+wiKmazCe51p6AKaJxWKyqwQ@mail.gmail.com>
<fba573d8b58.51d43a30@eok.lib.ok.us>
Message-ID: <fbec17f92f15.51d3f404@eok.lib.ok.us>
I'm attending. You can probably just buy the syllabus. You can also usually order
recordings of the sessions.

On 07/03/13, Aspasia Luster <lustera at ecgrl.org> wrote:
> Is anyone on this list going to the FGS conference in August? Are the handouts to
the classes available online to those who can't attend? Here is a list of classes
I'm interested in if someone happens to attend a few and wants to share their notes
with me:
>
>
> W-102
> W-104

> W-115
> W-122
> W-123
>
> T-207
> T-213
> T-215
> T-217
> T-218
> T-219
> T-230
> T-234
> T-235
>
> F-306
> F-309
> F-316
> F-321
> F-338
> F-349
>
> S-405
> S-410
> S-411
>
> S-420
> S-424
> S-449
>
> -> Aspasia Luster
> Library Assistant III - Georgia Room
> Augusta Public Library
> 823 Telfair Street
> Augusta, GA 30901
> 706-826-1511
> lustera at ecgrl.org
>
> Blog: http://www.ecgrl.org/genealogy/
> Facebook: Augusta Genealogy & Local History
>
>
-Local History and Genealogical Department
Muskogee Public Library
801 W. Okmulgee
Muskogee, OK 74401
history at eok.lib.ok.us
918-682-6657
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130703/2a88f0a6/
attachment.html>
From pjones at okhistory.org Wed Jul 3 11:04:19 2013
From: pjones at okhistory.org (Patricia Jones)
Date: Wed, 3 Jul 2013 10:04:19 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Does anyone want census microfilm?

In-Reply-To: <p06240814cdf8fd9c657e@[192.168.0.4]>
References:
<010901ce7757$4a9a0130$dfce0390$@irclibrary.org><51D2F5CD.8905.0049.1@denverlibrary
.org>
<p06240814cdf8fd9c657e@[192.168.0.4]>
Message-ID: <076401ce77fe$97b149e0$c713dda0$@okhistory.org>
We transferred our film to a storage area, but it is still available upon
request.
Same thing with the printed indexes.
I thought it would be okay to get rid of them.
Then one Saturday we had problems with our Internet connection and all our
databases were unavailable J

Patricia Nunes Jones
Technical Services Manager | Oklahoma Historical Society
800 Nazih Zuhdi Drive, Oklahoma City, OK 73105
<http://www.okhistory.org/> www.okhistory.org
(405) 522-4025

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Janice M. Healy
Sent: Tuesday, July 02, 2013 5:01 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Does anyone want census microfilm?

I would hope not because the film is often the only way to find miss indexed
and other problems. It is also a lot easier to do a township or county
search than on line is. Also a lot of it is better than the on-line versions
which most folks have to pay for.

Just my two cents worth,
Janice

Content-Type: text/html; charset=US-ASCII
Content-Description: HTML
Pam and gang

My question stems from Pams email.

I have not gotten rid of the census

microfilm but have removed it to archival storage. We have used that
valuable floor space for other functions and rarely does anyone ask for the
film. If there is a request it takes just a few minutes to retrieve. Has
anyone ditched their film altogether?

James K. Jeffrey
Collection Specialist in Genealogy
Western History and Genealogy
Denver Public Library
>>> "Pam Cooper" <pcooper at irclibrary.org> 7/2/2013 1:06 PM >>>
I have received a donation of census microfilm (1790-1910) for Delaware and
Alabama. See attached list. They are not in the best shape, but useable.
They will need new boxes. If you would like them for the cost of postage,
please contact me at pcooper at irclibrary.org

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email: pcooper at irclibrary.org
Web Site: http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are
public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response
to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity.
Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130703/82e4df06/
attachment.html>
From Cwitcher at acpl.lib.in.us Fri Jul 5 07:49:14 2013
From: Cwitcher at acpl.lib.in.us (Curt Witcher)
Date: Fri, 5 Jul 2013 11:49:14 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] RootsTech 2014 Call for Papers
Message-ID: <9db71173f08d4940a4c77a2e123e5671@Exchange.b-hive.acpl.lib.in.us>
RootsTech 2014 Call For Presentations Closes In Less Than One Week!
Presentation Proposals Due By July 8, 2013
Librarians and Archivists have much to offer in the technology space as it relates
to family history as well as records preservation and sharing. Consider making a
proposal.
The fourth annual RootsTech conference, hosted by FamilySearch, will be held
February 6-8, 2014, at the Salt Palace Convention Center in Salt Lake City, Utah.
RootsTech 2014 will reach thousands of attendees on-site in Salt Lake City and at
remote locations around the world.
The RootsTech Selection Committee is looking for outstanding speakers to present
world-class content to help attendees discover and share their family stories and
connections through technology. Presentations should include new insights,
innovations, skills, and best practices where technology helps advance all aspects
of family history at any level of experience.
Proposals will be accepted until Monday, July 8, 2013. For more information or to
submit a proposal, visit www.rootstech.org/proposals.
Curt B. Witcher, MLS, FUGA, IGSF
Genealogy Center Manager
Senior Manager of Special Collections
Federation of Genealogical Socs. Development VP
Allen County Public Library
P. O. Box 2270, 900 Library Plaza
Fort Wayne, IN 46801-2270
CWitcher at ACPL.Info
260-421-1226
Fax: 260-421-1386
www.GenealogyCenter.org
==========================================================================
The views, opinions, and judgments expressed in this message are solely those of
the author.
The message contents have not been reviewed or approved by the Allen County Public
Library.
===========================================
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130705/890656a1/
attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image001.gif

Type: image/gif
Size: 1117 bytes
Desc: image001.gif
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130705/890656a1/
attachment.gif>
From dlwilson at pwcgov.org Sat Jul 6 15:33:35 2013
From: dlwilson at pwcgov.org (Wilson, Donald L)
Date: Sat, 6 Jul 2013 15:33:35 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] What's New in RELIC (July 2013)
In-Reply-To: <EXCHANGE2d5NfOIfCXB00004d46@exchange2.pwc.ad>
References: <EXCHANGE2d5NfOIfCXB00004d46@exchange2.pwc.ad>
Message-ID: <1315744270A88E4385A133A9BB44D0702A4A80@exchange4.pwc.ad>
WHAT'S NEW IN RELIC
July 2013

The Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center for Genealogy and Local History (RELIC),
Prince William Public Library System, Bull Run Regional Library, 8051 Ashton
Avenue, Manassas, VA 20109. 703-792-4540 Email: relic2 at pwcgov.org
<mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org> .

To read the latest lists of new materials available in RELIC click on What's New in
RELIC <http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/RELIC/Pages/What%27s-New-inRELIC.aspx> .

EARLY PRINCE WILLIAM NEWSPAPERS
ADDED TO OUR DIGITAL LIBRARY

A number of Prince William County newspapers dating between 1791 and 1923 are now
available in our Digital Library under Newspaper Archive, at
http://eservice.pwcgov.org/library/digitalLibrary/index.htm
<http://eservice.pwcgov.org/library/digitalLibrary/index.htm> .
This is a work in progress.

Current coverage includes:

?
Virginia Gazette and Agricultural Repository (Dumfries), 1791-1793. [9
issues]
?

Republican Journal and Dumfries Advertiser, 1795-1796. [23 issues]

?

Manassas Weekly Gazette, 1869. [1 issue]

?

Manassas Gazette, 1872-1896. [21 issues or fragments]

The above are all our extant Prince William newspapers before 1896.
a sampling of later newspapers, which are now online:
?

Manassas Democrat, 1909-1910.

?

Manassas Journal, 1913.

?

Prince William News, 1921-1923.

?

[Also a selection of stray issues of miscellaneous titles]

Following are

[12 issues]

[4 issues]
[39 issues]

Some of the images are OCR keyword searchable. Other images, because of poor image
quality or scanning problems are not. You can tell if an issue is searchable by
opening it and pressing CTRL+A: The text will be highlighted in blue, indicating
it has been processed by Optical Character Recognition software. Use CTRL+F to get
the search box. Enter any word or phrase. The software will highlight in blue
each place in the text where the word or words appear.
We will be adding more newspapers and hope to upgrade our search capabilities as
time goes by. We would welcome your comments and suggestions about these efforts
to make our historic newspapers accessible. Funding for this project has been
supported by the Prince William County Historical Commission.

LEGAL GENEALOGIST JUDY RUSSELL
TO SPEAK AT RELIC AFTER DARK

Registrations are now being accepted for the ninth annual RELIC After Dark, to be
held Saturday, September 21 at Bull Run Regional Library.
Judy Russell, JD, CG, ?
the Legal Genealogist? will be the featured speaker for this gala event blending
education, research, dining and socializing on a Saturday evening. Dr. Russell
(http://www.legalgenealogist.com/) has become a familiar figure at national and
regional conferences, and will present two of her engaging lectures

?
?No Person Shall ...Gallop Horses in the Streets:
Tell Family Stories? and
?
?From Blackstone to the Statutes At Large:
Better Genealogists.?

Using Court Records to

How Knowing the Law Makes Us

The doors will open at 6:30 p.m. During the evening, before, between, and after
lectures, guests will be offered a variety of hors d?ouvres, beverages and
desserts. They will also have the opportunity to use the Library?s facilities to
do their own genealogical or historical research. RELIC and Bull Run Library staff

will be on hand to assist patrons with our resources. Printing from microfilm and
electronic resources will be free. The library will be open until 11 p.m.
This event will be held at Bull Run Regional Library, 8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas,
VA 20110. Admission is $25 per person, cash or check, payable at time of
registration.
Checks may be made payable to PWPLS and mailed to RELIC at the
above address or delivered in person. Please put ?RELIC After Dark? on the memo
line.

RELIC PROGRAMS

Here are our latest offerings. Funding for RELIC programs is provided by the
Friends of Central and Bull Run Libraries. Sign language interpretation is
available for Prince William Public Library programs if requested at least three
weeks in advance. To be notified of upcoming programs and new resources in RELIC,
visit eNotifications/subscribe
<http://eservice.pwcgov.org/eServices/eNotifications/subscribe.aspx>
and select
Library ? What?s New in RELIC. All these programs will take place at the community
room at Bull Run Regional Library, 8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA. Most programs
last about one hour. You may register for any of these programs at 703-792-4540 or
relic2 at pwcgov.org <mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org> .
For details see RELIC
Programs <http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/RELIC/Pages/RELICPrograms.aspx> .

July 11, 2 p.m. ? Understanding Genetic Genealogy, with Jim Logan.
July 23, 7 p.m. ? Unleash the Power of Google to Find Your Ancestors, with Susie
Besecker.
August 22, 11 a.m. ? The Battle of Bristoe Station, with Ron Mayer; repeated August
27, 7 p.m.
September 21, 6:30-11 p.m.

? RELIC After Dark, with Judy Russell.

?Genealogy Doctor?: free counseling (contact us for an appointment).

UNDERSTANDING GENETIC GENEALOGY
Presented by J. J. ?Jim? Logan

Have you had, or are you considering having your DNA tested for family history

research? Learn about the various types of genetic genealogy testing and what they
can mean for your genealogy research. This program will be presented by J. J. ?
Jim? Logan, group leader of the Fairfax County Genealogical Society?s Genetic
Genealogy Special Interest Group (SIG); he is also group administrator of J-mtDNA
and Logan DNA projects at FTDNA.
The program will be presented at Bull Run Regional Library on Thursday, July 11, at
2 p.m. To register for this free program email Relic2 at pwcgov.org , or call
RELIC at (703) 792-4540.

UNLEASH THE POWER OF GOOGLE
TO FIND YOUR ANCESTORS
Presented by Susie Besecker

Technology instructor and amateur genealogist Susie Besecker will
demonstrate the various ways you can use Google to grow and enhance your family
tree.
The program will be presented at Bull Run Regional Library on Tuesday, July 23,
2013, beginning at 7:00 p.m. To register for this free program email Relic2 at
pwcgov.org, or call RELIC at (703) 792-4540.

THE BATTLE OF BRISTOE STATION
Presented by Ron Mayer

In this third year of Civil War anniversaries, military historian Ron Mayer rejoins
us a third time to impart the story of a major battle that took place here 150
years ago.
Now learn about the campaign that culminated in the Battle of Bristoe
Station in October 1863. Though not as bloody as First or Second Manassas, this
was a major conflict in the final years of the war.
Mr. Mayer has a knack of
describing and illustrating military situations that makes it all interesting and
understandable.
This program will be presented at Bull Run Regional Library on Thursday, August 22,
2013, beginning at 11 a.m. and will be repeated Tuesday, August 27, beginning at
7:00 p.m. To register for this free program email Relic2 at pwcgov.org, or call
RELIC at (703) 792-4540.

?Genealogy Doctor? Accepting Appointments for Research Help

Don Wilson, head of RELIC, sets aside time each month for free private sessions to
mentor persons researching their family history. A thirty-minute session can be
used to discuss and analyze an historical or genealogical problem that has stumped
you.

Daytime and evening hours are possible. To set up an appointment, please call
RELIC at 703-792-4540 or email relic2 at pwcgov.org . Bull Run Regional Library is
located at 8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA 20109.

Have a question about Prince William County history, places or families? Need
guidance with your genealogical research? You may contact RELIC staff for help and
advice at Ask RELIC <http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/RELIC/Pages/AskRELIC.aspx> or by calling us at 703-792-4540.
Hours, September to June (ET):
Monday-Thursday 10am-9pm, Friday-Saturday 10am-5pm, Sunday noon-5pm. Closed
Federal holidays.

#
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From blackminers at yahoo.com Sat Jul 6 20:29:09 2013
From: blackminers at yahoo.com (Timothy Nathan Pinnick)
Date: Sat, 6 Jul 2013 17:29:09 -0700 (PDT)
Subject: [Genealib] FGS conference
In-Reply-To: <CADgj9SLmquqOViva+FVtjnpn7K+wiKmazCe51p6AKaJxWKyqwQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CADgj9SLmquqOViva+FVtjnpn7K+wiKmazCe51p6AKaJxWKyqwQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <1373156949.7059.YahooMailNeo@web160902.mail.bf1.yahoo.com>

Grant is correct in that you may be able to buy a copy of the syllabus. Many of the
sessions should be audio taped and available for sale afterwards.?
?
I am going to the conference and speaking as well.? Kris Rzepczynski, who is giving
the Michigan talks you are interested in may be on this list; I find him to be a
very accomodating individual.? His handouts are thorough and excellent and would be
worth getting.
?
The Allen County Public Library in Ft. Wayne will definitely have a copy of the
syllabus book/CD for their Genealogy Center and that can be a possible?place to
make inquiries and see if you can get copies of the sessions mentioned.
?
If I can be of any help let me know,
?
?
Tim Pinnick
Author of:? Finding and Using African American Newspapers
Visit me on the web at http://www.blackcoalminerheritage.net/
Free!!!? Sign up for The Black Genealogist or Black Newspaper Notes

________________________________
From: Aspasia Luster <lustera at ecgrl.org>
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Wednesday, July 3, 2013 9:44 AM
Subject: [Genealib] FGS conference

Is anyone on this list going to the FGS conference in August? Are the handouts to
the classes available online to those who can't attend? Here is a list of classes
I'm interested in if someone happens to attend a few and wants to share their notes
with me:
W-102
W-104
W-115
W-122
W-123
T-207
T-213
T-215
T-217
T-218
T-219
T-230
T-234
T-235
F-306
F-309
F-316
F-321
F-338
F-349

S-405
S-410
S-411
S-420
S-424
S-449
-Aspasia Luster
Library Assistant III - Georgia Room
Augusta Public Library
823 Telfair Street
Augusta, GA 30901
706-826-1511
lustera at ecgrl.org
Blog: http://www.ecgrl.org/genealogy/
Facebook: Augusta Genealogy & Local History
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From jgaronzi at genealogical.com Mon Jul 8 11:30:58 2013
From: jgaronzi at genealogical.com (Joe Garonzi)
Date: Mon, 8 Jul 2013 11:30:58 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] The latest from Genealogical Publishing Company
(Genealogical.com)
Message-ID: <!&!
AAAAAAAAAAAYAAAAAAAAAHRdTzl8LA5MjGcu0eKVQ6fCgAAAEAAAAK1SLAZ7t9FKn4ZKP1qChiQBAAAAAA=
=@genealogical.com>
Dear Genealogy Librarian:

Here's an overview of what's new and special from Genealogical Publishing
Company (Genealogical.com) since our posting on "Librarians Serving
Genealogists," in August 2012.

First, please download our 2013 catalogue of over 400 recent and popular
titles from our website at
<http://www.genealogical.com/upload_images/GPCCatalog.pdf>
http://www.genealogical.com/upload_images/GPCCatalog.pdf.

Next, We continue to add to our series of laminated, four-sided research
aids, Genealogy at a Glance, that are prepared by experts in the various
specialties within genealogy. Genealogy at a Glance now boasts 22 topics,
including country guides for Poland, Germany, Italy, France, England,
Scotland and Ireland; state guides for Virginia, Pennsylvania, and Michigan,

and topical guides to the Civil War, Revolutionary War, U.S. Census, the
"Old Southwest," Finding Female Ancestors, Immigration, Cemetery research,
and more.. Eventually we expect to produce research aids for all the nations
that have contributed substantially to the American melting pot, as well as
for the states east of the Mississippi River and for a number of other
subjects specific to genealogy. Each Genealogy at a Glance sells for $8.95.
You will find a complete list of Genealogy at a Glance titles at this link:
<http://www.genealogical.com/index.php?main_page=advanced_search_result&sear
ch_in_description=1&criteria=Title&keyword=Genealogy+at+a+Glance&x=57&y=9>
http://www.genealogical.com/index.php?main_page=advanced_search_result&searc
h_in_description=1&criteria=Title&keyword=Genealogy+at+a+Glance&x=57&y=9

Librarians already familiar with our publishing program will recognize many
of the authors of our newest paperback reference books. We continue to
publish the works of prolific authors Jeff Bowen, Dr. David Dobson, and
Vernon Skinner. At the end of 2012, we published Mr. Skinner's 42nd and
final volume in the series, Abstracts of the . . . Prerogative Court of
Maryland, which spans the entire colonial period. Skinner has embarked on a
new series for us, Abstracts of the Debt Books of the Provincial Land Office
of Maryland, beginning with three volumes covering St. Mary's County. Jeff
Bowen has produced many volumes documenting the claims for land filed by the
Creek, Choctaw, and Chickasaw tribesmen with the Dawes Commission. He also
transcribed a 1932 census of Hopi and Navajo tribesmen. Libraries with
Native American collections should also consider John Ernest's definitive
work, THE COMPLETE SEMINOLE. The Integration and Analysis of Seminole
Records Concerning Enrollment, Allotment, Distribution; and Civil Records
Developed by the Dawes Commission. For his part, Dr. Dobson has produced new
volumes on Scots, Scots-Irish, and Irish emigrants to North America during
the colonial period based on hard-to-find sources. Still other recent titles
include The Name Is the Game, by Lloyd de Witt Bockstruck; transcriptions of
Baltimore County, Maryland records, by Michael Ports; a new DVD on the
genealogical background of former-slaves interviewed by the WPA in the
1930s; and more. (A complete list of our new works, giving item number,
short title, and price, follows below. You will find detailed product
descriptions on each title at www.genealogical.com).

Once again, we encourage you to
<http://www.genealogical.com/content/pointers_signup.html> subscribe to
"Genealogy Pointers," our free weekly e-newsletter. Every issue of
"Genealogy Pointers" contains special product offers and excellent tips for
tracing your roots. "Pointers" readers are the first to learn about new
products (I'm pretty sure we will have some surprises for you before 2013
concludes), and they also get our special weekly mailings announcing
products discounted for 24 hours by 40% or more! As libraries transition to
online ordering, your subscription to "Genealogy Pointers" could result in
significant savings for your institution.

Best wishes,

Joe Garonzik
Marketing Director
Genealogical.com
800-296-6687, ext. 215

#8015
$36.00
#8016
$36.00
#8017
$36.00
#8028
$36.00
#8029
$36.00
#8030
$36.00
#8031
$36.00
#8032
$36.00
#8033
$36.00
#8034
$36.00
#8035
$36.00
#8039
$36.00
#8040
$36.00
#8053
$36.00
#8054
$36.00
#8041
$36.00
#8051
$22.50
#8052
$16.50
#8160
$75.00
#8531
$39.99
#8465
$21.95
#8006
$16.95
#9528
$32.50
#9779
$32.50
#8541

Applications for Enrollment of Choctaw Newborn. Vol. I
Applications for Enrollment of Choctaw Newborn. Vol. II
Applications for Enrollment of Choctaw Newborn. Vol. III
Applications for Enrollment of Choctaw Newborn. Vol. IV
Applications for Enrollment of Choctaw Newborn. Vol. V
Applications for Enrollment of Choctaw Newborn. Vol. VI
Applications for Enrollment of Choctaw Newborn. Vol. VII
Applications for Enrollment of Choctaw Newborn. Vol. VIII
Applications for Enrollment of Choctaw Newborn. Vol. IX
Applications for Enrollment of Choctaw Newborn. Vol. X
Applications for Enrollment of Choctaw Newborn. Vol. XI
Applications for Enrollment of Choctaw Newborn. Vol. XII
Applications for Enrollment of Choctaw Newborn. Vol. XIII
Applications for Enrollment of Choctaw Newborn. Vol. XIV
Applications for Enrollment of Choctaw Newborn. Vol. XV
Applications for Enrollment of Chickasaw Newborn. Vol. I
1932 Hopi and Navajo Native American Census. Vol. I-Hopi
1932 Hopi and Navajo Native American Census. Vol. II-Navajo
The Complete Seminole . . . Developed by the Dawes Commission . . .
Generations: The WPA Ex-Slave

. . . Gen.

Resource Database (DVD)

Dictionary of Americanized French-Canadian Names
The Name is the Game: Onomatology and the Genealogist
Abstr. of Testamentary Proceedings Prerogative Court of MD. Vol. XLI
Abstr. of Testamentary Proceedings Prerogative Court of MD. Vol. XLII
Abstr. of the Debt Books of Provincial Land Office of MD. Vol. I

$35.00
#8542
$35.00
#8543
$35.00
#8467
$20.00
#8595
$27.50
#8138
$38.50
#8095
$24.95
#8096
$17.50
#8098
$18.50
#8097
$19.50

Abstracts of the Debt Books of Provincial Land Office of MD. Vol. II
Abstr. of the Debt Books of Provincial Land Office of MD. Vol. III
1804 Tax Assessment, Baltimore County, MD
The Cincinnati Germans after the Great War
Dekalb County, Alabama Probate Court Records, 1836-1930
Scots on the Chesapeake, Revised Edition
Scots-Irish Links, 1575-1725. Part Nine
Scots in Southern Europe, 1600-1900
Irish Vital Records from the Scots Magazine
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From ltaylor at shreve-lib.org Mon Jul 8 14:08:58 2013
From: ltaylor at shreve-lib.org (Lise' Taylor)
Date: Mon, 8 Jul 2013 18:08:58 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] genealib Digest, Vol 118, Issue 2
In-Reply-To: <mailman.39543.1373140844.5815.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <mailman.39543.1373140844.5815.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <B38A0CD53CA6804391FB96C7BCA51A257E6EA15F@SMLSVREX01.shreve-lib.org>
The Genealogy Dept has removed duplicate copies of "Revolutionary War Period Bible,
Family and Marriage Records Gleaned from Pension Applications." Volumes 1 through
8 are available for anyone that might like to fill in missing volumes or may be in
need of the first 8 volumes of the set. Will send one or all for the price of
postage.
Please contact me off list if you are interested.
Lis? A. Taylor
Genealogy Librarian
Shreve Memorial Library

318-219-3468
ltaylor at shreve-lib.org

From ltaylor at shreve-lib.org Mon Jul 8 14:11:06 2013
From: ltaylor at shreve-lib.org (Lise' Taylor)
Date: Mon, 8 Jul 2013 18:11:06 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Books for postage
Message-ID: <B38A0CD53CA6804391FB96C7BCA51A257E6EA173@SMLSVREX01.shreve-lib.org>
The Genealogy Dept has removed duplicate copies of "Revolutionary War Period Bible,
Family and Marriage Records Gleaned from Pension Applications."
Volumes 1 through
8 are available for anyone that might like to fill in missing volumes or may be in
need of the first 8 volumes of the set. Will send one or all for the price of
postage.
Please contact me off list if you are interested.
Lis? A. Taylor
Genealogy Librarian
Shreve Memorial Library
318-219-3468
ltaylor at shreve-lib.org
From mkmannix at gmail.com Tue Jul 9 18:22:07 2013
From: mkmannix at gmail.com (Mary K. Mannix)
Date: Tue, 9 Jul 2013 18:22:07 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] "Honolulu Advertiser" for 1965-1975
Message-ID: <CAPXojw_H_nxDxNdxme5hX2qw5Y8KnYX4ee+YLya8uLroixHcyQ@mail.gmail.com>
Hello All,
Does anyone know off the top of their heads if there is an electronic
product that includes the "Honolulu Advertiser" for 1965-1975, give or
take? GenealogyBank doesn't go back that far. I have been in
communication with the paper who has sent me to the state archives,
who I will be contacting.
Thanks for any thoughts!
Mary
-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
From Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov Wed Jul 10 09:27:31 2013
From: Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov (Scouras, Susan C)
Date: Wed, 10 Jul 2013 09:27:31 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] "Honolulu Advertiser" for 1965-1975
In-Reply-To: <CAPXojw_H_nxDxNdxme5hX2qw5Y8KnYX4ee+YLya8uLroixHcyQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAPXojw_H_nxDxNdxme5hX2qw5Y8KnYX4ee+YLya8uLroixHcyQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID:

<D755A6DDA9D0F543A78201F3818A6BE4717B951433@OTB6MAIL01.executive.stateofwv.gov>
It is not included in NewspaperArchive.com.
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Mary K. Mannix
Sent: Tuesday, July 09, 2013 6:22 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] "Honolulu Advertiser" for 1965-1975
Hello All,
Does anyone know off the top of their heads if there is an electronic product that
includes the "Honolulu Advertiser" for 1965-1975, give or take? GenealogyBank
doesn't go back that far. I have been in communication with the paper who has sent
me to the state archives, who I will be contacting.
Thanks for any thoughts!
Mary
-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From mkmannix at gmail.com Wed Jul 10 10:12:25 2013
From: mkmannix at gmail.com (Mary K. Mannix)
Date: Wed, 10 Jul 2013 10:12:25 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] "Honolulu Advertiser" for 1965-1975
In-Reply-To:
<D755A6DDA9D0F543A78201F3818A6BE4717B951433@OTB6MAIL01.executive.stateofwv.gov>
References: <CAPXojw_H_nxDxNdxme5hX2qw5Y8KnYX4ee+YLya8uLroixHcyQ@mail.gmail.com>
<D755A6DDA9D0F543A78201F3818A6BE4717B951433@OTB6MAIL01.executive.stateofwv.gov>
Message-ID: <CAPXojw_ec82RH5qm=vjxavosz=HtY8XnqiL-x4SxSRY29mSM-Q@mail.gmail.com>
Thanks, Susan!
Mary

On Wed, Jul 10, 2013 at 9:27 AM, Scouras, Susan C
<Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov> wrote:
> It is not included in NewspaperArchive.com.
>
> Susan Scouras
> Librarian
> WV Archives and History Library
> The Culture Center
> 1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
> Charleston, WV 25305-0300
> (304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
> Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov
>
> -----Original Message----> From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Mary K. Mannix
> Sent: Tuesday, July 09, 2013 6:22 PM
> To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
> Subject: [Genealib] "Honolulu Advertiser" for 1965-1975
>
> Hello All,
>
> Does anyone know off the top of their heads if there is an electronic product
that includes the "Honolulu Advertiser" for 1965-1975, give or take? GenealogyBank
doesn't go back that far. I have been in communication with the paper who has sent
me to the state archives, who I will be contacting.
>
> Thanks for any thoughts!
>
> Mary
>
> -> Mary K. Mannix
> Maryland Room Manager
> C. Burr Artz Public Library
> Frederick County Public Libraries
> Frederick, MD
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
From claytonduplicates at gmail.com Thu Jul 11 11:31:12 2013
From: claytonduplicates at gmail.com (Clayton Duplicates)

Date: Thu, 11 Jul 2013 10:31:12 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] TX Periodicals Free For Postage or Swap
Message-ID: <CAB-k0PbUeZ=aTjtOOiUx5_8qJfpMTMPUeqA_PCYcxLxonYOxKg@mail.gmail.com>
Please reply to claytonduplicates at gmail.com
address in block form.

and include your mailing

Clayton Library Center for Genealogical Research, via its volunteer group
Clayton Library Friends has the following duplicate periodicals available
free for postage or will swap.
TX
Austin Gen Soc Quarterly (Travis Co), v 14-4
Membership Directory
Bay Area Gen Soc Quarterly, v 5
8-1,2,4 8-1 9-2

5

47-3

v 5-1,2,4

Bulletin Houston Gen Forum, v 20-6

48-1,2

5-1,2,4

51-1

5-4

6

2010
6-1,3

7

7

22-6

Cass Co Gen Soc Quarterly, v 18-2
Ceske Stopy Czech Footprints, TX Czech Gen Soc, v 5-1

8-3,4

9-1,2

10-2

Chronicles of Smith Co, TX, v 8-2
Coryell Kin (Coryell Co), v 14-3
DGS Newsletter (Dallas), # 107

23-3
v 14-9

15-4,5

30-1,2,3

31-8,9

East TX Family Records, v 30
East Texas Historical Journal, v33-2

34-2

35-1,2

Ellis Co Gen Soc Quarterly, v 21-2
Fannin Co Flashback, v 19

20

21

Freestone Frontiers (Freestone Co), v 9

10 all 3 hole punched

Genealogical Record (Houston Gen Forum), v 34-2
39-1,2
42-2,4

44-1,2,3

45-1,2

50+#5special edition

47-3,4

49

50-5special edition

41-2,3
3-1

German-Texan Heritage Society Journal, v 14-1,3
17-1 17-1 17-1
19-3

19-3

19-3

Guadalupe Valley Trails, v

21-2
8

36-4

51

German-Texan Heritage Soc Newsletter, v 2-1
10-3 10-3 10-3 10-3

18-3

36-1,3,4

49

Genealogical Tips (Cameron Co), v 33-3

18-3
31-2

35-2,3

21-2

21-2

4
15-2

5

21-2

6

7-2

17-1,2
23-3

9-2
17-1

23-3

10
17-1

23-3

23-3

Hamilton Co Gen Soc Family Circle Journal, 1996#1
Hispanic Gen Soc Bulletin, v 2-1
Hopkins Co Heritage, v 11

12

13-1,2,3

14

16-1,3,4

18-4

Houston History (UH Center for Public History), v 5-1
Houston Review of History and Culture, v 1-1,2
Keys to the Past (Kendall C0), v 24-1,2

21-4

6-2

2-1 3-1

22-3

7-1
4-1,2

25-2

Lamar Co Gen & Hist, V 12-3
Living Tree News (Harris Co), v 19-1,2
Nas cesky Zivot, v 7-2
Navarro Leaves & Branches, v 12-3
Oak Leaves (Matagorda Co), v 14
The Panola Story, v 13-2
30-2 32-1

31-1

32-1

13-2

3 hole punched
14-1,2,3

14-1,2

Plum Creek Almanac (Caldwell Co), v14-1

14-2

17-1

30-2

15-1,2

Quarterly South TX Gen & Hist Soc (Gonzales Co), v 10-1,2
Rear View Notes (Camp Co), v 5-3,4

20-3

6-1,3

11-1,2

8-3

Roadrunner, v 1-1
Semi-Annual Publication South TX Gen & Hist Soc (Gonzales Co), v 11
Southwestern Archivist (Rice University), v 28-2,4

29-2,3,4

30-1,2

Southwestern Historical Quarterly, v 100-1(Jul 1996)
A Tale of Mid-Cities, v 16-2,3,4

17-4

Texana (Texian Press, Waco), v 3-2,3

18-2,3
4-1,2,4

5-1,4

6-3

7-2

TX Compatriot TX Soc Sons of the American Rvolution News Bulletin, v Spring
2001
Texas Jewish Historical Society, v 7-1,3
2010Jul

2009 May

2010 Jun,Jul

2010Jun

TX State Gen Soc Newsletter, v 3-4
Thorny Trail (Midland Co), v

24-1

Tree Talk (Cherokee Co), v (15-1to11
26-1,2 27-1,3 29 30 31 32

30

31

32

16-1to10

Williamson Co Hist Soc, Publications # 2

7

8

33
17-1to7 three hole punched)
9

11

13

15

Yellowed Pages, v 19
Please make postage reimbursement check payable to Clayton Library Friends
and mail to
Clayton Library Friends
PO Box 271078
Houston, TX 77277-1078
If you are interested in swapping please send your list of available
genealogy periodicals.
Cathy Fitch
claytonduplicates at gmail.com
Volunteer, Clayton Library Friends
http://www.claytonlibraryfriends.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130711/291fd227/
attachment.html>
From mkmannix at gmail.com Thu Jul 11 12:19:23 2013
From: mkmannix at gmail.com (Mary K. Mannix)
Date: Thu, 11 Jul 2013 12:19:23 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] NewsPaperArchive Question
Message-ID: <CAPXojw8URW-hndDTn22dfW26T1iCoAC3mPZhL3b9H=rXJouq3w@mail.gmail.com>
Hello All,
In the last 24 hours, has anyone been getting a "submit" error message
in NewsPaperArchive? It appears when you click from the hit list to
bring up the image of the page. It seems to be relating to trying to
bring the page up as a PDF.
And, yes, our IT department has contacted NewsPaperArchive.
Thanks,
Mary
-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
From Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov Thu Jul 11 13:04:59 2013
From: Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov (Scouras, Susan C)
Date: Thu, 11 Jul 2013 13:04:59 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] NewsPaperArchive Question
In-Reply-To: <CAPXojw8URW-hndDTn22dfW26T1iCoAC3mPZhL3b9H=rXJouq3w@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAPXojw8URW-hndDTn22dfW26T1iCoAC3mPZhL3b9H=rXJouq3w@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID:
<D755A6DDA9D0F543A78201F3818A6BE4717B95143E@OTB6MAIL01.executive.stateofwv.gov>
I just tried it and had no problem.

Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Mary K. Mannix
Sent: Thursday, July 11, 2013 12:19 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] NewsPaperArchive Question
Hello All,
In the last 24 hours, has anyone been getting a "submit" error message in
NewsPaperArchive? It appears when you click from the hit list to bring up the image
of the page. It seems to be relating to trying to bring the page up as a PDF.
And, yes, our IT department has contacted NewsPaperArchive.
Thanks,
Mary
-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org Thu Jul 11 13:13:44 2013
From: Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org (Mara Munroe)
Date: Thu, 11 Jul 2013 17:13:44 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] NewsPaperArchive Question
In-Reply-To:
<D755A6DDA9D0F543A78201F3818A6BE4717B95143E@OTB6MAIL01.executive.stateofwv.gov>
References: <CAPXojw8URW-hndDTn22dfW26T1iCoAC3mPZhL3b9H=rXJouq3w@mail.gmail.com>
<D755A6DDA9D0F543A78201F3818A6BE4717B95143E@OTB6MAIL01.executive.stateofwv.gov>
Message-ID: <8D5076B2B24C544180F364946D3D98F80F627029@Contra.wals.local>
No problems here either.
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Scouras, Susan C
Sent: Thursday, July 11, 2013 12:05 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'

Subject: Re: [Genealib] NewsPaperArchive Question
I just tried it and had no problem.
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Mary K. Mannix
Sent: Thursday, July 11, 2013 12:19 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] NewsPaperArchive Question
Hello All,
In the last 24 hours, has anyone been getting a "submit" error message in
NewsPaperArchive? It appears when you click from the hit list to bring up the image
of the page. It seems to be relating to trying to bring the page up as a PDF.
And, yes, our IT department has contacted NewsPaperArchive.
Thanks,
Mary
-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From mkmannix at gmail.com Thu Jul 11 13:36:36 2013
From: mkmannix at gmail.com (Mary K. Mannix)
Date: Thu, 11 Jul 2013 13:36:36 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] NewsPaperArchive Question
In-Reply-To:
<D755A6DDA9D0F543A78201F3818A6BE4717B95143E@OTB6MAIL01.executive.stateofwv.gov>
References: <CAPXojw8URW-hndDTn22dfW26T1iCoAC3mPZhL3b9H=rXJouq3w@mail.gmail.com>

<D755A6DDA9D0F543A78201F3818A6BE4717B95143E@OTB6MAIL01.executive.stateofwv.gov>
Message-ID: <CAPXojw-q-pvio_Mf8qBpaNZJY_d_sy8eJxRbj01mL6vJroe9nA@mail.gmail.com>
Thanks! We have been having one problem after another with it ever
since they changed the interface a few weeks back. Really, to the
point where I have almost stopped using it, I used to be in it all day
long.
Again, thanks!
Mary
On Thu, Jul 11, 2013 at 1:04 PM, Scouras, Susan C
<Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov> wrote:
> I just tried it and had no problem.
>
> Susan Scouras
> Librarian
> WV Archives and History Library
> The Culture Center
> 1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
> Charleston, WV 25305-0300
> (304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
> Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov
>
> -----Original Message----> From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Mary K. Mannix
> Sent: Thursday, July 11, 2013 12:19 PM
> To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
> Subject: [Genealib] NewsPaperArchive Question
>
> Hello All,
>
> In the last 24 hours, has anyone been getting a "submit" error message in
NewsPaperArchive? It appears when you click from the hit list to bring up the image
of the page. It seems to be relating to trying to bring the page up as a PDF.
>
> And, yes, our IT department has contacted NewsPaperArchive.
>
> Thanks,
>
> Mary
>
> -> Mary K. Mannix
> Maryland Room Manager
> C. Burr Artz Public Library
> Frederick County Public Libraries
> Frederick, MD
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list

> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
From bhill at berkeley.edu Thu Jul 11 14:15:24 2013
From: bhill at berkeley.edu (Barbara L. HILL)
Date: Thu, 11 Jul 2013 11:15:24 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] NewsPaperArchive Question
In-Reply-To: <CAPXojw-q-pvio_Mf8qBpaNZJY_d_sy8eJxRbj01mL6vJroe9nA@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAPXojw8URW-hndDTn22dfW26T1iCoAC3mPZhL3b9H=rXJouq3w@mail.gmail.com>
<D755A6DDA9D0F543A78201F3818A6BE4717B95143E@OTB6MAIL01.executive.stateofwv.gov>
<CAPXojw-q-pvio_Mf8qBpaNZJY_d_sy8eJxRbj01mL6vJroe9nA@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CANQTj-Eyhwu+FO1TcMJCVp=h3D0dtu_UXnmP8LM+nSrDa0gHeg@mail.gmail.com>
We had a problem with NewspaperArchive when we installed Google Chrome as
the browser on our patron computers. Apparently Google Chrome comes with
its own version of reader that we used to use Adobe Acrobat for. It's not
compatible with NewspaperArchive. The best fix for the problem was to
disable the Google Chrome reader, which would then cause the patron
computers to revert to Adobe Acrobat automatically. Sorry I don't know the
technical details.
Barbara Hill
Library Committee
California Genealogical Society

On Thu, Jul 11, 2013 at 10:36 AM, Mary K. Mannix <mkmannix at gmail.com> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Thanks! We have been having one problem after another with it ever
since they changed the interface a few weeks back. Really, to the
point where I have almost stopped using it, I used to be in it all day
long.
Again, thanks!
Mary
On Thu, Jul 11, 2013 at 1:04 PM, Scouras, Susan C
<Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov> wrote:
> I just tried it and had no problem.
>
> Susan Scouras
> Librarian
> WV Archives and History Library
> The Culture Center
> 1900 Kanawha Blvd. E

> > Charleston, WV 25305-0300
> > (304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
> > Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov
> >
> > -----Original Message----> > From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:
> genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Mary K. Mannix
> > Sent: Thursday, July 11, 2013 12:19 PM
> > To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
> > Subject: [Genealib] NewsPaperArchive Question
> >
> > Hello All,
> >
> > In the last 24 hours, has anyone been getting a "submit" error message
> in NewsPaperArchive? It appears when you click from the hit list to bring
> up the image of the page. It seems to be relating to trying to bring the
> page up as a PDF.
> >
> > And, yes, our IT department has contacted NewsPaperArchive.
> >
> > Thanks,
> >
> > Mary
> >
> > -> > Mary K. Mannix
> > Maryland Room Manager
> > C. Burr Artz Public Library
> > Frederick County Public Libraries
> > Frederick, MD
> > _______________________________________________
> > genealib mailing list
> > genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> > http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
> >
> >
> > _______________________________________________
> > genealib mailing list
> > genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> > http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
>
> -> Mary K. Mannix
> Maryland Room Manager
> C. Burr Artz Public Library
> Frederick County Public Libraries
> Frederick, MD
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130711/9ac3eb90/
attachment.html>

From philipsutton at nypl.org Thu Jul 11 17:25:40 2013
From: philipsutton at nypl.org (Philip Sutton)
Date: Thu, 11 Jul 2013 17:25:40 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Ellis Island Name Change Myth Blog Post
Message-ID: <CAGvAnk0=kCM9L7ODbPTHkFCNYeC0Ma3Br9XFA-Q_V26dsTO=8Q@mail.gmail.com>
Hi everybody
The Milstein Division has recently published a blog post about the Ellis
Island name change myth. You all know about this, of course, but the
reaction to this post has been quite interesting! Although reaction to the
post has been overwhelmingly positive, and despite the fact that this story
has been told before, I have still been variously called a liar, a bad
librarian and a revisionist for suggesting that names might not have been
changed by officials at the immigration center!
http://www.nypl.org/blog/2013/07/02/name-changes-ellis-island
Best,
Phil
-Philip Sutton
Librarian II
Milstein Division of United States History, Local History & Genealogy
The New York Public Library
Stephen A. Schwarzman Building, Room 121
Fifth Avenue and 42nd Street
New York, NY 10018-2788
(212) 930-0589
philipsutton at nypl.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130711/
deb1f147/attachment.html>
From mitchell.melody at ocls.info Thu Jul 11 20:03:45 2013
From: mitchell.melody at ocls.info (Mitchell, Melody)
Date: Fri, 12 Jul 2013 00:03:45 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Digital Public Library of America (DPLA)
Message-ID: <B17258EAF2D89D429D2EEDC56EF50D3A25E860@EXMB01.ocls.info>
Hello everyone,
I'm wondering if anyone on this list is familiar with the Digital Public Library of
America (DPLA)? Have you used it and if so, do you believe the DPLA will be useful
to you and your customers?
How will you use it?
Is anyone on the list a partner with DPLA?
Melody Mitchell
Librarian, Southeast Branch
Orange County Library System
Orlando, FL 32822
Email: mitchell.melody at ocls.info

****Florida has a very broad Public Records Law. Virtually all written
communications to or from State and Local officials are public records available to
the public and media upon request. The Orange County Library System policy does not
differentiate between personal and business emails. Emails sent via any Libraryowned system will be considered public and will only be withheld from disclosure if
deemed confidential pursuant to State Law.****
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130712/71e1fb55/
attachment.html>
From nross at bryantx.gov Thu Jul 11 21:50:51 2013
From: nross at bryantx.gov (Ross, Nancy M)
Date: Fri, 12 Jul 2013 01:50:51 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Digital Public Library of America (DPLA)
In-Reply-To: <B17258EAF2D89D429D2EEDC56EF50D3A25E860@EXMB01.ocls.info>
References: <B17258EAF2D89D429D2EEDC56EF50D3A25E860@EXMB01.ocls.info>
Message-ID: <2c9e6j6qryklqpd3t241nv8y.1373593845572@email.android.com>
Anyone know how it compares with Internet Archive?
work internet connection.
Nan Ross
Carnegie History Center

I am at home and away from my

>From my Android phone on T-Mobile. The first nationwide 4G network.

-------- Original message -------From: "Mitchell, Melody" <mitchell.melody at ocls.info>
Date: 07/11/2013 8:47 PM (GMT-06:00)
To: "'genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu'" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Cc: "Alicea, Maritza" <Alicea.Maritza at ocls.info>,"Melillo, Paolo" <Melillo.Paolo
at ocls.info>
Subject: [Genealib] Digital Public Library of America (DPLA)
Hello everyone,
I?m wondering if anyone on this list is familiar with the Digital Public Library of
America (DPLA)? Have you used it and if so, do you believe the DPLA will be useful
to you and your customers?
How will you use it?
Is anyone on the list a partner with DPLA?
Melody Mitchell
Librarian, Southeast Branch
Orange County Library System
Orlando, FL 32822
Email: mitchell.melody at ocls.info

****Florida has a very broad Public Records Law. Virtually all written
communications to or from State and Local officials are public records available to
the public and media upon request. The Orange County Library System policy does not
differentiate between personal and business emails. Emails sent via any Libraryowned system will be considered public and will only be withheld from disclosure if
deemed confidential pursuant to State Law.****
From Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov Fri Jul 12 10:26:09 2013
From: Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov (Scouras, Susan C)
Date: Fri, 12 Jul 2013 10:26:09 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] FW: Guernsey Co. library bookmobile
In-Reply-To: <457734930BFF485A9E510F630BDEB2E4@office1HP>
References: <457734930BFF485A9E510F630BDEB2E4@office1HP>
Message-ID:
<D755A6DDA9D0F543A78201F3818A6BE4717B951443@OTB6MAIL01.executive.stateofwv.gov>
This notice was posted to the West Virginia Library Assn. list serve.
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov<mailto:Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov>
From: WVLA-LIST [mailto:WVLA-LIST at listserv.wvu.edu] On Behalf Of Myra Ziegler
Sent: Friday, July 12, 2013 10:21 AM
To: WVLA-LIST at listserv.wvu.edu
Subject: Fw: Guernsey Co. library bookmobile
I received a request to post this announcement yesterday. While I am sorry to hear
about another library?s difficulties, this may be an opportunity for someone else.
Myra
From: Melissa Essex<mailto:essexme at oplin.org>
Sent: Thursday, July 11, 2013 3:09 PM
To: 'Myra Ziegler'<mailto:zieglerm at mail.mln.lib.wv.us>
Subject: Guernsey Co. library bookmobile
Please find attached the notice we discussed earlier. Any listserv posting will be
much appreciated. The poor economy in our area has forced the bookmobile off the
road. Otherwise, it would still be making the rounds to serve our patrons. I hope
it will find a good future home.
Thank you for your time and assistance with my request.
Melissa L. Essex
Assistant Director
Guernsey County District Public Library
63500 Byesville Rd.
Cambridge, OH 43725
(740)432-7536
essexme at oplin.org<mailto:essexme at oplin.org>

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130712/
e9ce11e1/attachment-0001.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: BKM SALE NOTICE.pdf
Type: application/pdf
Size: 335112 bytes
Desc: BKM SALE NOTICE.pdf
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130712/
e9ce11e1/attachment-0001.pdf>
From carrie at gregathcompany.com Fri Jul 12 12:19:09 2013
From: carrie at gregathcompany.com (Carrie Ann Cook)
Date: Fri, 12 Jul 2013 11:19:09 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Gregath Publishing Free offerings and current sale
Message-ID: <006301ce7f1b$8abe3990$a03aacb0$@gregathcompany.com>
Gregath Publishing Co., Inc. does offer a few full text items free of
charge, and have now added a table of contents online at
http://www.gregathcompany.com/catalog/books/free
As they are free for personal use, we request sharing the links and
bookmarks rather than copying and printing.
Additionally, we almost always have a sale available and it can be accessed
at http://www.gregathcompany.com/catalog/general/sale
Have a great weekend and hope this information is of assistance,
Carrie Cook
Gregath Company, Incorporated
Printer, Publisher, Bookseller
http://www.gregathcompany.com
**No Attachments Please**

From swixom2 at gmail.com Fri Jul 12 13:54:54 2013
From: swixom2 at gmail.com (Sharen Wixom)
Date: Fri, 12 Jul 2013 13:54:54 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Grants to help purchase microfilm reader-printers
Message-ID: <CANue--Xbjm-XaT-sK2i6=vXVp-+2Zc3uWib57WSHd+ZmD46iuA@mail.gmail.com>
Do you know of any grants to help libraries purchase microfilm
reader-printers?
Thank you.
Sharen Lee
Live Oak Public Libraries
Savannah, GA 31401
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130712/4fcbcd84/
attachment.html>
From nross at bryantx.gov Fri Jul 12 14:12:29 2013
From: nross at bryantx.gov (Ross, Nancy M)

Date: Fri, 12 Jul 2013 18:12:29 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Grants to help purchase microfilm reader-printers
In-Reply-To: <CANue--Xbjm-XaT-sK2i6=vXVp-+2Zc3uWib57WSHd+ZmD46iuA@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CANue--Xbjm-XaT-sK2i6=vXVp-+2Zc3uWib57WSHd+ZmD46iuA@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <owju5pt35t3cndso7w0x8e65.1373652743104@email.android.com>
No such luck
>From my Android phone on T-Mobile. The first nationwide 4G network.

-------- Original message -------From: Sharen Wixom <swixom2 at gmail.com>
Date: 07/12/2013 12:55 PM (GMT-06:00)
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Grants to help purchase microfilm reader-printers
Do you know of any grants to help libraries purchase microfilm reader-printers?
Thank you.
Sharen Lee
Live Oak Public Libraries
Savannah, GA 31401
From pkennedy at tmcpl.org Fri Jul 12 14:28:28 2013
From: pkennedy at tmcpl.org (Patrick Kennedy)
Date: Fri, 12 Jul 2013 14:28:28 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Grants to help purchase microfilm reader-printers
References: <CANue--Xbjm-XaT-sK2i6=vXVp-+2Zc3uWib57WSHd+ZmD46iuA@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <B3133B45D0DD1E44B3A214D73FD6B26120F85A@tmcpldc01.office.tmcpl.lib.oh.us>
Sharon,
Perhaps check a local or regional foundation. We were able to purchase a few
pieces of equipment, including a digital microfilm reader - scanner a few years ago
through that route.
Patrick
Patrick D. Kennedy, Archivist
Troy-Miami County Public Library
Local History Library
100 W. Main St.
Troy, Ohio 45373
937.335.4082

pkennedy at tmcpl.org

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Sharen Wixom
Sent: Fri 7/12/2013 1:54 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Grants to help purchase microfilm reader-printers

Do you know of any grants to help libraries purchase microfilm reader-printers?
Thank you.
Sharen Lee
Live Oak Public Libraries
Savannah, GA 31401
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: winmail.dat
Type: application/ms-tnef
Size: 4617 bytes
Desc: not available
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130712/
f0590e02/attachment.bin>
From nvoyles at hcpl.org Sat Jul 13 10:53:23 2013
From: nvoyles at hcpl.org (Nancy Voyles)
Date: Sat, 13 Jul 2013 09:53:23 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Digitizing newspapers
Message-ID: <008601ce7fd8$b90a8160$2b1f8420$@hcpl.org>
Our library received a call from OCI in Oklahoma offering to digitize our
yearbooks for us for free. They will even pay the postage. We are
interested in taking them up on the offer, but you know the saying ?if it
sounds too good
? so I wanted to see if anyone else has worked with this
project before. If so, please tell me your feelings on how things were
handled and any issues that you had with them.

Thanks,
Nancy Voyles
Genealogy/Local History Archives Manager
Henderson County Public Library
101 South Main Street
Henderson, Kentucky 42420
<mailto:nvoyles at hcpl.org> nvoyles at hcpl.org
270-826-3712
P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

?

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130713/00cd0994/
attachment.html>

From larryo at evpl.org Sat Jul 13 11:21:11 2013
From: larryo at evpl.org (Oathout, Larry)
Date: Sat, 13 Jul 2013 15:21:11 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Digitizing newspapers
In-Reply-To: <008601ce7fd8$b90a8160$2b1f8420$@hcpl.org>
References: <008601ce7fd8$b90a8160$2b1f8420$@hcpl.org>
Message-ID: <138899C8-9803-4B2E-ACF6-EDCFBD0013B3@evpl.org>
Hi Nancy! (waving across the river)
We have done some yearbooks for our digital archives, so you might contact Renny
McBride about the issues she worked through to get it done locally, and copyright
issues she dealt with in the project. Copyright would have to be an issue, no
matter who does the project,depending on the years. Indianapolis-Marion County PL
has also done a lot of yearbooks, so they may be a brain to pick.
Larry Oathout
Chief Operations Officer
Evansville Vanderburgh Public Library
200 SE Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd.
Evansville, IN. 47713
812-428-4288
On Jul 13, 2013, at 9:53 AM, "Nancy Voyles" <nvoyles at hcpl.org<mailto:nvoyles at
hcpl.org>> wrote:
Our library received a call from OCI in Oklahoma offering to digitize our yearbooks
for us for free. They will even pay the postage. We are interested in taking them
up on the offer, but you know the saying ?if it sounds too good ?? so I wanted to
see if anyone else has worked with this project before. If so, please tell me your
feelings on how things were handled and any issues that you had with them.
Thanks,
Nancy Voyles
Genealogy/Local History Archives Manager
Henderson County Public Library
101 South Main Street
Henderson, Kentucky 42420
nvoyles at hcpl.org<mailto:nvoyles at hcpl.org>
270-826-3712
P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

?

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130713/6400dd63/
attachment.html>
From boljace at yahoo.com Sat Jul 13 11:26:43 2013
From: boljace at yahoo.com (Beth E. Oljace)
Date: Sat, 13 Jul 2013 08:26:43 -0700 (PDT)
Subject: [Genealib] Digitizing newspapers

In-Reply-To: <008601ce7fd8$b90a8160$2b1f8420$@hcpl.org>
References: <008601ce7fd8$b90a8160$2b1f8420$@hcpl.org>
Message-ID: <1373729203.37664.YahooMailNeo@web162703.mail.bf1.yahoo.com>
Nancy-?
They called us, too.? My supervisor investigated and wasn't impressed with their
website.? Also, I think she said that this may be done from inside a prison.
?
Beth Oljace
Indiana Room
Anderson Public Library
Anderson, Indiana
________________________________
From: Nancy Voyles <nvoyles at hcpl.org>
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Saturday, July 13, 2013 10:53 AM
Subject: [Genealib] Digitizing newspapers

Our library received a call from OCI in Oklahoma offering to digitize our yearbooks
for us for free.? They will even pay the postage.? We are interested in taking them
up on the offer, but you know the saying ?if it sounds too good ?? so I wanted to
see if anyone else has worked with this project before.? If so, please tell me your
feelings on how things were handled and any issues that you had with them.
?
Thanks,
Nancy Voyles
Genealogy/Local History Archives Manager
Henderson County Public Library
101 South Main Street
Henderson, Kentucky 42420
nvoyles at hcpl.org
270-826-3712
P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.? ?
?
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130713/2c1a1073/
attachment.html>
From larryo at evpl.org Sat Jul 13 11:30:12 2013
From: larryo at evpl.org (Oathout, Larry)
Date: Sat, 13 Jul 2013 15:30:12 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Digitizing newspapers
In-Reply-To: <1373729203.37664.YahooMailNeo@web162703.mail.bf1.yahoo.com>
References: <008601ce7fd8$b90a8160$2b1f8420$@hcpl.org>,
<1373729203.37664.YahooMailNeo@web162703.mail.bf1.yahoo.com>
Message-ID: <DA679DD8-0670-4565-978C-73ECC3B0DA5B@evpl.org>
That's creepy, Beth!

Larry Oathout
Chief Operations Officer
Evansville Vanderburgh Public Library
200 SE Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd.
Evansville, IN. 47713
812-428-4288
On Jul 13, 2013, at 10:27 AM, "Beth E. Oljace" <boljace at yahoo.com<mailto:boljace
at yahoo.com>> wrote:
Nancy-They called us, too. My supervisor investigated and wasn't impressed with their
website. Also, I think she said that this may be done from inside a prison.
Beth Oljace
Indiana Room
Anderson Public Library
Anderson, Indiana
From: Nancy Voyles <nvoyles at hcpl.org<mailto:nvoyles at hcpl.org>>
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Saturday, July 13, 2013 10:53 AM
Subject: [Genealib] Digitizing newspapers
Our library received a call from OCI in Oklahoma offering to digitize our yearbooks
for us for free. They will even pay the postage. We are interested in taking them
up on the offer, but you know the saying ?if it sounds too good ?? so I wanted to
see if anyone else has worked with this project before. If so, please tell me your
feelings on how things were handled and any issues that you had with them.
Thanks,
Nancy Voyles
Genealogy/Local History Archives Manager
Henderson County Public Library
101 South Main Street
Henderson, Kentucky 42420
nvoyles at hcpl.org<mailto:nvoyles at hcpl.org>
270-826-3712
P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

?

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130713/
cb2a056b/attachment.html>
From pmlofft at comcast.net

Sat Jul 13 12:21:48 2013

From: pmlofft at comcast.net (Patrick%20M.%20Lofft)
Date: Sat, 13 Jul 2013 16:21:48 +0000 (UTC)
Subject: [Genealib] Digitizing newspapers
In-Reply-To: <DA679DD8-0670-4565-978C-73ECC3B0DA5B@evpl.org>
Message-ID:
<941622215.1164570.1373732508703.JavaMail.root@sz0037a.emeryville.ca.mail.comcast.n
et>
So, what's the matter with providing digitization training for inmates?
Should they only learn useful skills like hacking?
----- Original Message ----From: "Larry Oathout" <larryo at evpl.org>
To: "Beth E. Oljace" <boljace at yahoo.com>, "Librarians ServingGenealogists"
<genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Cc: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Saturday, July 13, 2013 8:30:12 AM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Digitizing newspapers
That's creepy, Beth!
Larry Oathout
Chief Operations Officer
Evansville Vanderburgh Public Library
200 SE Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd.
Evansville, IN. 47713
812-428-4288

On Jul 13, 2013, at 10:27 AM, "Beth E. Oljace" < boljace at yahoo.com > wrote:

Nancy-They called us, too. My supervisor investigated and wasn't impressed with their
website. Also, I think she said that this may be done from inside a prison.
Beth Oljace
Indiana Room
Anderson Public Library
Anderson, Indiana

From: Nancy Voyles < nvoyles at hcpl.org >
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Saturday, July 13, 2013 10:53 AM
Subject: [Genealib] Digitizing newspapers

Our library received a call from OCI in Oklahoma offering to digitize our yearbooks
for us for free. They will even pay the postage. We are interested in taking them
up on the offer, but you know the saying ?if it sounds too good ?? so I wanted to
see if anyone else has worked with this project before. If so, please tell me your
feelings on how things were handled and any issues that you had with them.
Thanks,
Nancy Voyles
Genealogy/Local History Archives Manager
Henderson County Public Library
101 South Main Street
Henderson, Kentucky 42420
nvoyles at hcpl.org
270-826-3712
P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail. ?
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130713/9ab1ed20/
attachment.html>
From boljace at yahoo.com Sat Jul 13 12:24:58 2013
From: boljace at yahoo.com (Beth E. Oljace)
Date: Sat, 13 Jul 2013 09:24:58 -0700 (PDT)
Subject: [Genealib] Digitizing newspapers
In-Reply-To:
<941622215.1164570.1373732508703.JavaMail.root@sz0037a.emeryville.ca.mail.comcast.n
et>
References: <DA679DD8-0670-4565-978C-73ECC3B0DA5B@evpl.org>
<941622215.1164570.1373732508703.JavaMail.root@sz0037a.emeryville.ca.mail.comcast.n
et>
Message-ID: <1373732698.13763.YahooMailNeo@web162706.mail.bf1.yahoo.com>

Nothing whatsoever.? However, when you're not upfront about it--and they weren't
when they talked to me--it makes me wonder what you're hiding.
?
http://www.ocisales.com/ContentDisplay.aspx?CI=Records%20Conversion
________________________________
From: Patrick%20M.%20Lofft <pmlofft at comcast.net>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Cc: Beth E. Oljace <boljace at yahoo.com>
Sent: Saturday, July 13, 2013 12:21 PM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Digitizing newspapers

So, what's the matter with providing digitization training for inmates?
Should they only learn useful skills like hacking?
________________________________
From: "Larry Oathout" <larryo at evpl.org>
To: "Beth E. Oljace" <boljace at yahoo.com>, "Librarians ServingGenealogists"
<genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Cc: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Saturday, July 13, 2013 8:30:12 AM
Subject: Re: [Genealiigitizing newspapers
That's creepy, Beth!
Larry Oathout
Chief Operations Officer
Evansville Vanderburgh Public Library
200 SE Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd.
Evansville, IN. 47713
812-428-4288
On Jul 13, 2013, at 10:27 AM, "Beth E. Oljace" <boljace at yahoo.com> wrote:
Nancy->?
>They called us, too.? My supervisor investigated and wasn't impressed with their
website.? Also, I think she said that this may be done from inside a prison.
>?
>Beth Oljace
>Indiana Room
>Anderson Public Library
>Anderson, Indiana
>
>
>
>________________________________
> From: Nancy Voyles <nvoyles at hcpl.org>
>To: mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>Sent: Saturday, July 13, 2013 10:53 AM
>Subject: [Genealib] Digitizing newspapers
>

>
>
>
>Our library received a call from OCI in Oklahoma offering to digitize our
yearbooks for us for free.? They will even pay the postage.? We are interested in
taking them up on the offer, but you know the saying ?if it sounds too good ?? so I
wanted to see if anyone else has worked with this project before.? If so, please
tell me your feelings on how things were handled and any issues that you had with
them.
>?
>Thanks,
>Nancy Voyles
>Genealogy/Local History Archives Manager
>Henderson County Public Library
>101 South Main Street
>Henderson, Kentucky 42420
>nvoyles at hcpl.org
>270-826-3712
>P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.? ?
>
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130713/
cc288e30/attachment.html>
From kdolce at volusia.org Sat Jul 13 13:01:33 2013
From: kdolce at volusia.org (Kim Dolce)
Date: Sat, 13 Jul 2013 13:01:33 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Digitizing newspapers
Message-ID: <51E14FAE020000AA00037E51@vgwmta.co.volusia.fl.us>
That sounds VERY creepy!
Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org

>>> "Oathout, Larry"
That's creepy, Beth!

07/13/13 12:16 PM >>>

Larry OathoutChief Operations Officer
Evansville Vanderburgh Public Library
200 SE Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd.
Evansville, IN. 47713
812-428-4288

On Jul 13, 2013, at 10:27 AM, "Beth E. Oljace" <boljace at yahoo.com>
wrote:

Nancy-They called us, too. My supervisor investigated and wasn't impressed
with their website. Also, I think she said that this may be done from
inside a prison.
Beth Oljace
Indiana Room
Anderson Public Library
Anderson, Indiana

From: Nancy Voyles <nvoyles at hcpl.org>
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Saturday, July 13, 2013 10:53 AM
Subject: [Genealib] Digitizing newspapers
<!--#yiv5513241235
_filtered #yiv5513241235 {font-family:"Cambria
Math";panose-1:2 4 5 3 5 4 6 3 2 4;} _filtered #yiv5513241235
{font-family:Calibri;panose-1:2 15 5 2 2 2 4 3 2 4;} _filtered
#yiv5513241235 {font-family:Webdings;panose-1:5 3 1 2 1 5 9 6 7
3;}#yiv5513241235 #yiv5513241235 p.yiv5513241235MsoNormal,
#yiv5513241235 li.yiv5513241235MsoNormal, #yiv5513241235
div.yiv5513241235MsoNormal{margin:0in;margin-bottom:.0001pt;font-size:11.0pt;fontfamily:"Calibri",
"sans-serif";}#yiv5513241235 a:link, #yiv5513241235
span.yiv5513241235MsoHyperlink{color:blue;text-decoration:underline;}#yiv5513241235
a:visited, #yiv5513241235
span.yiv5513241235MsoHyperlinkFollowed{color:purple;textdecoration:underline;}#yiv5513241235
span.yiv5513241235EmailStyle17{font-family:"Calibri",
"sans-serif";color:windowtext;}#yiv5513241235
.yiv5513241235MsoChpDefault{font-family:"Calibri", "sans-serif";}
_filtered #yiv5513241235 {margin:1.0in 1.0in 1.0in 1.0in;}#yiv5513241235
div.yiv5513241235WordSection1{}-->Our library received a call from OCI
in Oklahoma offering to digitize our yearbooks for us for free. They
will even pay the postage. We are interested in taking them up on the
offer, but you know the saying ?if it sounds too good *? so I wanted to
see if anyone else has worked with this project before. If so, please
tell me your feelings on how things were handled and any issues that you

had with them.
Thanks,
Nancy Voyles
Genealogy/Local History Archives Manager
Henderson County Public Library
101 South Main Street
Henderson, Kentucky 42420
nvoyles at hcpl.org
270-826-3712
PPlease consider the environment before printing this e-mail. ?
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genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130713/821a13b2/
attachment.html>
From pmlofft at comcast.net Sat Jul 13 14:01:02 2013
From: pmlofft at comcast.net (Patrick%20M.%20Lofft)
Date: Sat, 13 Jul 2013 18:01:02 +0000 (UTC)
Subject: [Genealib] Digitizing newspapers
In-Reply-To: <1373732698.13763.YahooMailNeo@web162706.mail.bf1.yahoo.com>
Message-ID:
<1071383344.1167091.1373738462298.JavaMail.root@sz0037a.emeryville.ca.mail.comcast.
net>
The home page clearly identifies the organization as:
? Copyright 2007-2011 Oklahoma Correctional Industries
Which inquiries did OCI not satisfactorily answer?
----- Original Message ----From: "Beth E. Oljace" <boljace at yahoo.com>
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Saturday, July 13, 2013 9:24:58 AM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Digitizing newspapers

Nothing whatsoever. However, when you're not upfront about it--and they weren't
when they talked to me--it makes me wonder what you're hiding.
http://www.ocisales.com/ContentDisplay.aspx?CI=Records%20Conversion

From: Patrick%20M.%20Lofft <pmlofft at comcast.net>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Cc: Beth E. Oljace <boljace at yahoo.com>
Sent: Saturday, July 13, 2013 12:21 PM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Digitizing newspapers

So, what's the matter with providing digitization training for inmates?
Should they only learn useful skills like hacking?
From: "Larry Oathout" <larryo at evpl.org>
To: "Beth E. Oljace" <boljace at yahoo.com>, "Librarians ServingGenealogists"
<genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Cc: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Saturday, July 13, 2013 8:30:12 AM
Subject: Re: [Genealiigitizing newspapers
That's creepy, Beth!
Larry Oathout
Chief Operations Officer
Evansville Vanderburgh Public Library
200 SE Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd.
Evansville, IN. 47713
812-428-4288

On Jul 13, 2013, at 10:27 AM, "Beth E. Oljace" < boljace at yahoo.com > wrote:

Nancy-They called us, too. My supervisor investigated and wasn't impressed with their
website. Also, I think she said that this may be done from inside a prison.
Beth Oljace
Indiana Room
Anderson Public Library
Anderson, Indiana

From: Nancy Voyles < nvoyles at hcpl.org >
To: mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Saturday, July 13, 2013 10:53 AM
Subject: [Genealib] Digitizing newspapers

Our library received a call from OCI in Oklahoma offering to digitize our yearbooks
for us for free. They will even pay the postage. We are interested in taking them
up on the offer, but you know the saying ?if it sounds too good ?? so I wanted to
see if anyone else has worked with this project before. If so, please tell me your
feelings on how things were handled and any issues that you had with them.
Thanks,
Nancy Voyles
Genealogy/Local History Archives Manager
Henderson County Public Library
101 South Main Street
Henderson, Kentucky 42420
nvoyles at hcpl.org
270-826-3712
P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail. ?
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
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-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130713/087fe474/
attachment.html>
From history at eok.lib.ok.us Sat Jul 13 15:02:14 2013
From: history at eok.lib.ok.us (Grant Foreman Genealogy)
Date: Sat, 13 Jul 2013 14:02:14 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Digitizing newspapers
In-Reply-To: <fbe02dcd403b.51e1a3ef@eok.lib.ok.us>
References: <1373732698.13763.YahooMailNeo@web162706.mail.bf1.yahoo.com>
<1071383344.1167091.1373738462298.JavaMail.root@sz0037a.emeryville.ca.mail.comcast.
net>
<fbeedbe1625a.51e1a01f@eok.lib.ok.us>
<fbee9a5963bc.51e1a05b@eok.lib.ok.us>
<fbeeee067875.51e1a098@eok.lib.ok.us>
<fbeebc5f786.51e1a0d5@eok.lib.ok.us>
<fbeea3653aea.51e1a112@eok.lib.ok.us>
<fbee8a8270f7.51e1a152@eok.lib.ok.us>
<fbb9b09e3907.51e1a18f@eok.lib.ok.us>
<fbb997d53eac.51e1a1cc@eok.lib.ok.us>
<fbb9d3705346.51e1a209@eok.lib.ok.us>
<fbb9e45c4bdd.51e1a245@eok.lib.ok.us>
<fbb9a5ff33ec.51e1a282@eok.lib.ok.us>
<fbdea12a5c6c.51e1a2bf@eok.lib.ok.us>
<fbbeb10017a5.51e1a2fc@eok.lib.ok.us>
<fbeea6017a6c.51e1a339@eok.lib.ok.us>
<fbb7609f496a.51e1a376@eok.lib.ok.us>
<fbe020fe13f1.51e1a3b2@eok.lib.ok.us>
<fbe02dcd403b.51e1a3ef@eok.lib.ok.us>
Message-ID: <fbb9c4a32011.51e15de6@eok.lib.ok.us>
They are doing this throughout Oklahoma. The other libraries who have taken
advantage of it in our system had no problems at all. We will be sending
approximately 80 yearbooks to them next week, postage paid. And believe me, if
things don't do right, I'll be the first to squeal. The representative assured me
that they have not lost a book ... yet. I want to hustle and get them in since
they're extending the offer out of state.
We are also asking for bids for another project for which we will be paying.
The prison systems in Oklahoma has various work programs, including building
furniture. Two of the libraries I have worked at had furniture from OCI: tables,
chairs, even a custom built circulation desk.
The free yearbook project seems to be a promotion to help get the word out that
they do provide such services if needed for other projects. They are doing state
and county government records, also, both in and outside of Oklahoma.
They were perfectly upfront with me. When they say OCI (Oklahoma Corrections
Industries), that means the prisons are doing the work. (At least they won't be
taking them home with them.) Plain and simple. In fact, I offered to deliver the
yearbooks to the prison, but will be taking them up on the free shipping.
Nothing creepy. Sounds like good, old fashioned work to me. One of the prisons also

has a program where they sort and test the eyeglasses donated to Lions Clubs before
they are sent to needy people in other countries. These are the people that have
been providing vehicle tags for Oklahomans for years.
They already have a nice number of our local yearbooks, even some we don't have. In
exchange we get copies of EVERYTHING for our local high schools, not just what we
send. I'm organizing a collection for the high school from which I graduated.
Nancy Calhoun
On 07/13/13, "Patrick%20M.%20Lofft" <pmlofft at comcast.net> wrote:
>
> p { margin: 0; }
>
>
>
> The home page clearly identifies the organization as:
> ? Copyright 2007-2011 Oklahoma Correctional Industries
> Which inquiries did OCI not satisfactorily answer?
>
>
> From: "Beth E. Oljace" <boljace at yahoo.com>
> To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> Sent: Saturday, July 13, 2013 9:24:58 AM
> Subject: Re: [Genealib] Digitizing newspapers
>
> Nothing whatsoever. However, when you're not upfront about it--and they weren't
when they talked to me--it makes me wonder what you're hiding.
>
> http://www.ocisales.com/ContentDisplay.aspx?CI=Records%20Conversion
>
>
>
>
From: Patrick%20M.%20Lofft <pmlofft at comcast.net>
> To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> Cc: Beth E. Oljace <boljace at yahoo.com>
> Sent: Saturday, July 13, 2013 12:21 PM
> Subject: Re: [Genealib] Digitizing newspapers
>
>
> #yiv1515518508 p {margin:0;}So, what's the matter with providing digitization
training for inmates?
> Should they only learn useful skills like hacking?
>
>
> From: "Larry Oathout" <larryo at evpl.org>
> To: "Beth E. Oljace" <boljace at yahoo.com>, "Librarians ServingGenealogists"
<genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> Cc: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> Sent: Saturday, July 13, 2013 8:30:12 AM
> Subject: Re: [Genealiigitizing newspapers
>
> That's creepy, Beth!
>
>
>
> Larry Oathout
> Chief Operations Officer
> Evansville Vanderburgh Public Library

> 200 SE Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd.
> Evansville, IN. 47713
> 812-428-4288
>
>
>
>
>
> On Jul 13, 2013, at 10:27 AM, "Beth E. Oljace" <boljace at yahoo.com> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
> >
Nancy-> >
> > They called us, too. My supervisor investigated and wasn't impressed with
their website. Also, I think she said that this may be done from inside a prison.
> >
> > Beth Oljace
> > Indiana Room
> > Anderson Public Library
> > Anderson, Indiana
> >
> >
> >
> > From: Nancy Voyles <nvoyles at hcpl.org>
> >
> > To: mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> >
> > Sent: Saturday, July 13, 2013 10:53 AM
> >
> > Subject: [Genealib] Digitizing newspapers
> >
> >
> >
> > <!-> > #yiv1515518508 filtered {font-family:"Cambria Math";panose-1:2 4 5 3 5 4 6 3 2
4;}
> > #yiv1515518508 filtered {font-family:Calibri;panose-1:2 15 5 2 2 2 4 3 2 4;}
> > #yiv1515518508 filtered {font-family:Webdings;panose-1:5 3 1 2 1 5 9 6 7 3;}
> > #yiv1515518508 p.yiv1515518508MsoNormal, #yiv1515518508
li.yiv1515518508MsoNormal, #yiv1515518508 div.yiv1515518508MsoNormal
{margin:0in;margin-bottom:.0001pt;font-size:11.0pt;font-family:"Calibri", "sansserif";}
> > #yiv1515518508 a:link, #yiv1515518508 span.yiv1515518508MsoHyperlink
{color:blue;text-decoration:underline;}
> > #yiv1515518508 a:visited, #yiv1515518508 span.yiv1515518508MsoHyperlinkFollowed
{color:purple;text-decoration:underline;}
> > #yiv1515518508 span.yiv1515518508EmailStyle17 {font-family:"Calibri", "sansserif";color:windowtext;}
> > #yiv1515518508 .yiv1515518508MsoChpDefault {font-family:"Calibri", "sansserif";}
> > #yiv1515518508 filtered {margin:1.0in 1.0in 1.0in 1.0in;}
> > #yiv1515518508 div.yiv1515518508WordSection1 {}
> > -->
Our library received a call from OCI in Oklahoma offering to digitize our
yearbooks for us for free. They will even pay the postage. We are interested in
taking them up on the offer, but you know the saying ?if it sounds too good ?? so I

wanted to see if anyone else has worked with this project before. If so, please
tell me your feelings on how things were handled and any issues that you had with
them.
> >
> > Thanks,
> > Nancy Voyles
> > Genealogy/Local History Archives Manager
> > Henderson County Public Library
> > 101 South Main Street
> > Henderson, Kentucky 42420
> > nvoyles at hcpl.org
> > 270-826-3712
> > P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail. ?
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > _______________________________________________
> >
> > genealib mailing list
> >
> > genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> >
> > http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
>
> > _______________________________________________
> >
> > genealib mailing list
> >
> > genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> >
> > http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
> >
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
>

>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
>
>
-Local History and Genealogical Department
Muskogee Public Library
801 W. Okmulgee
Muskogee, OK 74401
history at eok.lib.ok.us
918-682-6657
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130713/1e3c7389/
attachment-0001.html>
From cheryls at plano.gov Sat Jul 13 15:09:47 2013
From: cheryls at plano.gov (Cheryl Smith)
Date: Sat, 13 Jul 2013 19:09:47 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Digitizing newspapers
In-Reply-To: <fbb9c4a32011.51e15de6@eok.lib.ok.us>
References: <1373732698.13763.YahooMailNeo@web162706.mail.bf1.yahoo.com>
<1071383344.1167091.1373738462298.JavaMail.root@sz0037a.emeryville.ca.mail.comcast.
net>
<fbeedbe1625a.51e1a01f@eok.lib.ok.us>
<fbee9a5963bc.51e1a05b@eok.lib.ok.us>
<fbeeee067875.51e1a098@eok.lib.ok.us>
<fbeebc5f786.51e1a0d5@eok.lib.ok.us>
<fbeea3653aea.51e1a112@eok.lib.ok.us>
<fbee8a8270f7.51e1a152@eok.lib.ok.us>
<fbb9b09e3907.51e1a18f@eok.lib.ok.us>
<fbb997d53eac.51e1a1cc@eok.lib.ok.us>
<fbb9d3705346.51e1a209@eok.lib.ok.us>
<fbb9e45c4bdd.51e1a245@eok.lib.ok.us>
<fbb9a5ff33ec.51e1a282@eok.lib.ok.us>
<fbdea12a5c6c.51e1a2bf@eok.lib.ok.us>
<fbbeb10017a5.51e1a2fc@eok.lib.ok.us>
<fbeea6017a6c.51e1a339@eok.lib.ok.us>
<fbb7609f496a.51e1a376@eok.lib.ok.us>
<fbe020fe13f1.51e1a3b2@eok.lib.ok.us>
<fbe02dcd403b.51e1a3ef@eok.lib.ok.us>
<fbb9c4a32011.51e15de6@eok.lib.ok.us>
Message-ID:
<5B615D97FBEDB94FB55B12BB5D5F56C22B0594EC@BLUPRD0712MB611.namprd07.prod.outlook.com
>
Has anyone checked for accuracy in what they have done? McKinney Public Library
had their yearbooks done. I'm then taking the images and putting them online in
our Collin County Digital Collection. So far in the two books I've done, I have
found missing/duplicate pages in both. The books have all the pages correctly it's

the scanning that's wrong.
They have done a very good job other than the missing
pages. I just want y'all to be aware of this.
Cheryl Smith
Genealogy Librarian
GLHTA, Haggard Library
972-769-4240
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Grant Foreman Genealogy
Sent: Saturday, July 13, 2013 2:02 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Digitizing newspapers
They are doing this throughout Oklahoma. The other libraries who have taken
advantage of it in our system had no problems at all. We will be sending
approximately 80 yearbooks to them next week, postage paid. And believe me, if
things don't do right, I'll be the first to squeal. The representative assured me
that they have not lost a book ... yet. I want to hustle and get them in since
they're extending the offer out of state.
We are also asking for bids for another project for which we will be paying.
The prison systems in Oklahoma has various work programs, including building
furniture. Two of the libraries I have worked at had furniture from OCI: tables,
chairs, even a custom built circulation desk.
The free yearbook project seems to be a promotion to help get the word out that
they do provide such services if needed for other projects. They are doing state
and county government records, also, both in and outside of Oklahoma.
They were perfectly upfront with me. When they say OCI (Oklahoma Corrections
Industries), that means the prisons are doing the work. (At least they won't be
taking them home with them.) Plain and simple. In fact, I offered to deliver the
yearbooks to the prison, but will be taking them up on the free shipping.
Nothing creepy. Sounds like good, old fashioned work to me. One of the prisons also
has a program where they sort and test the eyeglasses donated to Lions Clubs before
they are sent to needy people in other countries. These are the people that have
been providing vehicle tags for Oklahomans for years.
They already have a nice number of our local yearbooks, even some we don't have. In
exchange we get copies of EVERYTHING for our local high schools, not just what we
send. I'm organizing a collection for the high school from which I graduated.
Nancy Calhoun
On 07/13/13, "Patrick%20M.%20Lofft" <pmlofft at comcast.net<mailto:pmlofft at
comcast.net>> wrote:
The home page clearly identifies the organization as:
? Copyright 2007-2011 Oklahoma Correctional Industries
Which inquiries did OCI not satisfactorily answer?
________________________________
From: "Beth E. Oljace" <boljace at yahoo.com<mailto:boljace at yahoo.com>>
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
Sent: Saturday, July 13, 2013 9:24:58 AM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Digitizing newspapers

Nothing whatsoever. However, when you're not upfront about it--and they weren't
when they talked to me--it makes me wonder what you're hiding.
http://www.ocisales.com/ContentDisplay.aspx?CI=Records%20Conversion
From: Patrick%20M.%20Lofft <pmlofft at comcast.net<mailto:pmlofft at comcast.net>>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
Cc: Beth E. Oljace <boljace at yahoo.com<mailto:boljace at yahoo.com>>
Sent: Saturday, July 13, 2013 12:21 PM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Digitizing newspapers
So, what's the matter with providing digitization training for inmates?
Should they only learn useful skills like hacking?
From: "Larry Oathout" <larryo at evpl.org<mailto:larryo at evpl.org>>
To: "Beth E. Oljace" <boljace at yahoo.com<mailto:boljace at yahoo.com>>,
"Librarians ServingGenealogists" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib
at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
Cc: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
Sent: Saturday, July 13, 2013 8:30:12 AM
Subject: Re: [Genealiigitizing newspapers
That's creepy, Beth!
Larry Oathout
Chief Operations Officer
Evansville Vanderburgh Public Library
200 SE Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd.
Evansville, IN. 47713
812-428-4288
On Jul 13, 2013, at 10:27 AM, "Beth E. Oljace" <boljace at yahoo.com<mailto:boljace
at yahoo.com>> wrote:
Nancy-They called us, too. My supervisor investigated and wasn't impressed with their
website. Also, I think she said that this may be done from inside a prison.
Beth Oljace
Indiana Room
Anderson Public Library
Anderson, Indiana
From: Nancy Voyles <nvoyles at hcpl.org<mailto:nvoyles at hcpl.org>>
To: mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Saturday, July 13, 2013 10:53 AM
Subject: [Genealib] Digitizing newspapers
Our library received a call from OCI in Oklahoma offering to digitize our yearbooks
for us for free. They will even pay the postage. We are interested in taking them
up on the offer, but you know the saying "if it sounds too good ..." so I wanted to
see if anyone else has worked with this project before. If so, please tell me your
feelings on how things were handled and any issues that you had with them.

Thanks,
Nancy Voyles
Genealogy/Local History Archives Manager
Henderson County Public Library
101 South Main Street
Henderson, Kentucky 42420
nvoyles at hcpl.org<mailto:nvoyles at hcpl.org>
270-826-3712
P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

?

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-Local History and Genealogical Department
Muskogee Public Library
801 W. Okmulgee
Muskogee, OK 74401
history at eok.lib.ok.us<mailto:history at eok.lib.ok.us>
918-682-6657
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130713/18e3072e/
attachment.html>
From history at eok.lib.ok.us Sat Jul 13 17:05:54 2013
From: history at eok.lib.ok.us (Grant Foreman Genealogy)
Date: Sat, 13 Jul 2013 16:05:54 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Digitizing newspapers
In-Reply-To: <fbe06f5157e5.51e1c111@eok.lib.ok.us>
References: <1373732698.13763.YahooMailNeo@web162706.mail.bf1.yahoo.com>
<1071383344.1167091.1373738462298.JavaMail.root@sz0037a.emeryville.ca.mail.comcast.
net>
<fbeedbe1625a.51e1a01f@eok.lib.ok.us>
<fbee9a5963bc.51e1a05b@eok.lib.ok.us>

<fbeeee067875.51e1a098@eok.lib.ok.us>
<fbeebc5f786.51e1a0d5@eok.lib.ok.us>
<fbeea3653aea.51e1a112@eok.lib.ok.us>
<fbee8a8270f7.51e1a152@eok.lib.ok.us>
<fbb9b09e3907.51e1a18f@eok.lib.ok.us>
<fbb997d53eac.51e1a1cc@eok.lib.ok.us>
<fbb9d3705346.51e1a209@eok.lib.ok.us>
<fbb9e45c4bdd.51e1a245@eok.lib.ok.us>
<fbb9a5ff33ec.51e1a282@eok.lib.ok.us>
<fbdea12a5c6c.51e1a2bf@eok.lib.ok.us>
<fbbeb10017a5.51e1a2fc@eok.lib.ok.us>
<fbeea6017a6c.51e1a339@eok.lib.ok.us>
<fbb7609f496a.51e1a376@eok.lib.ok.us>
<fbe020fe13f1.51e1a3b2@eok.lib.ok.us>
<fbe02dcd403b.51e1a3ef@eok.lib.ok.us>
<fbb9c4a32011.51e15de6@eok.lib.ok.us>
<5B615D97FBEDB94FB55B12BB5D5F56C22B0594EC@BLUPRD0712MB611.namprd07.prod.outlook.com
>
<fbe0126437f3.51e1c0d4@eok.lib.ok.us>
<fbe06f5157e5.51e1c111@eok.lib.ok.us>
Message-ID: <fbe059debdd.51e17ae2@eok.lib.ok.us>
I haven't heard anything yet from other libraries in the system, but it may be that
they haven't checked that closely.
I think they would be open to returning them to correct mistakes. I was trying to
get a complete run to send them all at once, but they said I can send what we have
now, then more later. Since I'm begging from a museum and the school, all of us
will get our own copy because they have assisted with the project. But they may not
provide a copy for individual lenders.
On 07/13/13, Cheryl Smith <cheryls at plano.gov> wrote:
>
>
>
> <!-> /* Font Definitions */
> @font-face {font-family:Calibri; panose-1:2 15 5 2 2 2 4 3 2 4;}
> @font-face {font-family:Tahoma; panose-1:2 11 6 4 3 5 4 4 2 4;}
> @font-face {font-family:Webdings; panose-1:5 3 1 2 1 5 9 6 7 3;}
> /* Style Definitions */
> p.MsoNormal, li.MsoNormal, div.MsoNormal {margin:0in; margin-bottom:.0001pt;
font-size:12.0pt; font-family:"Times New Roman","serif";}
> a:link, span.MsoHyperlink {mso-style-priority:99; color:blue; textdecoration:underline;}
> a:visited, span.MsoHyperlinkFollowed {mso-style-priority:99; color:purple; textdecoration:underline;}
> p {mso-style-priority:99; margin:0in; margin-bottom:.0001pt; font-size:12.0pt;
font-family:"Times New Roman","serif";}
> span.copyright {mso-style-name:copyright;}
> span.EmailStyle19 {mso-style-type:personal-reply; font-family:"Calibri","sansserif"; color:#1F497D;}
> .MsoChpDefault {mso-style-type:export-only; font-family:"Calibri","sans-serif";}
> @page WordSection1 {size:8.5in 11.0in; margin:1.0in 1.0in 1.0in 1.0in;}
> div.WordSection1 {page:WordSection1;}
> -->
>
>

>
>
> Has anyone checked for accuracy in what they have done? McKinney Public Library
had their yearbooks done. I?m then taking the images and putting them online in our
Collin County Digital Collection. So far in the two books I?ve done, I have found
missing/duplicate pages in both. The books have all the pages correctly it?s the
scanning that?s wrong. They have done a very good job other than the missing pages.
I just want y?all to be aware of this.
>
>
>
> Cheryl Smith
>
> Genealogy Librarian
>
> GLHTA, Haggard Library
>
> 972-769-4240
>
>
>
> From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu]
> On Behalf Of Grant Foreman Genealogy
>
> Sent: Saturday, July 13, 2013 2:02 PM
>
> To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
>
> Subject: Re: [Genealib] Digitizing newspapers
>
>
>
> They are doing this throughout Oklahoma. The other libraries who have taken
advantage of it in our system had no problems at all. We will be sending
approximately 80 yearbooks to them next week, postage paid. And believe me, if
things don't do right, I'll be the first to squeal. The representative assured me
that they have not lost a book ... yet. I want to hustle and get them in since
they're extending the offer out of state.
>
>
>
> We are also asking for bids for another project for which we will be paying.
>
>
>
> The prison systems in Oklahoma has various work programs, including building
furniture. Two of the libraries I have worked at had furniture from OCI: tables,
chairs, even a custom built circulation desk.
>
>
>
> The free yearbook project seems to be a promotion to help get the word out that
they do provide such services if needed for other projects. They are doing state
and county government records, also, both in and outside of Oklahoma.
>
>
>
> They were perfectly upfront with me. When they say OCI (Oklahoma Corrections

Industries), that means the prisons are doing the work. (At least they won't be
taking them home with them.) Plain and simple. In fact, I offered to deliver the
yearbooks to the prison, but will be taking them up on the free shipping.
>
>
>
> Nothing creepy. Sounds like good, old fashioned work to me. One of the prisons
also has a program where they sort and test the eyeglasses donated to Lions Clubs
before they are sent to needy people in other countries. These are the people that
have been providing vehicle tags for Oklahomans for years.
>
>
>
> They already have a nice number of our local yearbooks, even some we don't have.
In exchange we get copies of EVERYTHING for our local high schools, not just what
we send. I'm organizing a collection for the high school from which I graduated.
>
>
>
> Nancy Calhoun
>
>
>
> On 07/13/13, "Patrick%20M.%20Lofft" <pmlofft at comcast.net> wrote:
>
>
>
> The home page clearly identifies the organization as:
>
>
> ? Copyright 2007-2011 Oklahoma Correctional Industries
>
>
> Which inquiries did OCI not satisfactorily answer?
>
>
>
>
>
>
> From: "Beth E. Oljace" <boljace at yahoo.com>
>
> To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>
> Sent: Saturday, July 13, 2013 9:24:58 AM
>
> Subject: Re: [Genealib] Digitizing newspapers
>
> Nothing whatsoever. However, when you're not upfront about it--and they weren't
when they talked to me--it makes me wonder what you're hiding.
>
>
>
>
>
> http://www.ocisales.com/ContentDisplay.aspx?CI=Records%20Conversion
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
> From: Patrick%20M.%20Lofft <pmlofft at comcast.net>
>
> To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>
>
> Cc: Beth E. Oljace <boljace at yahoo.com>
>
>
> Sent: Saturday, July 13, 2013 12:21 PM
>
> Subject: Re: [Genealib] Digitizing newspapers
>
>
>
>
> So, what's the matter with providing digitization training for inmates?
>
>
> Should they only learn useful skills like hacking?
>
>
>
>
> From: "Larry Oathout" <larryo at evpl.org>
>
> To: "Beth E. Oljace" <boljace at yahoo.com>, "Librarians ServingGenealogists"
<genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>
> Cc: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>
> Sent: Saturday, July 13, 2013 8:30:12 AM
>
> Subject: Re: [Genealiigitizing newspapers
>
> That's creepy, Beth!
>
>
>
> Larry Oathout
>
> Chief Operations Officer
>
>
> Evansville Vanderburgh Public Library
>
>
> 200 SE Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd.
>
>
> Evansville, IN. 47713
>
>
> 812-428-4288
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> On Jul 13, 2013, at 10:27 AM, "Beth E. Oljace" <boljace at yahoo.com> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
> >
> > Nancy-> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > They called us, too. My supervisor investigated and wasn't impressed with their
website. Also, I think she said that this may be done from inside a prison.
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > Beth Oljace
> >
> >
> > Indiana Room
> >
> >
> > Anderson Public Library
> >
> >
> > Anderson, Indiana
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > From: Nancy Voyles <nvoyles at hcpl.org>
> >
> > To: mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> >
> >
> > Sent: Saturday, July 13, 2013 10:53 AM
> >
> > Subject: [Genealib] Digitizing newspapers
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > Our library received a call from OCI in Oklahoma offering to digitize our

yearbooks for us for free. They will even pay the postage. We are interested in
taking them up on the offer, but you know the saying ?if it sounds too good ?? so I
wanted to see if anyone else has worked with this project before. If so, please
tell me your feelings on how things were handled and any issues that you had with
them.
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > Thanks,
> >
> >
> > Nancy Voyles
> >
> >
> > Genealogy/Local History Archives Manager
> >
> >
> > Henderson County Public Library
> >
> >
> > 101 South Main Street
> >
> >
> > Henderson, Kentucky 42420
> >
> >
> > nvoyles at hcpl.org
> >
> >
> > 270-826-3712
> >
> >
> > P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail. ?
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > _______________________________________________
> >
> > genealib mailing list
> >
> > genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> >
> > http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Local History and Genealogical Department
Muskogee Public Library

>
> 801 W. Okmulgee
>
>
> Muskogee, OK 74401
>
>
> history at eok.lib.ok.us
>
>
> 918-682-6657?
>
>
>
>
>
>
-Local History and Genealogical Department
Muskogee Public Library
801 W. Okmulgee
Muskogee, OK 74401
history at eok.lib.ok.us
918-682-6657
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130713/
a716effe/attachment.html>
From abrisee at yahoo.com Sat Jul 13 17:07:35 2013
From: abrisee at yahoo.com (adrian brisee)
Date: Sat, 13 Jul 2013 14:07:35 -0700 (PDT)
Subject: [Genealib] Digitizing Yearbooks
Message-ID: <1373749655.37196.YahooMailNeo@web162705.mail.bf1.yahoo.com>
"Our library received a call from OCI in Oklahoma offering to digitize our
yearbooks for us for free.? They will even pay the postage.? We are
interested in taking them up on the offer, but you know the saying ?if it
sounds too good ?? so I wanted to see if anyone else has worked with this
project before.? If so, please tell me your feelings on how things were
handled and any issues that you had with them."
?
How does the OCI get around the copyright laws?
?
Adrian Brisee
C. G,. Brisee Genealogy Library
Irwin, IA
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130713/0920a8be/
attachment.html>
From pjones at okhistory.org Sat Jul 13 17:25:57 2013
From: pjones at okhistory.org (Patricia Jones)
Date: Sat, 13 Jul 2013 16:25:57 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Digitizing Yearbooks
In-Reply-To: <1373749655.37196.YahooMailNeo@web162705.mail.bf1.yahoo.com>

References: <1373749655.37196.YahooMailNeo@web162705.mail.bf1.yahoo.com>
Message-ID: <005701ce800f$906620c0$b1326240$@okhistory.org>
I am by no means a copyright expert, but I believe these can be considered
preservation copies.
The Copyright Advisory Network website (ALA) has really good information on
preservation copies and other copyright issues.
http://librarycopyright.net/resources/spinner/

Patricia Nunes Jones
Technical Services Manager | Oklahoma Historical Society
800 Nazih Zuhdi Drive, Oklahoma City, OK 73105
<http://www.okhistory.org/> www.okhistory.org
(405) 522-4025

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of adrian brisee
Sent: Saturday, July 13, 2013 4:08 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Digitizing Yearbooks

"Our library received a call from OCI in Oklahoma offering to digitize our
yearbooks for us for free. They will even pay the postage. We are
interested in taking them up on the offer, but you know the saying ?if it
sounds too good ?? so I wanted to see if anyone else has worked with this
project before. If so, please tell me your feelings on how things were
handled and any issues that you had with them."

How does the OCI get around the copyright laws?

Adrian Brisee
C. G,. Brisee Genealogy Library
Irwin, IA
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130713/6903a7f6/
attachment.html>

From genbook at gmail.com Sat Jul 13 20:17:22 2013
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Sat, 13 Jul 2013 20:17:22 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Digitizing newspapers
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhV4HcReD12uqOX7i8RVPZqnLO9o+bZR+033FmO5VWampA@mail.gmail.com>
Indeed it does look as if OCI has a digitizing dept:
http://www.ocisales.com/ContentDisplay.aspx?CI=Digital%20Imaging%20Services
Grants to purchase microfilm readers and digitizing equipment these days
usually [but not always!] come from local foundations and individuals who
see what a library does and has done and donate. While I was working at
Rochester, we got 600,000 in grants from local well to do people, and
another 50,000 to establish a Digital History Center. They have now gotten
new ViewScan digital microfilm readers and established the Walter F. Becker
Digital History Center.
Locally to me, volunteer groups (like the local genealogy society (
http://nyrgs.org/crpc.pdf) and NewYorkHeritage.org (where I also volunteer)
have done such; there is a man in Fulton NY who has done nearly; 25 million
pages of papers for free. [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KVWDX6oaYCg]. It
costs to have local library research councils (yet another place I
volunteer....) do the scanning though they do do it at cost. Still it
doesn't get done unless they have money.
So, in sum, check a LOT of different sources. Maybe partnering with a
college that has digital labs and is looking for student interns would
prove productive.
If anyone wants to continue the discussion I can send you names locally
here to speak with.
Larry Naukam
Retired Coordinator of Historical Services
(Local History, Genealogy, and Digitizing)
Rochester NY Public Library
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130713/
d8f0775f/attachment.html>
From francesleeoneal at gmail.com Sat Jul 13 20:33:32 2013
From: francesleeoneal at gmail.com (Frances Lee O'Neal)
Date: Sat, 13 Jul 2013 20:33:32 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Digitizing newspapers
In-Reply-To: <CAKEoNhV4HcReD12uqOX7i8RVPZqnLO9o+bZR+033FmO5VWampA@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAKEoNhV4HcReD12uqOX7i8RVPZqnLO9o+bZR+033FmO5VWampA@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAAmh_2tfvt81AwQGXgb-xP=_niebBoJM7xAWdQDZiy_nJtRuHQ@mail.gmail.com>
sc project
http://library.sc.edu/digital/newspaper/index.html
You might be interested in this project
FLO
On Sat, Jul 13, 2013 at 8:17 PM, genbook <genbook at gmail.com> wrote:
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Indeed it does look as if OCI has a digitizing dept:
http://www.ocisales.com/ContentDisplay.aspx?CI=Digital%20Imaging%20Services
Grants to purchase microfilm readers and digitizing equipment these days
usually [but not always!] come from local foundations and individuals who
see what a library does and has done and donate. While I was working at
Rochester, we got 600,000 in grants from local well to do people, and
another 50,000 to establish a Digital History Center. They have now gotten
new ViewScan digital microfilm readers and established the Walter F. Becker
Digital History Center.
Locally to me, volunteer groups (like the local genealogy society (
http://nyrgs.org/crpc.pdf) and NewYorkHeritage.org (where I also
volunteer) have done such; there is a man in Fulton NY who has done nearly;
25 million pages of papers for free. [
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KVWDX6oaYCg]. It costs to have local
library research councils (yet another place I volunteer....) do the
scanning though they do do it at cost. Still it doesn't get done unless
they have money.
So, in sum, check a LOT of different sources. Maybe partnering with a
college that has digital labs and is looking for student interns would
prove productive.
If anyone wants to continue the discussion I can send you names locally
here to speak with.
Larry Naukam
Retired Coordinator of Historical Services
(Local History, Genealogy, and Digitizing)
Rochester NY Public Library
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Frances Lee O'Neal
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130713/
d9c1f886/attachment.html>
From kmccallum at aapld.org Mon Jul 15 10:57:21 2013
From: kmccallum at aapld.org (Kristen McCallum)
Date: Mon, 15 Jul 2013 09:57:21 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] PERSI contract with HeritageQuest
Message-ID: <CAJv_p_WtBr82nWZeFZtaxxJ1nxBewbL8Cgv-2RPUb_-4qL+RGA@mail.gmail.com>
I just came across the following article this morning:
http://www.journalgazette.net/article/20130714/LOCAL/307149942.
"Eventually, the deal with Ancestry ended, and the library contracted with

Heritage Quest. Now that relationship has ended and ACPL is working with
Brightsolid, an online publishing firm in the United Kingdom. Not only does
the contract keep the index going, but Brightsolid hopes to do something no
American firm has been able to do: Link the index to the full text of the
article."
While the possibility of a full-text PERSI is exciting, what does this mean
for the future of access to PERSI on HeritgeQuest? Will this new
partnership affect access?
Will HQ still continue to license PERSI? Does
anyone have the inside scoop?
Kristen McCallum
Reference Librarian
Algonquin Area Public Library
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130715/242e5040/
attachment.html>
From GlasgowE at WTCPL.ORG Mon Jul 15 11:04:19 2013
From: GlasgowE at WTCPL.ORG (Elizabeth Glasgow)
Date: Mon, 15 Jul 2013 15:04:19 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] WPA Federal Writers' Project State and City Guides
Message-ID: <8553689BD2AE744CB6C110AB31422ECD9BF64280@OHWAR300.WPL.LOCAL>
Does anyone have an interest in these guides, which we'd be happy to send for the
price of postage? I have just begin to withdraw them, but it looks like we might
have most if not all of the state guides, plus some for cities as well. They have
been previously cataloged but are in good shape.
Elizabeth A. Glasgow
Local History & Genealogy Center
Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
444 Mahoning Ave. NW
Warren, Ohio 44483
(330) 399-8807, Ext.120
We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth.
John Lubbock
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130715/24b490bd/
attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
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<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130715/24b490bd/
attachment.gif>
From mkmannix at gmail.com

Mon Jul 15 11:28:17 2013

From: mkmannix at gmail.com (Mary K. Mannix)
Date: Mon, 15 Jul 2013 11:28:17 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] PERSI contract with HeritageQuest
In-Reply-To: <CAJv_p_WtBr82nWZeFZtaxxJ1nxBewbL8Cgv-2RPUb_-4qL+RGA@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAJv_p_WtBr82nWZeFZtaxxJ1nxBewbL8Cgv-2RPUb_-4qL+RGA@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAPXojw_FHL9NU4damNxO-WcW8Xg3cygJnQ1Bb854HzQzthWQPA@mail.gmail.com>
Kristen, I am so glad you asked. I was wondering that myself when I
read the article! If it ends up in another database, especially a
stand alone, it is doubtful that I will be able to subscribe to it, my
budget being what it is. I am always strongly encouraging folks to use
PERSI, I will be sad if it is no longer in my life.
Mary

-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
From GlasgowE at WTCPL.ORG Mon Jul 15 12:35:14 2013
From: GlasgowE at WTCPL.ORG (Elizabeth Glasgow)
Date: Mon, 15 Jul 2013 16:35:14 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] WPA Guides
Message-ID: <8553689BD2AE744CB6C110AB31422ECD9BF642AD@OHWAR300.WPL.LOCAL>
Thank you for you or interest, the guides have been spoken for.
Elizabeth A. Glasgow
Local History & Genealogy Center
Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
444 Mahoning Ave. NW
Warren, Ohio 44483
(330) 399-8807, Ext.120
We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth.
John Lubbock
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com Mon Jul 15 13:07:43 2013
From: thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com (Thomas Jay Kemp)
Date: Mon, 15 Jul 2013 13:07:43 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Free Webinar on Library Online Catalogs for Genealogists
Friday - July 19th
Message-ID: <CAFnPa7Y6FEhqhYEuwnqfCcN9xvEE0gw_PPZpjfgbSjiG1eehsQ@mail.gmail.com>
FYI: Free webinar,
Friday, July 19, 2013
2:00pm Eastern
Top Ten Techniques for Finding More in Library Catalogs
Most genealogists go to library Web sites, find the online catalog,
make a search using that catalog's basic search features, and assume
they have found everything. Not only are there many ways to use online
library catalogs for genealogical research, but such sites often
provide access to a wide variety of additional resources and
databases.
Presenter : Barbara Renick
Barbara Renick teaches at national genealogy conferences and the
FamilySearch Center in Orange California; was a contributing editor
for the National Genealogical Society computer magazine for eleven
years; authored Genealogy 101: How to Trace Your Family?s History and
Heritage sponsored by NGS for their 100th Anniversary; and currently
serves on the NGS Board of Directors as secretary.
From kdr at ckls.org Mon Jul 15 13:36:36 2013
From: kdr at ckls.org (Kathleen Rippel)
Date: Mon, 15 Jul 2013 12:36:36 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Free Webinar on Library Online Catalogs for
Genealogists Friday - July 19th
In-Reply-To: <CAFnPa7Y6FEhqhYEuwnqfCcN9xvEE0gw_PPZpjfgbSjiG1eehsQ@mail.g
mail.com>
References: <CAFnPa7Y6FEhqhYEuwnqfCcN9xvEE0gw_PPZpjfgbSjiG1eehsQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <7.0.1.0.2.20130715123605.07d47628@ckls.org>
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130715/35179918/
attachment.html>
From archivist at usinternet.com Mon Jul 15 14:10:38 2013
From: archivist at usinternet.com (Ann Mulfort)
Date: Mon, 15 Jul 2013 13:10:38 -0500 (CDT)
Subject: [Genealib] Free Webinar on Library Online Catalogs for
Genealogists Friday - July 19th
In-Reply-To: <7.0.1.0.2.20130715123605.07d47628@ckls.org>
References: <CAFnPa7Y6FEhqhYEuwnqfCcN9xvEE0gw_PPZpjfgbSjiG1eehsQ@mail.gmail.com>
<7.0.1.0.2.20130715123605.07d47628@ckls.org>
Message-ID: <260ea652cbe564fcc2faebbdfeb74e6f.squirrel@usi-mail05mtka.usinternet.com>
I, too am interested in attending the webinar. Please provide more info. Thanks!

Ann Mulfort, CA
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From thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com Mon Jul 15 14:13:13 2013
From: thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com (Thomas Jay Kemp)
Date: Mon, 15 Jul 2013 14:13:13 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Free Webinar on Library Online Catalogs for
Genealogists Friday - July 19th
In-Reply-To: <260ea652cbe564fcc2faebbdfeb74e6f.squirrel@usi-mail05mtka.usinternet.com>
References: <CAFnPa7Y6FEhqhYEuwnqfCcN9xvEE0gw_PPZpjfgbSjiG1eehsQ@mail.gmail.com>
<7.0.1.0.2.20130715123605.07d47628@ckls.org>
<260ea652cbe564fcc2faebbdfeb74e6f.squirrel@usi-mail05-mtka.usinternet.com>
Message-ID: <CAFnPa7bDOweLAd7HsSjftV848r+K2FXt34WcAB9ek77BZv+dQQ@mail.gmail.com>
Ann - here's the link:
http://www.familytreewebinars.com/webinar_details.php?webinar_id=79
On Mon, Jul 15, 2013 at 2:10 PM, Ann Mulfort <archivist at usinternet.com> wrote:
> I, too am interested in attending the webinar. Please provide more info. Thanks!
>
> Ann Mulfort, CA
FYI: Free webinar,
Friday, July 19, 2013
2:00pm Eastern
Top Ten Techniques for Finding More in Library Catalogs
http://www.familytreewebinars.com/webinar_details.php?webinar_id=79
Most genealogists go to library Web sites, find the online catalog,
make a search using that catalog's basic search features, and assume
they have found everything. Not only are there many ways to use online
library catalogs for genealogical research, but such sites often
provide access to a wide variety of additional resources and
databases.
Presenter : Barbara Renick
Barbara Renick teaches at national genealogy conferences and the
FamilySearch Center in Orange California; was a contributing editor
for the National Genealogical Society computer magazine for eleven
years; authored Genealogy 101: How to Trace Your Family?s History and
Heritage sponsored by NGS for their 100th Anniversary; and currently
serves on the NGS Board of Directors as secretary.
From lschreiner at hcpl.org Mon Jul 15 14:35:12 2013
From: lschreiner at hcpl.org (Lynda Schreiner)
Date: Mon, 15 Jul 2013 13:35:12 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Obituary maintenance software
In-Reply-To: <CAJv_p_X2WkbRJk0kVwZbiupnvgyiCoUYqZ2u3=grNaNWF9eX9g@mail.gmail.com>
References: <002a01ce7115$1da02710$58e07530$@hcpl.org>
<CAJv_p_X2WkbRJk0kVwZbiupnvgyiCoUYqZ2u3=grNaNWF9eX9g@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <002001ce818a$0b068650$211392f0$@hcpl.org>
Thank you, Kristen.
considering it.

VITA looks like a great tool, and we will be

Lynda Barron Schreiner
Genealogy/Local History Archivist
Henderson County Public Library
101 S. Main Street
Henderson, Kentucky

42420

<http://www.hcpl.org/> www.hcpl.org

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Kristen
McCallum
Sent: Tuesday, June 25, 2013 9:54 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Obituary maintenance software

Lynda,

We're using VITA Digital Toolkit <http://vitatoolkit.ca/> from Our Digital
World and have been very pleased. If you or anyone from your library will
be attending ALA, they will be there in the exhibitor's hall. They've put
together an Illinois Newspaper Portal to showcase some of the features.
Check it out at http://vitacollections.ca/IllinoisNews/search. It should be
able to handle pretty much anything you want to capture or index. The only
cons I can think of is that the data entry page seems a bit cluttered
(because of all the options) but it may be customizable and I just never
looked into changing it. I've attached the instructions I made for a
volunteer who was inputting items from the "Bridal Aisle" of our local
newspaper. It includes some screen shots so you can get an idea of what it
looks like and how we use it at our library.

Hope this helps!

Kristen McCallum
Reference Librarian
Algonquin Area Public Library

Kristen McCallum

Reference Librarian
Algonquin Area Public Library

On Mon, Jun 24, 2013 at 2:57 PM, Lynda Schreiner <lschreiner at hcpl.org>
wrote:
Dear List:

We currently use Evanced software for our obituary index. We have been
informed that this product will no longer be supported in the near future,
so we are exploring our options for a change.

Would you mind sharing what you use to index obituaries, the pros and cons,
and if you would recommend it. It would be a bonus if the same software
could be adapted to index marriages and births from newspaper announcements.

Thank you, and feel free to reply on or off list.

lschreiner at hcpl.org

Regards,
Lynda Barron Schreiner
Genealogy/Local History Archivist
Henderson County Public Library
101 S. Main Street
Henderson, Kentucky

42420

www.hcpl.org <http://www.hcpl.org/>

_______________________________________________
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-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130715/
ca7cf875/attachment.html>

From tom at mimgc.org Mon Jul 15 15:50:47 2013
From: tom at mimgc.org (Thomas Koselka)
Date: Mon, 15 Jul 2013 15:50:47 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Michigan Breakfast at FGS update
Message-ID: <000901ce8194$9a28c870$ce7a5950$@mimgc.org>
Dear Family History Librarians,
The Michigan Breakfast at the Federation of Genealogical Societies
Conference (FGS) in 40 days and is almost half sold out! Meet and reunite
with other researchers seeking Midwestern roots at the final morning of FGS!
The Michigan Genealogical Council is proud to be a part of this year's FGS
Conference in Fort Wayne, Indiana. We are sponsoring a breakfast on the
final morning, August 24, of the conference on the main floor of the Allen
County Public Library. This buffet breakfast begins at 6:45 a.m. and will
finish in time for attendees to arrive in time for their first session
Saturday morning in the Grand Wayne Convention Center across the street.
The cost of the breakfast is $15 with all profits going to the War of 1812
Preserve the Pensions Project. There will be two brief presentations, the
first about the status of researching in the Great Lakes State and the
status of the Preserve the Pensions Project. Advance registration is
required for this event. Tickets are available through Eventbrite and the
direct link is http://michiganbreakfast.eventbrite.com.
We ask that you share this email with your colleagues who may have an
interest in researching in the Great Lakes State, who may be attending the
FGS Conference. We have been encouraging Michigan genealogical and
historical societies to be a part of the Preserve the Pensions Project.
This is a joint project between the FGS, the National Archives, Fold3, and
Ancestry.com. Each dollar donated is matched by Ancestry, doubling your
donation. These images will be available for free, forever on Fold3.com.
Register today! http://michiganbreakfast.eventbrite.com.
We look forward to having breakfast with you next month!
Tom Koselka, President
Michigan Genealogical Council
http://mimgc.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130715/
f4556560/attachment.html>
From GlasgowE at WTCPL.ORG Tue Jul 16 09:31:49 2013
From: GlasgowE at WTCPL.ORG (Elizabeth Glasgow)
Date: Tue, 16 Jul 2013 13:31:49 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] 1860 Ohio Census
Message-ID: <8553689BD2AE744CB6C110AB31422ECD9BF643E5@OHWAR300.WPL.LOCAL>
Yours for the cost of postage:
Index to the Federal Population Census of Ohio, compiled by Lida Flint Harshman,
1979. 2 vols. Withdrawn and in good condition.
Elizabeth A. Glasgow
Local History & Genealogy Center
Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
444 Mahoning Ave. NW
Warren, Ohio 44483
(330) 399-8807, Ext.120

We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth.
John Lubbock
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From kpoznick at weatherfordtx.gov Tue Jul 16 11:14:01 2013
From: kpoznick at weatherfordtx.gov (Kathleen Poznick)
Date: Tue, 16 Jul 2013 15:14:01 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Digitizing yearbooks
Message-ID:
<87B5243F1ABD4D4B98066A32C73C24E8D7A2304D@WFMS01.local.ci.weatherford.tx.us>
Yes, OCI is the Oklahoma Correctional Institute. We recently did have all
of our local school district yearbooks digitized through OCI and were very
impressed with them. Very fast turnaround, willing to answer any questions, very
professional. We had to get permission to have the yearbooks copied from the school
district. The High School and District Service Offices also helped fill in with
loaned copies that we were missing.
We had a librarian working with a digitization grant work with them and she
was very impressed.
Kathleen Poznick
Children's Services/Genealogy
Weatherford Public Library
817-598-4160
kpoznick at weatherfordtx.gov

________________________________
Weatherford is a family focused community known for valuing historic traditions
while planning for the future. It is a safe, livable city with a healthy economy
that recognizes the importance of working with citizens and local partners.
This message (and any associated files) is intended only for the use of the
individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is
confidential, or subject to copyright. If you are not the intended recipient you
are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying or distribution of this
message, or files associated with this message, is strictly prohibited. If you have
received this message in error, please notify us immediately by replying to the
message and deleting it from your computer. Messages sent to and from the City of
Weatherford may be monitored.
Internet communications cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error-free as
information could be intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late or

incomplete, or contain viruses. Therefore, we do not accept responsibility for any
errors or omissions that are present in this message, or any attachment, that have
arisen as a result of e-mail transmission. If verification is required, please
request a hard-copy version. Any views or opinions presented are solely those of
the author and do not necessarily represent those of the City of Weatherford.
From comanchepl at verizon.net Tue Jul 16 11:53:37 2013
From: comanchepl at verizon.net (Comanche Public Library)
Date: Tue, 16 Jul 2013 10:53:37 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Digitizing yearbooks
In-Reply-To:
<87B5243F1ABD4D4B98066A32C73C24E8D7A2304D@WFMS01.local.ci.weatherford.tx.us>
References:
<87B5243F1ABD4D4B98066A32C73C24E8D7A2304D@WFMS01.local.ci.weatherford.tx.us>
Message-ID: <51E56C81.4000401@verizon.net>
We thought this was as good as "money from home".
CTLS did all
the technical paperwork stuff to help us along the way.
We sent 133 items from our collection. This represented the 4 school
districts remaining in our county.
The service was prompt, very well accomplished, carefully handled.
Our staff member who worked lots with this was very complimentary about
the quality of the work when it was returned. We surely would never
have accomplished this any other way.
We won, we know we did.
Margaret T. Waring
Comanche Public Library
311 N. Austin St.
P.O. Box 777
Comanche, Texas76442-0777
325-356-2122
Enjoy our web page at www.comanchepubliclibrary.com
On 7/16/2013 10:14 AM, Kathleen Poznick wrote:
>
Yes, OCI is the Oklahoma Correctional Institute. We recently did have
all of our local school district yearbooks digitized through OCI and were very
impressed with them. Very fast turnaround, willing to answer any questions, very
professional. We had to get permission to have the yearbooks copied from the school
district. The High School and District Service Offices also helped fill in with
loaned copies that we were missing.
>
We had a librarian working with a digitization grant work with them and
she was very impressed.
>
> Kathleen Poznick
> Children's Services/Genealogy
> Weatherford Public Library
> 817-598-4160
> kpoznick at weatherfordtx.gov
>
>
>
> ________________________________
>
> Weatherford is a family focused community known for valuing historic traditions
while planning for the future. It is a safe, livable city with a healthy economy
that recognizes the importance of working with citizens and local partners.

>
> This message (and any associated files) is intended only for the use of the
individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is
confidential, or subject to copyright. If you are not the intended recipient you
are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying or distribution of this
message, or files associated with this message, is strictly prohibited. If you have
received this message in error, please notify us immediately by replying to the
message and deleting it from your computer. Messages sent to and from the City of
Weatherford may be monitored.
>
> Internet communications cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error-free as
information could be intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late or
incomplete, or contain viruses. Therefore, we do not accept responsibility for any
errors or omissions that are present in this message, or any attachment, that have
arisen as a result of e-mail transmission. If verification is required, please
request a hard-copy version. Any views or opinions presented are solely those of
the author and do not necessarily represent those of the City of Weatherford.
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
From ddindsm1 at mchsi.com Tue Jul 16 12:03:24 2013
From: ddindsm1 at mchsi.com (Diane Densmore)
Date: Tue, 16 Jul 2013 11:03:24 -0500 (CDT)
Subject: [Genealib] 1860 Ohio Census
In-Reply-To: <8553689BD2AE744CB6C110AB31422ECD9BF643E5@OHWAR300.WPL.LOCAL>
Message-ID: <1954158492.8212951373990604336.JavaMail.root@dsmdc-mail-mbs17>
Elizabeth, the Iowa Genealogical Society would like to have these books,
if no one else has already asked.
ddindsm1 at mchsi.com
Diane
----- Original Message ----From: Elizabeth Glasgow <GlasgowE at WTCPL.ORG>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists (genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu) <genealib
at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Tue, 16 Jul 2013 08:31:49 -0500 (CDT)
Subject: [Genealib] 1860 Ohio Census
Yours for the cost of postage:
Index to the Federal Population Census of Ohio, compiled by Lida Flint Harshman,
1979. 2 vols. Withdrawn and in good condition.
Elizabeth A. Glasgow
Local History & Genealogy Center
Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
444 Mahoning Ave. NW
Warren, Ohio 44483
(330) 399-8807, Ext.120
We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth.
John Lubbock

-I GoodSearch &amp; GoodShop for the Iowa Genealogical Society.Raise money for this
charity just by searching the internet with Goodsearch.com(powered by Yahoo), or
shopping online with GoodShop.com
From rebecca.hyman at ncdcr.gov Tue Jul 16 13:30:05 2013
From: rebecca.hyman at ncdcr.gov (Hyman, Rebecca A)
Date: Tue, 16 Jul 2013 17:30:05 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] July 27th Free Genealogy Workshop - What Happens to Your
Stuff When You Die? Researching Probate Records, Raleigh, NC
Message-ID: <A92BBB61D74BA04A9451F0E547E4E8002DC26C4E@NCWWDITMXMBX35.ad.ncmail>
FREE GENEALOGY WORKSHOP: WHAT HAPPENS TO YOUR STUFF WHEN YOU DIE? RESEARCHING
PROBATE RECORDS
Presented by the North Carolina Government and Heritage Library and the State
Archives of North Carolina.
Learn how to research probate records for North Carolina as well as other states
including Georgia, South Carolina, Virginia and Tennessee.
Date: Saturday, July 27, 2013
Time: 10 a.m. to 11 a.m.
Location: Cultural Resources Building, 109 E. Jones Street, Raleigh, NC
Register by email or call: slnc.reference at ncdcr.gov , 919-807-7450
More info: http://www.nccultureevents.com/event/6985-last-saturdays-workshops-whathappens-to-your-stuff-when-you-die
Thank you,
Rebecca
Rebecca Hyman, Reference and Outreach Librarian
Government & Heritage Library
State Library of North Carolina
NC Dept. of Cultural Resources
4641 Mail Service Center
Raleigh, NC 27699-4641
Telephone: (919) 807-7454 Fax: (919) 733-5679
Email: rebecca.hyman at ncdcr.gov<mailto:rebecca.hyman at ncdcr.gov>
Visit our blog at: http://www.ghlblog.org<http://www.ghlblog.org/>
Visit us on Twitter: http://twitter.com/ncpedia
Visit us on Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/ncghl
[slnc-logo-150-wide]
[NCDCRlogo_EMAIL_SIGNATURE]
Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to NC Public Records
Law, NcGS.Ch.132, and may be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state
official.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130716/
c1dfd914/attachment-0001.html>
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From history at eok.lib.ok.us Wed Jul 17 14:46:43 2013
From: history at eok.lib.ok.us (Grant Foreman Genealogy)
Date: Wed, 17 Jul 2013 13:46:43 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Digitizing newspapers
In-Reply-To: <fbe18fda39ff.51e6e664@eok.lib.ok.us>
References: <1373732698.13763.YahooMailNeo@web162706.mail.bf1.yahoo.com>
<1071383344.1167091.1373738462298.JavaMail.root@sz0037a.emeryville.ca.mail.comcast.
net>
<fbeedbe1625a.51e1a01f@eok.lib.ok.us>
<fbee9a5963bc.51e1a05b@eok.lib.ok.us>
<fbeeee067875.51e1a098@eok.lib.ok.us>
<fbeebc5f786.51e1a0d5@eok.lib.ok.us>
<fbeea3653aea.51e1a112@eok.lib.ok.us>
<fbee8a8270f7.51e1a152@eok.lib.ok.us>
<fbb9b09e3907.51e1a18f@eok.lib.ok.us>
<fbb997d53eac.51e1a1cc@eok.lib.ok.us>
<fbb9d3705346.51e1a209@eok.lib.ok.us>
<fbb9e45c4bdd.51e1a245@eok.lib.ok.us>
<fbb9a5ff33ec.51e1a282@eok.lib.ok.us>
<fbdea12a5c6c.51e1a2bf@eok.lib.ok.us>
<fbbeb10017a5.51e1a2fc@eok.lib.ok.us>
<fbeea6017a6c.51e1a339@eok.lib.ok.us>
<fbb7609f496a.51e1a376@eok.lib.ok.us>
<fbe020fe13f1.51e1a3b2@eok.lib.ok.us>
<fbe02dcd403b.51e1a3ef@eok.lib.ok.us>
<fbb9c4a32011.51e15de6@eok.lib.ok.us>
<5B615D97FBEDB94FB55B12BB5D5F56C22B0594EC@BLUPRD0712MB611.namprd07.prod.outlook.com
>
<fbe18fda39ff.51e6e664@eok.lib.ok.us>
Message-ID: <fbe1b90124dd.51e6a043@eok.lib.ok.us>
I just spoke with our representative from Oklahoma Correctional Industries. I told
him about your skipped pages. He said to just send that yearbook back in and they
will be glad to provide those missing pages. No problem.
Nancy Calhoun
On 07/13/13, Cheryl Smith <cheryls at plano.gov> wrote:
>
>
>
> <!-> /* Font Definitions */
> @font-face {font-family:Calibri; panose-1:2 15 5 2 2 2 4 3 2 4;}

> @font-face {font-family:Tahoma; panose-1:2 11 6 4 3 5 4 4 2 4;}
> @font-face {font-family:Webdings; panose-1:5 3 1 2 1 5 9 6 7 3;}
> /* Style Definitions */
> p.MsoNormal, li.MsoNormal, div.MsoNormal {margin:0in; margin-bottom:.0001pt;
font-size:12.0pt; font-family:"Times New Roman","serif";}
> a:link, span.MsoHyperlink {mso-style-priority:99; color:blue; textdecoration:underline;}
> a:visited, span.MsoHyperlinkFollowed {mso-style-priority:99; color:purple; textdecoration:underline;}
> p {mso-style-priority:99; margin:0in; margin-bottom:.0001pt; font-size:12.0pt;
font-family:"Times New Roman","serif";}
> span.copyright {mso-style-name:copyright;}
> span.EmailStyle19 {mso-style-type:personal-reply; font-family:"Calibri","sansserif"; color:#1F497D;}
> .MsoChpDefault {mso-style-type:export-only; font-family:"Calibri","sans-serif";}
> @page WordSection1 {size:8.5in 11.0in; margin:1.0in 1.0in 1.0in 1.0in;}
> div.WordSection1 {page:WordSection1;}
> -->
>
>
>
>
> Has anyone checked for accuracy in what they have done? McKinney Public Library
had their yearbooks done. I?m then taking the images and putting them online in our
Collin County Digital Collection. So far in the two books I?ve done, I have found
missing/duplicate pages in both. The books have all the pages correctly it?s the
scanning that?s wrong. They have done a very good job other than the missing pages.
I just want y?all to be aware of this.
>
>
>
> Cheryl Smith
>
> Genealogy Librarian
>
> GLHTA, Haggard Library
>
> 972-769-4240
>
>
>
> From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu]
> On Behalf Of Grant Foreman Genealogy
>
> Sent: Saturday, July 13, 2013 2:02 PM
>
> To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
>
> Subject: Re: [Genealib] Digitizing newspapers
>
>
>
> They are doing this throughout Oklahoma. The other libraries who have taken
advantage of it in our system had no problems at all. We will be sending
approximately 80 yearbooks to them next week, postage paid. And believe me, if
things don't do right, I'll be the first to squeal. The representative assured me
that they have not lost a book ... yet. I want to hustle and get them in since
they're extending the offer out of state.

>
>
>
> We are also asking for bids for another project for which we will be paying.
>
>
>
> The prison systems in Oklahoma has various work programs, including building
furniture. Two of the libraries I have worked at had furniture from OCI: tables,
chairs, even a custom built circulation desk.
>
>
>
> The free yearbook project seems to be a promotion to help get the word out that
they do provide such services if needed for other projects. They are doing state
and county government records, also, both in and outside of Oklahoma.
>
>
>
> They were perfectly upfront with me. When they say OCI (Oklahoma Corrections
Industries), that means the prisons are doing the work. (At least they won't be
taking them home with them.) Plain and simple. In fact, I offered to deliver the
yearbooks to the prison, but will be taking them up on the free shipping.
>
>
>
> Nothing creepy. Sounds like good, old fashioned work to me. One of the prisons
also has a program where they sort and test the eyeglasses donated to Lions Clubs
before they are sent to needy people in other countries. These are the people that
have been providing vehicle tags for Oklahomans for years.
>
>
>
> They already have a nice number of our local yearbooks, even some we don't have.
In exchange we get copies of EVERYTHING for our local high schools, not just what
we send. I'm organizing a collection for the high school from which I graduated.
>
>
>
> Nancy Calhoun
>
>
>
> On 07/13/13, "Patrick%20M.%20Lofft" <pmlofft at comcast.net> wrote:
>
>
>
> The home page clearly identifies the organization as:
>
>
> ? Copyright 2007-2011 Oklahoma Correctional Industries
>
>
> Which inquiries did OCI not satisfactorily answer?
>
>
>
>
>

>
> From: "Beth E. Oljace" <boljace at yahoo.com>
>
> To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>
> Sent: Saturday, July 13, 2013 9:24:58 AM
>
> Subject: Re: [Genealib] Digitizing newspapers
>
> Nothing whatsoever. However, when you're not upfront about it--and they weren't
when they talked to me--it makes me wonder what you're hiding.
>
>
>
>
>
> http://www.ocisales.com/ContentDisplay.aspx?CI=Records%20Conversion
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> From: Patrick%20M.%20Lofft <pmlofft at comcast.net>
>
> To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>
>
> Cc: Beth E. Oljace <boljace at yahoo.com>
>
>
> Sent: Saturday, July 13, 2013 12:21 PM
>
> Subject: Re: [Genealib] Digitizing newspapers
>
>
>
>
> So, what's the matter with providing digitization training for inmates?
>
>
> Should they only learn useful skills like hacking?
>
>
>
>
> From: "Larry Oathout" <larryo at evpl.org>
>
> To: "Beth E. Oljace" <boljace at yahoo.com>, "Librarians ServingGenealogists"
<genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>
> Cc: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>
> Sent: Saturday, July 13, 2013 8:30:12 AM
>
> Subject: Re: [Genealiigitizing newspapers
>

> That's creepy, Beth!
>
>
>
> Larry Oathout
>
> Chief Operations Officer
>
>
> Evansville Vanderburgh Public Library
>
>
> 200 SE Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd.
>
>
> Evansville, IN. 47713
>
>
> 812-428-4288
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> On Jul 13, 2013, at 10:27 AM, "Beth E. Oljace" <boljace at yahoo.com> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
> >
> > Nancy-> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > They called us, too. My supervisor investigated and wasn't impressed with their
website. Also, I think she said that this may be done from inside a prison.
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > Beth Oljace
> >
> >
> > Indiana Room
> >
> >
> > Anderson Public Library
> >
> >
> > Anderson, Indiana
> >
> >

> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > From: Nancy Voyles <nvoyles at hcpl.org>
> >
> > To: mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> >
> >
> > Sent: Saturday, July 13, 2013 10:53 AM
> >
> > Subject: [Genealib] Digitizing newspapers
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > Our library received a call from OCI in Oklahoma offering to digitize our
yearbooks for us for free. They will even pay the postage. We are interested in
taking them up on the offer, but you know the saying ?if it sounds too good ?? so I
wanted to see if anyone else has worked with this project before. If so, please
tell me your feelings on how things were handled and any issues that you had with
them.
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >
> > Thanks,
> >
> >
> > Nancy Voyles
> >
> >
> > Genealogy/Local History Archives Manager
> >
> >
> > Henderson County Public Library
> >
> >
> > 101 South Main Street
> >
> >
> > Henderson, Kentucky 42420
> >
> >
> > nvoyles at hcpl.org
> >
> >
> > 270-826-3712
> >
> >
> > P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail. ?
> >
> >
> >
> >

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
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>
> _______________________________________________
>
> genealib mailing list
>
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
>
>
>
> ->
> Local History and Genealogical Department
>
>
> Muskogee Public Library
>
>
> 801 W. Okmulgee
>
>
> Muskogee, OK 74401
>
>
> history at eok.lib.ok.us
>
>
> 918-682-6657?
>
>
>
>
>
>
-Local History and Genealogical Department
Muskogee Public Library
801 W. Okmulgee
Muskogee, OK 74401
history at eok.lib.ok.us
918-682-6657
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130717/
e19838b3/attachment.html>
From kwielandotis at gmail.com Wed Jul 17 17:17:50 2013
From: kwielandotis at gmail.com (Kathleen Wieland)
Date: Wed, 17 Jul 2013 17:17:50 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition
Message-ID: <CACG1xm5WjGsJ_8YFKPp++7JdErGtd8v4xFuYtK7CcY_pO_zGmQ@mail.gmail.com>
Having lapsed for 2 years, for want of funds, my library now has an
Ancestry Library subscription again.
I'm planning to do a program for our patrons, introducing them to ALE &

giving them a "tour" and a few tips.
If anyone has any notes or resources for a similar program (or any good
suggestions or reminders), I would greatly appreciate anything you are
willing to share.
Kathleen Wieland
Genealogy Librarian
Otis Library
261 Main Street
Norwich, CT 06360
860-889-2365 ext 108
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130717/91aca261/
attachment.html>
From agh3rd at aol.com Wed Jul 17 18:55:35 2013
From: agh3rd at aol.com (agh3rd at aol.com)
Date: Wed, 17 Jul 2013 18:55:35 -0400 (EDT)
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition
In-Reply-To: <CACG1xm5WjGsJ_8YFKPp++7JdErGtd8v4xFuYtK7CcY_pO_zGmQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CACG1xm5WjGsJ_8YFKPp++7JdErGtd8v4xFuYtK7CcY_pO_zGmQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <8D05157E23DAB9E-CFC-FF4EF@webmail-vd012.sysops.aol.com>
Try the Ancestry Learning Center, lots of info there you could use.
-----Original Message----From: Kathleen Wieland <kwielandotis at gmail.com>
To: GENEALIB <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Wed, Jul 17, 2013 4:18 pm
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition

Having lapsed for 2 years, for want of funds, my library now has an
Ancestry Library subscription again. ?
I'm planning to do a program for our patrons, introducing them to ALE &
giving them a "tour" and a few tips.
If anyone has any notes or resources for a similar program (or any good
suggestions or reminders), I would greatly appreciate anything you are
willing to share. ?

Kathleen Wieland
Genealogy Librarian
Otis Library
261 Main Street
Norwich, CT? 06360

860-889-2365 ext 108
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From misely at charter.net Wed Jul 17 20:00:56 2013
From: misely at charter.net (Megan Isely)
Date: Wed, 17 Jul 2013 19:00:56 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition
In-Reply-To: <CACG1xm5WjGsJ_8YFKPp++7JdErGtd8v4xFuYtK7CcY_pO_zGmQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CACG1xm5WjGsJ_8YFKPp++7JdErGtd8v4xFuYtK7CcY_pO_zGmQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <51E73038.9020906@charter.net>
ProQuest has some helpful materials
http://proquest.com/en-US/promos/ALE/Genealogy_Research_Tools.shtml
Some are designed for patrons and some for library staff.
Megan Isely
La Crosse Public Library Archives
La Crosse, WI
On 7/17/2013 4:17 PM, Kathleen Wieland wrote:
> Having lapsed for 2 years, for want of funds, my library now has an
> Ancestry Library subscription again.
>
> I'm planning to do a program for our patrons, introducing them to ALE
> & giving them a "tour" and a few tips.
>
> If anyone has any notes or resources for a similar program (or any
> good suggestions or reminders), I would greatly appreciate anything
> you are willing to share.
>
>
> Kathleen Wieland
> Genealogy Librarian
> Otis Library
> 261 Main Street
> Norwich, CT 06360
>
> 860-889-2365 ext 108
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130717/8b3fd8f3/
attachment.html>

From harrisonkim at q.com Thu Jul 18 12:58:03 2013
From: harrisonkim at q.com (harrisonkim at q.com)
Date: Thu, 18 Jul 2013 12:58:03 -0400 (EDT)
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition
In-Reply-To: <51E73038.9020906@charter.net>
Message-ID:
<1332686612.1752355.1374166683294.JavaMail.root@md18.quartz.synacor.com>

Hello:

Ancestry also has a great resource for librarians to help with research questions
and questions about using Ancestry Library Edition.? You can go to Ancestryreference-desk.com.? This site will also cross post or pull from the Ancestry blogs
and other social media items that librarians may want to be aware of.?

The other suggestion of using our Learning Center is a great one.? The PDF are
great handouts for library patrons.?

If you have additional questions or thoughts you can always reach out the Ancestry
Library Team.? That e-mail ancestrylibraryteam at ancestry.com or alt at
ancestry.com .? If you have questions you would like to talk about face to face, I
will be at the FGS conference next month in Ft. Wayne.

Kim S. Harrison,
Senior Account Executive
Ancestry Library Team
kharrison at ancestry.com
801-705-7892

----- Original Message ----From: "Megan Isely" <misely at charter.net>
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Wednesday, July 17, 2013 6:00:56 PM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition
ProQuest has some helpful materials
http://proquest.com/en-US/promos/ALE/Genealogy_Research_Tools.shtml
Some are designed for patrons and some for library staff.

Megan Isely
La Crosse Public Library Archives
La Crosse, WI
On 7/17/2013 4:17 PM, Kathleen Wieland wrote:

Having lapsed for 2 years, for want of funds, my library now has an Ancestry
Library subscription again. ?
I'm planning to do a program for our patrons, introducing them to ALE & giving them
a "tour" and a few tips.
If anyone has any notes or resources for a similar program (or any good suggestions
or reminders), I would greatly appreciate anything you are willing to share. ?

Kathleen Wieland
Genealogy Librarian
Otis Library
261 Main Street
Norwich, CT? 06360
860-889-2365 ext 108
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From maryk at ippl.info Thu Jul 18 15:40:13 2013
From: maryk at ippl.info (Mary Krekelberg)
Date: Thu, 18 Jul 2013 19:40:13 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Suggestions for a Genealogy After-Hours Research Program
Message-ID: <290A047907423540BD6A500303266BA44FC06485@Exchange.ippl.local>
Hello,
Last year we held our first after-hours genealogy research event at our public
library. Our library does not have a dedicated genealogy room or large print
collection, but we do offer ALE, HQ, and other online resources. We also have a
very active genealogy club and partnered with them to provide volunteers to assist

people with their research. The event was successful, but I would like to avoid
some of the issues that we encountered.
We had a difficult time when everyone began arriving and we were trying to direct
people as to where to go, etc. What format have others followed for a research only
event (no speakers or classes)? Do you ask individuals to identify their research
interests when they register? Do you try to group individuals with similar research
interests together? How do you help beginners? Is there information that you make
available to the participants before the program?
Thank you-you may reply off list.
Mary L. Krekelberg
Reference Librarian
Indian Prairie Public Library
401 Plainfield Road
Darien, IL 60561
630-887-8760 ext. 240
maryk at ippl.info<mailto:maryk at ippl.info>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From William.Forsyth at proquest.com Thu Jul 18 17:03:42 2013
From: William.Forsyth at proquest.com (Forsyth, William)
Date: Thu, 18 Jul 2013 21:03:42 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition
In-Reply-To:
<1332686612.1752355.1374166683294.JavaMail.root@md18.quartz.synacor.com>
References: <51E73038.9020906@charter.net>
<1332686612.1752355.1374166683294.JavaMail.root@md18.quartz.synacor.com>
Message-ID:
<e307452109a64196b9ce175d285f0c96@BN1PR08MB089.namprd08.prod.outlook.com>
Thanks, Megan and Kim. In addition to what?s already been mentioned, here are
several other training resources available for Ancestry Library Edition users:
?
Four 3-minute videos on ProQuest?s YouTube webpage that cover specific
features of Ancestry Library Edition: http://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLaFAdxOSTDcpY0OQQoffKmX2AEjpUYUP
?
While detailed ProQuest LibGuides are designed especially for your
library staff, they are equally useful for patrons: http://proquest.libguides.com/
(Click on the Genealogy Group link in the ?Go to? section of the webpage.) The
Ancestry LibGuide is frequently updated with examples of Ancestry content that
showcases various historical events throughout the year.
Regards,
Bill Forsyth
William J. Forsyth, PMP
Director of Product Management
ProQuest
801.274.1414 desk

801.274.1412 fax
william.forsyth at proquest.com<mailto:william.forsyth at proquest.com>
www.proquest.com<http://www.proquest.com/>
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of harrisonkim at q.com
Sent: Thursday, July 18, 2013 12:58 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition
Hello:

Ancestry also has a great resource for librarians to help with research questions
and questions about using Ancestry Library Edition. You can go to Ancestryreference-desk.com. This site will also cross post or pull from the Ancestry blogs
and other social media items that librarians may want to be aware of.

The other suggestion of using our Learning Center is a great one.
great handouts for library patrons.

The PDF are

If you have additional questions or thoughts you can always reach out the Ancestry
Library Team. That e-mail ancestrylibraryteam at
ancestry.com<mailto:ancestrylibraryteam at ancestry.com> or alt at
ancestry.com<mailto:alt at ancestry.com>. If you have questions you would like to
talk about face to face, I will be at the FGS conference next month in Ft. Wayne.

Kim S. Harrison,
Senior Account Executive
Ancestry Library Team
kharrison at ancestry.com<mailto:kharrison at ancestry.com>
801-705-7892[X]
________________________________
From: "Megan Isely" <misely at charter.net<mailto:misely at charter.net>>
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, July 17, 2013 6:00:56 PM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition
ProQuest has some helpful materials
http://proquest.com/en-US/promos/ALE/Genealogy_Research_Tools.shtml
Some are designed for patrons and some for library staff.
Megan Isely
La Crosse Public Library Archives
La Crosse, WI

On 7/17/2013 4:17 PM, Kathleen Wieland wrote:
Having lapsed for 2 years, for want of funds, my library now has an Ancestry
Library subscription again.
I'm planning to do a program for our patrons, introducing them to ALE & giving them
a "tour" and a few tips.
If anyone has any notes or resources for a similar program (or any good suggestions
or reminders), I would greatly appreciate anything you are willing to share.
Kathleen Wieland
Genealogy Librarian
Otis Library
261 Main Street
Norwich, CT 06360
860-889-2365[X] ext 108

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From MGrenzeback at omahalibrary.org Fri Jul 19 12:51:07 2013
From: MGrenzeback at omahalibrary.org (Grenzeback, Martha (LIB))
Date: Fri, 19 Jul 2013 11:51:07 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Suggestions for a Genealogy After-Hours Research
Program
In-Reply-To: <290A047907423540BD6A500303266BA44FC06485@Exchange.ippl.local>
References: <290A047907423540BD6A500303266BA44FC06485@Exchange.ippl.local>
Message-ID: <B76851330E53DE4BB02CDD55BC165B050316BED1@Dotcexc01.dotcomm.org>
We do a lock-in of this kind every year. Shortly after the event begins
we offer an optional tour of our resources-in our case we do have a
dedicated genealogy room, a microfilm room, and another area where we
have old city directories. This is a good way for beginners or people
new to the library to see what the possibilities are. Veterans of this
event usually just dive in researching. Our genealogy society provides a
largish group of volunteers who circulate on the floor, helping people
with their individual research problems, especially beginners.

If your genealogy resources are not all easy to find and/or in one spot,
you might want to create a handout that lists your main attractions
(perhaps with a floor map?)-you could give that to each new arrival.

This year we are also going to have a speaker for the first time
(optional, and in a different area from the genealogy room), doing a
talk on resources for fleshing out your family history. We'll see how
that goes over. J

One problem we used to have was getting everyone checked in (we make
people register in advance) without creating bottlenecks. We now have a
check-in area downstairs for that, and then send them upstairs to our
genealogy floor. Upstairs we have a table for handouts and a volunteer
or two to direct people to what they're interested in.

It's been a very popular event for us-I hope yours goes well!

Martha Grenzeback | Librarian
W. Dale Clark Main Library
215 S. 15th St.

|

Omaha, Ne 68102

402.444.4800
mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org <mailto:mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org>
Follow OPL on Twitter <http://twitter.com/OmahaLibrary> & Facebook
<http://www.facebook.com/pages/Omaha-Public-Library/24465072133>

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Mary
Krekelberg
Sent: Thursday, July 18, 2013 2:40 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Suggestions for a Genealogy After-Hours Research

Program

Hello,

Last year we held our first after-hours genealogy research event at our
public library. Our library does not have a dedicated genealogy room or
large print collection, but we do offer ALE, HQ, and other online
resources. We also have a very active genealogy club and partnered with
them to provide volunteers to assist people with their research. The
event was successful, but I would like to avoid some of the issues that
we encountered.

We had a difficult time when everyone began arriving and we were trying
to direct people as to where to go, etc. What format have others
followed for a research only event (no speakers or classes)? Do you ask
individuals to identify their research interests when they register? Do
you try to group individuals with similar research interests together?
How do you help beginners? Is there information that you make available
to the participants before the program?

Thank you-you may reply off list.

Mary L. Krekelberg
Reference Librarian
Indian Prairie Public Library
401 Plainfield Road
Darien, IL

60561

630-887-8760 ext. 240
maryk at ippl.info
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From chayes at jeffcolib.org Fri Jul 19 14:03:19 2013
From: chayes at jeffcolib.org (Cindy Hayes)
Date: Fri, 19 Jul 2013 13:03:19 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Handheld scanners
Message-ID: <CABtB9wxUzdioB72_x-X_Y6dSzg7wabf_2Bbn3RH5WDQ9d25Yag@mail.gmail.com>
I am in search of a hand held portable scanner that works well for text and
photos and I thought you all are probably the best place to start. Any
recommendations? Hoping to not spend more than $200.
Thanks!
Cindy
-Cindy Hayes
Manager
Jefferson County Library, Northwest Branch
5680 State Road PP
High Ridge, MO 63049
636-677-8186
............??*?`*?. (?`v??) (?`v??) .?*?`*??............
........... . . ??*?`*?.?(?`v??)?.??*?`*?? . . ...........
..........?????? ..?? ?.?.???????...................
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From francojan at hotmail.com Fri Jul 19 14:12:44 2013
From: francojan at hotmail.com (Jan Franco)
Date: Fri, 19 Jul 2013 18:12:44 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Handheld scanners
In-Reply-To: <CABtB9wxUzdioB72_x-X_Y6dSzg7wabf_2Bbn3RH5WDQ9d25Yag@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CABtB9wxUzdioB72_x-X_Y6dSzg7wabf_2Bbn3RH5WDQ9d25Yag@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <BAY173-W2077928522BB0A1CF7B490BD630@phx.gbl>
VuPoint Magic Wand (was under 100 from Amazon) works well for me.
Janis L. Franco
Local History Librarian
Meriden Public Library
105 Miller Street
Meriden, CT 06450
Tel: 203-238-2346
Fax: 203-238-3647
Date: Fri, 19 Jul 2013 13:03:19 -0500
From: chayes at jeffcolib.org
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Handheld scanners

I am in search of a hand held portable scanner that works well for text and photos
and I thought you all are probably the best place to start. Any recommendations?
Hoping to not spend more than $200.
Thanks!Cindy-Cindy HayesManagerJefferson County Library, Northwest Branch5680 State Road PP
High Ridge, MO 63049
636-677-8186............??*?`*?. (?`v??) (?`v??) .?*?
`*??....................... . . ??*?`*?.?(?`v??)?.??*?`*?? . . ...........
..........?????? ..?? ?.?.???????...................
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From Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org Fri Jul 19 15:05:02 2013
From: Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org (Mara Munroe)
Date: Fri, 19 Jul 2013 19:05:02 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Handheld scanners
In-Reply-To: <CABtB9wxUzdioB72_x-X_Y6dSzg7wabf_2Bbn3RH5WDQ9d25Yag@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CABtB9wxUzdioB72_x-X_Y6dSzg7wabf_2Bbn3RH5WDQ9d25Yag@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <8D5076B2B24C544180F364946D3D98F80F637662@Contra.wals.local>
Just bought a Magic Wand II on Saturday for my Genealogical Society to use scanning
church records.
I got the more expensive version with 900 dpi as an option (which
you only use for jpg, not pdf), a 32 G SD card, and a pack of batteries, all for
$125. It scans 8.5 inches wide, so large ledger sized volumes have to be done in
two parts. This was at Staples.
The Library has had one for several months. We?ve scanned newspaper articles
(usually to get the photos better than microfilm allows), quadrangle maps (it was a
way to get a color copy), a young man?s discharge papers so he could attach them to
a r?sum?, and court records.
Upload as pdf to any computer, no special software.
Your other alternative is a Flip-Pal, but then you have to use its software to ?
stitch together? images to get up to 8.5 x 11. However, I did meet a woman who was
using a Flip-Pal to take images of a friendship quilt. Because you must move the
Magic Wand over the document, it won?t work on that uneven surface.
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Cindy Hayes
Sent: Friday, July 19, 2013 1:03 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Handheld scanners
I am in search of a hand held portable scanner that works well for text and photos
and I thought you all are probably the best place to start. Any recommendations?
Hoping to not spend more than $200.

Thanks!
Cindy
-Cindy Hayes
Manager
Jefferson County Library, Northwest Branch
5680 State Road PP
High Ridge, MO 63049
636-677-8186
............??*?`*?. (?`v??) (?`v??) .?*?`*??............
........... . . ??*?`*?.?(?`v??)?.??*?`*?? . . ...........
..........?????? ..?? ?.?.???????...................
-This message has been scanned for viruses and
dangerous content by MailScanner<http://www.mailscanner.info/>, and is
believed to be clean.
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From micheleh at trpld.org Fri Jul 19 16:03:33 2013
From: micheleh at trpld.org (Michele Houchens)
Date: Fri, 19 Jul 2013 15:03:33 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Handheld scanners
In-Reply-To: <8D5076B2B24C544180F364946D3D98F80F637662@Contra.wals.local>
References: <CABtB9wxUzdioB72_x-X_Y6dSzg7wabf_2Bbn3RH5WDQ9d25Yag@mail.gmail.com>
<8D5076B2B24C544180F364946D3D98F80F637662@Contra.wals.local>
Message-ID: <CAAWcL4HFOn3BWHCKz=Sun-dO833hAD4RvWuH-7FTAW6bsLkx2w@mail.gmail.com>
I use a flippal and love it!
Stitching is so easy! I copied an 18X30
panoramic photo of a 1921 family reunion, stitched it together and you can
not tell the difference!
Michele Houchens
Three Rivers Public Library
Minooka, Il 60447
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From astaley at comcast.net Fri Jul 19 18:42:09 2013
From: astaley at comcast.net (Ann Staley)
Date: Fri, 19 Jul 2013 18:42:09 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Handheld scanners
In-Reply-To: <CABtB9wxUzdioB72_x-X_Y6dSzg7wabf_2Bbn3RH5WDQ9d25Yag@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CABtB9wxUzdioB72_x-X_Y6dSzg7wabf_2Bbn3RH5WDQ9d25Yag@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <61C91427CEB441E2B104499EA41388D6@ASVAIO>
I recently saw a woman digitizing city directories, a lot of them. She was using an
LG mouse scanner. It was awesome to watch her. She showed me how she could just
"mouse" over it in any direction and the data appeared on her computer screen. She
then manipulated it as to size, getting rid of the unwanted outside jagged borders.
AnnS
C. Ann Staley, CG, CGL

Genealogical Lecturer, Instructor, and Consultant
http://cannstaley.com
Salt Lake City Research Trip Co-Leader - www.GenealogyTrips.com
Secretary, Genealogical Speakers Guild
Member, Association of Professional Genealogists
Education Chair, Jacksonville [FL] Genealogical Society
CG, Certified Genealogist, and CGL, Certified Genealogical Lecturer, are service
marks of the Board for Certification of Genealogists, used under license by Boardcertified associates after periodic competency evaluations.

From: Cindy Hayes
Sent: Friday, July 19, 2013 2:03 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Handheld scanners
I am in search of a hand held portable scanner that works well for text and photos
and I thought you all are probably the best place to start. Any recommendations?
Hoping to not spend more than $200.
Thanks!
Cindy
-Cindy Hayes
Manager
Jefferson County Library, Northwest Branch
5680 State Road PP
High Ridge, MO 63049
636-677-8186
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From kdolce at volusia.org Fri Jul 19 23:30:50 2013
From: kdolce at volusia.org (Kim Dolce)
Date: Fri, 19 Jul 2013 23:30:50 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Handheld scanners

Message-ID: <51E9CC2B020000AA00038318@vgwmta.co.volusia.fl.us>
This is the mouse scanner to which Ann Staley was referring:
http://tinyurl.com/lwhwq3d I recently bought something very similar...a
different brand, but same idea. I haven't had a chance to use it yet,
but it's a pretty neat idea! I also have the Magic Wand scanner and the
Flip Pal. Both come in handy in different situations.

Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org
>>> "Ann Staley" 07/19/13 6:42 PM >>>
I recently saw a woman digitizing city directories, a lot of them. She
was using an LG mouse scanner. It was awesome to watch her. She showed
me how she could just "mouse" over it in any direction and the data
appeared on her computer screen. She then manipulated it as to size,
getting rid of the unwanted outside jagged borders.
AnnS
C. Ann Staley, CG, CGL
Genealogical Lecturer, Instructor, and Consultant
http://cannstaley.com
Salt Lake City Research Trip Co-Leader - www.GenealogyTrips.com
Secretary, Genealogical Speakers Guild
Member, Association of Professional Genealogists
Education Chair, Jacksonville [FL] Genealogical Society
CG, Certified Genealogist, and CGL, Certified Genealogical Lecturer, are
service marks of the Board for Certification of Genealogists, used under
license by Board-certified associates after periodic competency
evaluations.

From: Cindy Hayes
Sent: Friday, July 19, 2013 2:03 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Handheld scanners
I am in search of a hand held portable scanner that works well for text
and photos and I thought you all are probably the best place to start.
Any recommendations? Hoping to not spend more than $200.
Thanks!
Cindy
-Cindy Hayes

Manager
Jefferson County Library, Northwest Branch
5680 State Road PP
High Ridge, MO 63049
636-677-8186
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From GlasgowE at WTCPL.ORG Mon Jul 22 14:31:01 2013
From: GlasgowE at WTCPL.ORG (Elizabeth Glasgow)
Date: Mon, 22 Jul 2013 18:31:01 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Yours for postage
Message-ID: <8553689BD2AE744CB6C110AB31422ECD9BF68909@OHWAR300.WPL.LOCAL>
Looking for a home for A History of Courts and Lawyers of Ohio (4v), editor-inchief, Carrington T. Marshall, 1934.
Elizabeth A. Glasgow
Local History & Genealogy Center
Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
444 Mahoning Ave. NW
Warren, Ohio 44483
(330) 399-8807, Ext.120
We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth.
John Lubbock
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From peggywvgs at msn.com Mon Jul 22 16:12:05 2013
From: peggywvgs at msn.com (Peggy Morphew)
Date: Mon, 22 Jul 2013 13:12:05 -0700

Subject: [Genealib] Periodicals FREE for postage
Message-ID: <BLU173-W36A00B3C29A1368058EEB5BC6E0@phx.gbl>
Hello All,

We have duplicates of the "Detroit Society for Genealogical Research" Journals
Volume 48, 1984 THROUGH Volume 69, 2005 - ALL ISSUES (#1,2,3,4).
Also:

Volume 47, #1,2,3

Please reply off line to:

Volume 70, #1,2

PeggyWVGS at msn.com

Thanks,
Peggy Morphew
Volunteer Library Administrator
West Valley Genealogical Society
12222 N. 111th Ave.
Youngtown, AZ 85363-1225
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From kcarrier at tadl.org Mon Jul 22 18:12:52 2013
From: kcarrier at tadl.org (Katheryn Carrier)
Date: Mon, 22 Jul 2013 18:12:52 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Periodicals FREE for postage
In-Reply-To: <BLU173-W36A00B3C29A1368058EEB5BC6E0@phx.gbl>
References: <BLU173-W36A00B3C29A1368058EEB5BC6E0@phx.gbl>
Message-ID: <CAB0Jr2R0bZOQOsAcoNjPAocympG1FfyBSdUHqnYRGxckSiAEig@mail.gmail.com>
Peggy,
TADL can use 2004 and 2005 if they are still available.
Katheryn
Katheryn Carrier
Traverse Area District Library
610 Woodmere Avenue
Traverse City, Michigan 49686

USA

231-932-8502 voice/fax
On Mon, Jul 22, 2013 at 4:12 PM, Peggy Morphew <peggywvgs at msn.com> wrote:
> Hello All,
>
> We have duplicates of the *"Detroit Society for Genealogical Research"

> Journals*
> *Volume 48, 1984 THROUGH Volume 69, 2005 - ALL ISSUES (#1,2,3,4).*
> *Also: Volume 47, #1,2,3
Volume 70, #1,2*
> **
> Please reply off line to: PeggyWVGS at msn.com
>
> Thanks,
> Peggy Morphew
> Volunteer Library Administrator
> West Valley Genealogical Society
> 12222 N. 111th Ave.
> Youngtown, AZ 85363-1225
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130722/84d3fde3/
attachment.html>
From sarah at vandeventer.net Tue Jul 23 01:26:10 2013
From: sarah at vandeventer.net (Sarah A. V. Kirby)
Date: Mon, 22 Jul 2013 22:26:10 -0700 (PDT)
Subject: [Genealib] Fw: [rusa-l] Library Juice Academy - upcoming courses,
news
In-Reply-To: <FC507577-1702-4465-A355-BC1D6C5099A3@gmail.com>
References: <FC507577-1702-4465-A355-BC1D6C5099A3@gmail.com>
Message-ID: <1374557170.88741.YahooMailNeo@web181402.mail.ne1.yahoo.com>

I've edited this announcement so that it is just the genealogy class. I've added
the course description.
-------------------Sarah A. V. Kirby
sarah at vandeventer.net (primary)
kirby-s at sbcglobal.net (alternate)
LinkedIn - http://www.linkedin.com/in/sarahavkirby
----- Forwarded Message ---->From: Rory Litwin <rlitwin at gmail.com>
>
>Library Juice Academy - Upcoming Courses, News
>
>
>Apologies for cross-posting. Please share as appropriate.
>
>
>August
>
>Introduction to Genealogical Librarianship
>Instructor: Sarah A. V. Kirby |

Credits: 1.5 CEUs |
Cost: $175
>
>Most short courses in genealogical librarianship actually focus on genealogy and
only discuss library concerns briefly. This course seeks to reverse that. While a
brief introduction to genealogy will be given, the majority of the course will
focus on collection development, reference interviews, programming, and support for
genealogical researchers. By the end of the course you will understand how
genealogy reference interviews differ from normal reference interviews. You will
also be familiar with the core print and online references needed to support most
basic genealogical questions. Finally, you will have been introduced to some of the
resources that can help you develop programming or be used in other ways to support
your genealogical reference activities.
>Partnerships
>
>Library Juice Academy would like to announce that we have entered into partnership
agreements with a number of organizations, and would be interested in forming more
such partnerships. We have agreements with the Metropolitan Library Council or NYC
(METRO), Missouri's MOBIUS Consortium, and the SLA Solo Division that involve
discounts on classes to members and member libraries in exchange for promotional
activities. Please contact us if your library agency or association might be
interested in such an arrangement.
>
>
>
>
>Joining Library Juice
>We also want to announce that individuals and institutions can now "Join Library
Juice." For an annual fee of $50 for individuals or $300 for institutions, members
get benefits including a 20% discount on classes, downloads of DRM-free PDFs of
Library Juice Press and Litwin Books backlist titles, a monthly book giveaway, and
community communication channels. For more information,
visit?http://libraryjuice.com/
>
>
>
>
>Other Things You Might Want to Look Into
>
>
>If you haven't heard of?Library Juice Press, you may want to look us up. Our
titles have primarily been in the LIS field, for an audience of librarians.
>
>
>Library Juice Press has this year announced a?paper contest?which has a prize of
$1000. Information about the paper contest is on the Library Juice Press website.?
>
>
>
>
>FAQ
>Some of your questions about Library Juice Academy may be answered by our FAQ
page:?http://libraryjuiceacademy.com/faq.php?.
>
>
>
>
>Library Juice Academy is a corporate member of the American Library Association.
>

>
>
>
>Library Juice Academy?
>P.O. Box 188784
>Sacramento, CA 95818
>Tel. 218-260-6115
>inquiries at libraryjuiceacademy.com
>http://libraryjuiceacademy.com/
>
>Consider donating to our scholarship fund:
>http://libraryjuiceacademy.com/sponsoralibrarian/
>
>Check out our jingle:
>http://libraryjuiceacademy.com/news/?p=139
>
>
>?
From rebecca.hyman at ncdcr.gov Tue Jul 23 08:38:22 2013
From: rebecca.hyman at ncdcr.gov (Hyman, Rebecca A)
Date: Tue, 23 Jul 2013 12:38:22 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Family Papers Survey - State Archives of North Carolina
Message-ID: <A92BBB61D74BA04A9451F0E547E4E8002DC275F2@NCWWDITMXMBX35.ad.ncmail>
Do You Need Help With the Care and Handling of Family Papers?
The State Archives of North Carolina and the State Historical Records Advisory
Board (SHRAB) will create tutorials for the general public about the care and
handling of family papers. These tutorials will be available on our YouTube
channel. By completing this brief
questionnaire<https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/SHRABTutorial>,(https://
www.surveymonkey.com/s/SHRABTutorial) you will help us shape the content of these
tutorials. Please take a few moments to complete this questionnaire by August 12,
2013. Thanks for your participation.
Thank you,
Rebecca
Rebecca Hyman, Reference and Outreach Librarian
Government & Heritage Library
State Library of North Carolina
NC Dept. of Cultural Resources
4641 Mail Service Center
Raleigh, NC 27699-4641
Telephone: (919) 807-7454 Fax: (919) 733-5679
Email: rebecca.hyman at ncdcr.gov<mailto:rebecca.hyman at ncdcr.gov>
Visit our blog at: http://www.ghlblog.org<http://www.ghlblog.org/>
Visit us on Twitter: http://twitter.com/ncpedia
Visit us on Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/ncghl
[slnc-logo-150-wide]
[NCDCRlogo_EMAIL_SIGNATURE]
Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to NC Public Records
Law, NcGS.Ch.132, and may be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state
official.
-------------- next part --------------

An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130723/3c89570f/
attachment.html>
From GlasgowE at WTCPL.ORG Tue Jul 23 11:06:56 2013
From: GlasgowE at WTCPL.ORG (Elizabeth Glasgow)
Date: Tue, 23 Jul 2013 15:06:56 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] FW: Yours for postage
In-Reply-To: <8553689BD2AE744CB6C110AB31422ECD9BF68909@OHWAR300.WPL.LOCAL>
References: <8553689BD2AE744CB6C110AB31422ECD9BF68909@OHWAR300.WPL.LOCAL>
Message-ID: <8553689BD2AE744CB6C110AB31422ECD9BF689D8@OHWAR300.WPL.LOCAL>
A History of Courts and Lawyers of Ohio (4v) has been spoken for.
your interest.

Thank you for

From: Elizabeth Glasgow
Sent: Monday, July 22, 2013 2:31 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists (genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu)
Subject: Yours for postage
Looking for a home for A History of Courts and Lawyers of Ohio (4v), editor-inchief, Carrington T. Marshall, 1934.
Elizabeth A. Glasgow
Local History & Genealogy Center
Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
444 Mahoning Ave. NW
Warren, Ohio 44483
(330) 399-8807, Ext.120
We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth.
John Lubbock
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130723/2b58e0c4/
attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image001.gif
Type: image/gif
Size: 1117 bytes
Desc: image001.gif
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130723/2b58e0c4/
attachment.gif>
From GlasgowE at WTCPL.ORG Tue Jul 23 11:36:29 2013
From: GlasgowE at WTCPL.ORG (Elizabeth Glasgow)
Date: Tue, 23 Jul 2013 15:36:29 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Omeka tags
Message-ID: <8553689BD2AE744CB6C110AB31422ECD9BF68A0E@OHWAR300.WPL.LOCAL>

I have a foolish question to which I'm hoping someone has a good answer. We are
currently using Omeka for our photo memory project. Omeka uses both subjects and
tags for identifying photographs. How do you input proper names that will appear
in a tag cloud? If I invert the name (Glasgow, Elizabeth) Omeka separates the
names and omits the coma. I'd like to hear how other people are handling this, and
I'd be happy to take my answers directly.
Thanks in advance,
Elizabeth A. Glasgow
Local History & Genealogy Center
Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
444 Mahoning Ave. NW
Warren, Ohio 44483
(330) 399-8807, Ext.120
We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth.
John Lubbock
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130723/7f6de082/
attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image001.gif
Type: image/gif
Size: 1117 bytes
Desc: image001.gif
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130723/7f6de082/
attachment.gif>
From rose at fairfieldhs.org Tue Jul 23 11:54:02 2013
From: rose at fairfieldhs.org (Elizabeth Rose)
Date: Tue, 23 Jul 2013 11:54:02 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Omeka tags
In-Reply-To: <8553689BD2AE744CB6C110AB31422ECD9BF68A0E@OHWAR300.WPL.LOCAL>
References: <8553689BD2AE744CB6C110AB31422ECD9BF68A0E@OHWAR300.WPL.LOCAL>
Message-ID: <008f01ce87bc$da92ac90$8fb805b0$@org>

I have just used the name in its usual order "Elizabeth Glasgow" or "Annie
B. Jennings" - I believe as long as there is no comma it can deal with any
string of words. If you wanted to keep them alphabetical perhaps you could
try a hyphen or underscore, so "Glasgow-Elizabeth"

Elizabeth Rose, Library Director
Fairfield Museum and History Center
370 Beach Road
Fairfield, CT 06824

(203) 259-1598
www.fairfieldhistory.org

From: Elizabeth Glasgow [mailto:GlasgowE at WTCPL.ORG]
Sent: Tuesday, July 23, 2013 11:36 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists (genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu)
Subject: [Genealib] Omeka tags

I have a foolish question to which I'm hoping someone has a good answer. We
are currently using Omeka for our photo memory project. Omeka uses both
subjects and tags for identifying photographs. How do you input proper
names that will appear in a tag cloud? If I invert the name (Glasgow,
Elizabeth) Omeka separates the names and omits the coma. I'd like to hear
how other people are handling this, and I'd be happy to take my answers
directly.

Thanks in advance,

Elizabeth A. Glasgow
Local History & Genealogy Center
Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
444 Mahoning Ave. NW
Warren, Ohio 44483
(330) 399-8807, Ext.120

We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth.
John Lubbock

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130723/7fc57dac/
attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image002.gif
Type: image/gif

Size: 1117 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130723/7fc57dac/
attachment.gif>
From GlasgowE at WTCPL.ORG Tue Jul 23 17:06:17 2013
From: GlasgowE at WTCPL.ORG (Elizabeth Glasgow)
Date: Tue, 23 Jul 2013 21:06:17 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Yours for the postage
Message-ID: <8553689BD2AE744CB6C110AB31422ECD9BF68AA1@OHWAR300.WPL.LOCAL>
Recently withdrawn:
Ohio Scenes and Citizens, Grace Goulder, 1973.
Genealogical Records in Texas, Kennedy, 1987.
The Governors of Ohio, The Ohio Historical Society, 1954.
The Governors of Ohio, The Ohio Historical Society, 1969.
Encyclopedia of Freemasonry and Its Kindred Sciences, Edward L. Hawkins, 1920.
Elizabeth A. Glasgow
Local History & Genealogy Center
Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
444 Mahoning Ave. NW
Warren, Ohio 44483
(330) 399-8807, Ext.120
We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth.
John Lubbock

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130723/5f3cac8b/
attachment-0001.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image001.gif
Type: image/gif
Size: 1117 bytes
Desc: image001.gif
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130723/5f3cac8b/
attachment-0001.gif>
From lmarkel at ala.org Wed Jul 24 15:05:34 2013
From: lmarkel at ala.org (Liz Markel)
Date: Wed, 24 Jul 2013 15:05:34 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Registration closing: Genealogy 101 online course;
web video as a marketing tool
Message-ID: <647E7C0598258B4194D9A731DAAE59E802421A02@BE144.mail.lan>

2v.

Just a quick reminder that registration for two of RUSA's online
learning offerings closes this week!

Please share this message with colleagues and distribution lists as
appropriate!

>>>ONLINE LEARNING: Genealogy 101 Jul. 29 - Sep. 1, 2013
Registration closes Thursday, July 25
Previous course participants have raved about this valuable course for
its hands-on genealogy research assignments, techniques for effective
research, and covering what resources and databases are available for
genealogy research and how to use them. They've also praised instructor
Matt Rutherford for his responsiveness and support throughout the
course. Designed for reference staff with little or no experience in
genealogy, or those who need a solid refresher on the tools available.
Registration starts at $130 for RUSA members.
LEARN MORE about this course:
http://www.ala.org/rusa/development/genealogy101
REGISTER NOW at
http://www.ala.org/Template.cfm?Section=oloc&Template=/Conference/Confer
enceList.cfm&ConferenceTypeCode=L

>>>WEBINAR: Using Web Video to Promote Library Resources and Your
Expertise, July 30, 2:00-3:00p.m.
Registration closes Friday, July 26
This webinar will teach you how to create your own web videos to provide
personalized and topic-specific instruction, showcase your resources and
expertise, and reach users wherever they may be online. Sponsored by
RUSA's Business Reference and Services Section (BRASS).
Registration starts at $40 for RUSA members.
LEARN MORE about this webinar:
http://www.ala.org/rusa/using-web-video-promote-library-resources-and-yo
ur-expertise
REGISTER NOW at
http://www.ala.org/Template.cfm?Section=olweb&Template=/Conference/Confe
renceList.cfm&ConferenceTypeCode=X

========================================================================
========

We also have another webinar happening in early August-it's not too
early to register for this one.

>>>Meet Them Where They Are: 6 Steps To Market Research Success, Aug. 2,
2:00-3:00p.m.
This webinar presents 6 fundamental steps to follow to conduct market
research. It illustrates the differences between 5 market research
methods and explains how to select the right method. This webinar is
distinct from others because it provides a quick, easy, and effective
way to begin market research, regardless of the level of expertise of
the attendees.
LEARN MORE about this webinar: http://www.ala.org/rusa/market-research
REGISTER NOW at
http://www.ala.org/Template.cfm?Section=olweb&Template=/Conference/Confe
renceList.cfm&ConferenceTypeCode=X

Questions about the registration process should be sent to
registration at ala.org <mailto:registration at ala.org> .
Questions about course content or schedules should be sent to Web
Manager Andrea Hill at ahill at ala.org <mailto:ahill at ala.org> .

Liz F. Markel, M.A.
Marketing & Programs Manager
Association of Specialized and Cooperative Library Agencies (ASCLA)
Reference and User Services Association (RUSA)

The American Library Association // 50 E. Huron Street // Chicago, IL
60611
800-545-2433 // p. 312-280-4398 // f. 312-280-5273 // e. lmarkel at ala.org
Find our divisions online at
www.ala.org/ascla

www.ala.org/rusa

&

Liz F. Markel, M.A.
Marketing & Programs Manager
Association of Specialized and Cooperative Library Agencies (ASCLA)
Reference and User Services Association (RUSA)

The American Library Association // 50 E. Huron Street // Chicago, IL
60611
800-545-2433 // p. 312-280-4398 // f. 312-280-5273 // e. lmarkel at ala.org
Find our divisions online at
www.ala.org/ascla

www.ala.org/rusa

&

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130724/45bd76a6/
attachment.html>
From skusterbeck at mckinneytexas.org Thu Jul 25 16:42:42 2013
From: skusterbeck at mckinneytexas.org (Susan Kusterbeck)
Date: Thu, 25 Jul 2013 20:42:42 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] For Postage or Trade
Message-ID: <B18CBD53450561429EC245CE0EB792A607C790@MCKMBX1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
We are weeding our microfiche section and have attached a list of magazines on
fiche. Please let me know off-list if you are interested in any of them.
Thank you,
Susan Kusterbeck
Genealogy Librarian
Roy and Helen Hall Memorial Library
McKinney Public Library System
972.547.7343
skusterbeck at mckinneytexas.org

The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual to whom
it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential, privileged, and
exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient,
be advised that the unauthorized review, use,disclosure,

duplication, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this
information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error,
please notify the sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper
copies of the original message and any attachments immediately. Please note that
neither City of McKinney nor the sender accepts any responsibility for viruses and
it is your responsibility to scan attachments (if any). Thank You.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130725/82b17166/
attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: Current Microfiche Holdings.xlsx
Type: application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.sheet
Size: 10993 bytes
Desc: Current Microfiche Holdings.xlsx
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130725/82b17166/
attachment.xlsx>
From lcarter at arlsmail.org Fri Jul 26 11:46:34 2013
From: lcarter at arlsmail.org (Laura W. Carter)
Date: Fri, 26 Jul 2013 11:46:34 -0400 (EDT)
Subject: [Genealib] Digital Public Library of America (DPLA)
In-Reply-To: <B17258EAF2D89D429D2EEDC56EF50D3A25E860@EXMB01.ocls.info>
References: <B17258EAF2D89D429D2EEDC56EF50D3A25E860@EXMB01.ocls.info>
Message-ID: <22992.168.12.253.66.1374853594.squirrel@mail.arlsmail.org>

I contacted the folks from the University of Georgia Libraries here in
Athens who are working on this since Univ. of Georgia is one of the
partners.? Here is the response I got back from Kristy Dixon who is
the Coordinator for this project from the Digital Library of Georgia.
&ldquo;The
Digital Public Library of America (DPLA) brings together the riches of
America&rsquo;s libraries, archives, and museums, and makes them freely
available to the world. It strives to contain the full breadth of human
expression, from the written word, to works of art and culture, to
records of America&rsquo;s heritage, to the efforts and data of science.
The DPLA aims to expand this crucial realm of openly available
materials, and make those riches more easily discovered and more widely
usable and used.
?
The
DPLA offers a single point of access to millions of
items&mdash;photographs, manuscripts, books, sounds, moving images, and
more&mdash;from libraries, archives, and museums around the United
States. Users can browse and search the DPLA&rsquo;s collections by
timeline, map, format, and topic; save items to customized lists; and
share their lists with others. Users can also explore digital exhibitions
curated by the DPLA&rsquo;s content partners and staff.&rdquo; -http://dp.la/info/about/faq/
?
?

In
essence, DPLA offers a single point of access to digitized objects from
over 450 partners across the country. You might point your patron(s) to
this link that explains in more detail how the hubs and partners work to
contribute to DPLA: http://dp.la/info/about/who/partners/hubs/
?
It&rsquo;s
a growing resource, with 2.5 million items and growing. The DPLA is
completely open and free to use.
?
Your
patron asked about the difference between DPLA and Internet Archive. The
models for these initiatives are very different. The Internet Archive is
a resource that offers many services, one of which allows partners to
archive digital exhibitions and other content. DPLA is a portal that
harvests metadata records from partner institutions and makes it all
searchable in a single access point. Internet Archive contributes
metadata to DPLA, so Internet Archive content is searchable through DPLA.
Also, DPLA has the sole focus of providing access to material from
libraries, archives, museums, and other cultural heritage institutions.
Laura
Mitchell, Melody wrote:
>
Hello everyone,
> I'm wondering if anyone on this list is familiar
with the Digital Public
> Library of America (DPLA)? Have you
used it and if so, do you believe the
> DPLA will be useful to you
and your customers?
>
> How will you use it?
>
> Is anyone on the list a partner with DPLA?
>
>
> Melody Mitchell
> Librarian, Southeast Branch
>
Orange County Library System
> Orlando, FL 32822
> Email:
mitchell.melody at ocls.info
>
>
>
>
****Florida has a very broad Public Records Law. Virtually all written
> communications to or from State and Local officials are public
records
> available to the public and media upon request. The
Orange County Library
> System policy does not differentiate
between personal and business emails.

> Emails sent via any
Library-owned system will be considered public and
> will only be
withheld from disclosure if deemed confidential pursuant to
>
State Law.****
>
_______________________________________________
> genealib mailing
list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
Laura W. Carter
Reference Librarian
Athens-Clarke County
Library
2025 Baxter Street
Athens, GA 30606
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130726/49b0e16b/
attachment.html>
From peggywvgs at msn.com Sun Jul 28 01:04:06 2013
From: peggywvgs at msn.com (Peggy Morphew)
Date: Sat, 27 Jul 2013 22:04:06 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] Periodicals FREE for postage
In-Reply-To: <CAB0Jr2R0bZOQOsAcoNjPAocympG1FfyBSdUHqnYRGxckSiAEig@mail.gmail.com>
References: <BLU173-W36A00B3C29A1368058EEB5BC6E0@phx.gbl>,
<CAB0Jr2R0bZOQOsAcoNjPAocympG1FfyBSdUHqnYRGxckSiAEig@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <BLU173-W3967E6B196CE3D558D1E57BC540@phx.gbl>
Hi Kathryn,

The Michigan State Archives requested Volumes 58 & forward, so I will be sending to
them. Perhaps you could check with them for any possible future duplicates they
may receive.

Also, wouldn't the Detroit City Publc Library have these journals?
divesting of their holdings soon?
Peggy Morphew
Volunteer Library Administrator
West Valley Genealogical Society Library
12222 N. 111th Ave.
Youngtown, AZ 85363-1225

Won't they be

From: kcarrier at tadl.org
Date: Mon, 22 Jul 2013 18:12:52 -0400
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Periodicals FREE for postage
Peggy,
TADL can use 2004 and 2005 if they are still available.
Katheryn
Katheryn Carrier
Traverse Area District Library
610 Woodmere Avenue
Traverse City, Michigan 49686

USA

231-932-8502 voice/fax

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________ genealib mailing list genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130727/3fceff62/
attachment.html>
From kcarrier at tadl.org Sun Jul 28 12:10:29 2013
From: kcarrier at tadl.org (Katheryn Carrier)
Date: Sun, 28 Jul 2013 12:10:29 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Periodicals FREE for postage
In-Reply-To: <BLU173-W3967E6B196CE3D558D1E57BC540@phx.gbl>
References: <BLU173-W36A00B3C29A1368058EEB5BC6E0@phx.gbl>
<CAB0Jr2R0bZOQOsAcoNjPAocympG1FfyBSdUHqnYRGxckSiAEig@mail.gmail.com>
<BLU173-W3967E6B196CE3D558D1E57BC540@phx.gbl>
Message-ID: <CAB0Jr2Qb+FyKp6-MSDJJNTMPkAu=kJiSHYXs2Bga+RPiJ90DZA@mail.gmail.com>
Peggy,
I sincerely hope DPL will not be divesting anything however, with the way
the State of Michigan has been running that may indeed happen and we will
all be the worse off for it (personal soapbox).
Thanks for offering the magazines to the list.

Katheryn
On Sun, Jul 28, 2013 at 1:04 AM, Peggy Morphew <peggywvgs at msn.com> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hi Kathryn,
The *Michigan State Archives *requested Volumes 58 & forward, so I will
be sending to them. Perhaps you could check with them for any possible
future duplicates they may receive.
Also, wouldn't the Detroit City Publc Library have these journals?
they be divesting of their holdings soon?

Won't

Peggy Morphew
Volunteer Library Administrator
West Valley Genealogical Society Library
12222 N. 111th Ave.
Youngtown, AZ 85363-1225
-----------------------------From: kcarrier at tadl.org
Date: Mon, 22 Jul 2013 18:12:52 -0400
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Periodicals FREE for postage
Peggy,
TADL can use 2004 and 2005 if they are still available.
Katheryn
Katheryn Carrier
Traverse Area District Library
610 Woodmere Avenue
Traverse City, Michigan 49686

USA

231-932-8502 voice/fax

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

_______________________________________________ genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130728/5dee964a/
attachment.html>
From sarah at vandeventer.net Mon Jul 29 20:27:45 2013
From: sarah at vandeventer.net (Sarah A. V. Kirby)
Date: Mon, 29 Jul 2013 17:27:45 -0700 (PDT)
Subject: [Genealib] LinkedIn Groups
Message-ID: <1375144065.82592.YahooMailNeo@web181406.mail.ne1.yahoo.com>
Do you have a favorite LinkedIn group that you use for genealogical librarianship?
Do you think it would be beneficial to have a LI group associated with this
listserv?
?
-------------------Sarah A. V. Kirby
sarah at vandeventer.net (primary)
kirby-s at sbcglobal.net (alternate)
LinkedIn - http://www.linkedin.com/in/sarahavkirby
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130729/4e202c24/
attachment.html>
From dsample at fortbend.lib.tx.us Tue Jul 30 11:03:28 2013
From: dsample at fortbend.lib.tx.us (Daniel Sample)
Date: Tue, 30 Jul 2013 15:03:28 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Census Precincts question
Message-ID: <C8C7E4F2E0386C4AB6F8CE42D83345CF024F47FD@AVENGER-B.ONE4ALL.INTERNAL>
Hello,
I have been trying to find a source that show or describe what areas or boundaries
were included in a census precinct for various years and locations. I haven't
found anything on the Census Bureau's page or the county/parish websites I've
searched.
I have been able to use some Sanborn maps to map out where people lived but so far
nothing that correlates a precinct with any specific locations.
Thanks,
Daniel Sample
Genealogy & Local History Department
Fort Bend County Libraries
1001 Golfview
Richmond, Texas 77469
281-341-2646
dsample at fortbend.lib.tx.us
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130730/589986df/
attachment.html>

From jholland at ccml.org Tue Jul 30 11:14:49 2013
From: jholland at ccml.org (Jim Holland)
Date: Tue, 30 Jul 2013 11:14:49 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Replacement Microfilm Reader/Printers
Message-ID: <003101ce8d37$88a55f60$99f01e20$@ccml.org>
Our library has been using an ST Viewscan. We have been given a quote
from STimaging on a replacement, the ST Viewscan II System. We have
newspaper on microfilm, court records and census, etc. Occasionally we have
records on microfiche. We have had lots of problems with this machine over
the years.

Has anyone used these microfilm readers/printers? Do you have an opinion
as to their reliability? We would like to know what other libraries are
using or what you would recommend. We prefer a machine this is user-friendly
with intuitive controls, but price will have to be a factor in the final
analysis.

We anticipate making a purchase in the near future as this is our only
reader/printer, and we are the only repository for our local newspaper
records.

We would greatly appreciate feedback from anyone who has done research in
this area.

Jim Holland
Cleveland County Memorial Library
104 Howie Dr
Shelby NC
Phone
Fax
Email

28150

704-487-9069 ext 225
704-487-4856
jholland at ccml.org

"There is no frigate like a book to take us lands away." Dickinson.

Emily

Pursuant to North Carolina General Statutes, Chapter 132,et.seq., this
electronic mail message and any attachment hereto, as well as any electronic
mail message(s) that may be sent in response to it may be considered public
record and as such are subject to requests for review.

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130730/3755b2b0/
attachment.html>
From wblohm at gailborden.info Tue Jul 30 11:39:18 2013
From: wblohm at gailborden.info (William Blohm)
Date: Tue, 30 Jul 2013 10:39:18 -0500 (CDT)
Subject: [Genealib] Census Precincts question
In-Reply-To: <C8C7E4F2E0386C4AB6F8CE42D83345CF024F47FD@AVENGER-B.ONE4ALL.INTERNAL>
References: <C8C7E4F2E0386C4AB6F8CE42D83345CF024F47FD@AVENGER-B.ONE4ALL.INTERNAL>
Message-ID: <1375198758.485223570@apps.rackspace.com>
Here is a basic resource I found online:
[http://www.census.gov/history/www/programs/geography/
tracts_and_block_numbering_areas.html]
http://www.census.gov/history/www/programs/geography/tracts_and_block_numbering_are
as.html
Apparently the census tract boundary maps are on microfilm:
[http://www.archives.gov/research/guide-fed-records/groups/029.html#29.3.6]
http://www.archives.gov/research/guide-fed-records/groups/029.html#29.3.6
William R. Blohm
Collection Services Manager
Gail Borden Public Library District
270 N. Grove Ave.
Elgin, IL 60120

PLEASE NOTE: Pursuant to Illinois State Law, e-mail communication to and from this
address may be subject to public disclosure.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130730/5bf5028f/
attachment.html>
From Nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov Tue Jul 30 11:44:45 2013
From: Nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov (Nancy Maxwell)
Date: Tue, 30 Jul 2013 10:44:45 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] LinkedIn Groups
In-Reply-To: <1375144065.82592.YahooMailNeo@web181406.mail.ne1.yahoo.com>
References: <1375144065.82592.YahooMailNeo@web181406.mail.ne1.yahoo.com>
Message-ID: <51F79932.4B3F.00C1.1@grapevinetexas.gov>

Sarah, I think it would be a great way to stay connected.
Nancy
Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Voice: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
E-mail: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov
>>> "Sarah A. V. Kirby" <sarah at vandeventer.net> 7/29/2013 7:27 PM >>>
Do you have a favorite LinkedIn group that you use for genealogical librarianship?
Do you think it would be beneficial to have a LI group associated with this
listserv?
-------------------Sarah A. V. Kirby
sarah at vandeventer.net (primary)
kirby-s at sbcglobal.net (alternate)
LinkedIn - http://www.linkedin.com/in/sarahavkirby
From jgaronzi at genealogical.com Tue Jul 30 11:52:41 2013
From: jgaronzi at genealogical.com (Joe Garonzi)
Date: Tue, 30 Jul 2013 11:52:41 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Census Precincts question
In-Reply-To: <C8C7E4F2E0386C4AB6F8CE42D83345CF024F47FD@AVENGER-B.ONE4ALL.INTERNAL>
References: <C8C7E4F2E0386C4AB6F8CE42D83345CF024F47FD@AVENGER-B.ONE4ALL.INTERNAL>
Message-ID:
<!&!AAAAAAAAAAAYAAAAAAAAAHRdTzl8LA5MjGcu0eKVQ6fCgAAAEAAAAN/cPgEQwydDrf2l4jg9Z7EBAAA
AAA==@genealogical.com>
I think the Map Guide to the U.S. Federal Censuses will guide you to the
enabling legislation, state by state, that set the boundaries.

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Daniel Sample
Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2013 11:03 AM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: [Genealib] Census Precincts question

Hello,

I have been trying to find a source that show or describe what areas or
boundaries were included in a census precinct for various years and
locations. I haven't found anything on the Census Bureau's page or the

county/parish websites I've searched.

I have been able to use some Sanborn maps to map out where people lived but
so far nothing that correlates a precinct with any specific locations.

Thanks,

Daniel Sample
Genealogy & Local History Department
Fort Bend County Libraries
1001 Golfview
Richmond, Texas 77469
281-341-2646
dsample at fortbend.lib.tx.us
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130730/
ed9ab8d8/attachment-0001.html>
From balyea at lcplin.org Tue Jul 30 12:16:17 2013
From: balyea at lcplin.org (Beth Alyea)
Date: Tue, 30 Jul 2013 11:16:17 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy/Local History room volunteers
Message-ID: <51F7E6D1.6040400@lcplin.org>
Hello everyone!
I am a "new" genealogy/local history librarian. I will be attending
the FGS Conference and was wondering if anyone had any great information
to share about utilizing volunteers in your Genealogy/Local History
rooms. I don't have time to spend helping patrons in-depth...usually
the most I get to do is run in and show them the indexes and where the
microfilm is.
We want to start a volunteer program for helping patrons.
If you have any advice...you can email me...and maybe we can meet up
at FGS!
Thanks!!
Beth Alyea
balyea at lcplin.org
Lake County Public Library
Merrillville, IN

From nross at bryantx.gov Tue Jul 30 12:19:23 2013
From: nross at bryantx.gov (Ross, Nancy M)
Date: Tue, 30 Jul 2013 16:19:23 +0000

Subject: [Genealib] LinkedIn Groups
In-Reply-To: <51F79932.4B3F.00C1.1@grapevinetexas.gov>
References: <1375144065.82592.YahooMailNeo@web181406.mail.ne1.yahoo.com>
<51F79932.4B3F.00C1.1@grapevinetexas.gov>
Message-ID: <62959C9DA565A048983C46EA89538194392082ED@COBMBX1.cobnet.org>
All,

I hope I am not the lone dissenter but to be perfectly honest people are
driving me crazy right now with Linkdin invites. I once belonged and got no good
out of it so I am no longer a part.
Nan
From Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov Tue Jul 30 12:35:21 2013
From: Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov (Scouras, Susan C)
Date: Tue, 30 Jul 2013 12:35:21 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] LinkedIn Groups
In-Reply-To: <62959C9DA565A048983C46EA89538194392082ED@COBMBX1.cobnet.org>
References: <1375144065.82592.YahooMailNeo@web181406.mail.ne1.yahoo.com>
<51F79932.4B3F.00C1.1@grapevinetexas.gov>
<62959C9DA565A048983C46EA89538194392082ED@COBMBX1.cobnet.org>
Message-ID:
<D755A6DDA9D0F543A78201F3818A6BE474D605B42D@OTB6MAIL01.executive.stateofwv.gov>
You are not a lone dissenter. I have had the same experience. My mailbox is full of
invites and "updates."
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Ross, Nancy M
Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2013 12:19 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] LinkedIn Groups
All,

I hope I am not the lone dissenter but to be perfectly honest people are
driving me crazy right now with Linkdin invites. I once belonged and got no good
out of it so I am no longer a part.
Nan
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From laurie.mahaffey at ctls.net Tue Jul 30 12:38:56 2013
From: laurie.mahaffey at ctls.net (Laurie Mahaffey)
Date: Tue, 30 Jul 2013 11:38:56 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] LinkedIn Groups
In-Reply-To:

<D755A6DDA9D0F543A78201F3818A6BE474D605B42D@OTB6MAIL01.executive.stateofwv.gov>
References: <1375144065.82592.YahooMailNeo@web181406.mail.ne1.yahoo.com>
<51F79932.4B3F.00C1.1@grapevinetexas.gov>
<62959C9DA565A048983C46EA89538194392082ED@COBMBX1.cobnet.org>
<D755A6DDA9D0F543A78201F3818A6BE474D605B42D@OTB6MAIL01.executive.stateofwv.gov>
Message-ID: <003501ce8d43$49ec9610$ddc5c230$@ctls.net>
I agree. Most of us don't have time to deal with endorsements again & again
from people.
I am still wondering what LinkedIn does with all this information.
Laurie Mahaffey
CTLS, Inc.
Austin, Texas
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Scouras, Susan
C
Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2013 11:35 AM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: Re: [Genealib] LinkedIn Groups
You are not a lone dissenter. I have had the same experience. My mailbox is
full of invites and "updates."
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Ross, Nancy M
Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2013 12:19 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] LinkedIn Groups
All,
I hope I am not the lone dissenter but to be perfectly honest people are
driving me crazy right now with Linkdin invites. I once belonged and got no
good out of it so I am no longer a part.
Nan
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From nross at bryantx.gov Tue Jul 30 12:42:31 2013
From: nross at bryantx.gov (Ross, Nancy M)
Date: Tue, 30 Jul 2013 16:42:31 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] LinkedIn Groups
In-Reply-To: <003501ce8d43$49ec9610$ddc5c230$@ctls.net>
References: <1375144065.82592.YahooMailNeo@web181406.mail.ne1.yahoo.com>
<51F79932.4B3F.00C1.1@grapevinetexas.gov>
<62959C9DA565A048983C46EA89538194392082ED@COBMBX1.cobnet.org>
<D755A6DDA9D0F543A78201F3818A6BE474D605B42D@OTB6MAIL01.executive.stateofwv.gov>
<003501ce8d43$49ec9610$ddc5c230$@ctls.net>
Message-ID: <62959C9DA565A048983C46EA8953819439208365@COBMBX1.cobnet.org>
The worst part is that you cannot "get out" unless you sign in, i.e., become a
member and I sincerely doubt opting out will do a bit of good. They are linked
with FB and I can find no way on FB to exclude them. ACK.
Nan
From laurie.mahaffey at ctls.net Tue Jul 30 12:46:45 2013
From: laurie.mahaffey at ctls.net (Laurie Mahaffey)
Date: Tue, 30 Jul 2013 11:46:45 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] LinkedIn Groups
In-Reply-To: <62959C9DA565A048983C46EA8953819439208365@COBMBX1.cobnet.org>
References: <1375144065.82592.YahooMailNeo@web181406.mail.ne1.yahoo.com>
<51F79932.4B3F.00C1.1@grapevinetexas.gov>
<62959C9DA565A048983C46EA89538194392082ED@COBMBX1.cobnet.org>
<D755A6DDA9D0F543A78201F3818A6BE474D605B42D@OTB6MAIL01.executive.stateofwv.gov>
<003501ce8d43$49ec9610$ddc5c230$@ctls.net>
<62959C9DA565A048983C46EA8953819439208365@COBMBX1.cobnet.org>
Message-ID: <003a01ce8d44$61ac2fd0$25048f70$@ctls.net>
We could talk awhile about FB, couldn't we?
I do the absolute minimum with both my page and the CTLS FB page.
It's annoying to see people put up their daily musings, like they have
nothing better to do.
I wish they'd go to my house & dust. ;-)
Take care,
Laurie
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Ross, Nancy M
Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2013 11:43 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] LinkedIn Groups
The worst part is that you cannot "get out" unless you sign in, i.e., become
a member and I sincerely doubt opting out will do a bit of good. They are
linked with FB and I can find no way on FB to exclude them. ACK.
Nan
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From larryo at evpl.org

Tue Jul 30 13:07:10 2013

From: larryo at evpl.org (Oathout, Larry)
Date: Tue, 30 Jul 2013 17:07:10 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] LinkedIn Groups
In-Reply-To: <62959C9DA565A048983C46EA89538194392082ED@COBMBX1.cobnet.org>
References: <1375144065.82592.YahooMailNeo@web181406.mail.ne1.yahoo.com>
<51F79932.4B3F.00C1.1@grapevinetexas.gov>,
<62959C9DA565A048983C46EA89538194392082ED@COBMBX1.cobnet.org>
Message-ID: <FB0A58EE-B128-41BE-BA4D-D36B6A49325C@evpl.org>
I still have a LinkedIn account, but don't do a lot with it. I just love the
people who want you to endorse them, even though you've known them for a day.
Larry Oathout
Chief Operations Officer
Evansville Vanderburgh Public Library
200 SE Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd.
Evansville, IN. 47713
812-428-4288
On Jul 30, 2013, at 11:19 AM, "Ross, Nancy M" <nross at bryantx.gov> wrote:
> All,
>
I hope I am not the lone dissenter but to be perfectly honest people are
driving me crazy right now with Linkdin invites. I once belonged and got no good
out of it so I am no longer a part.
> Nan
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From dsmith at usf.edu Tue Jul 30 13:30:41 2013
From: dsmith at usf.edu (Drew Smith)
Date: Tue, 30 Jul 2013 13:30:41 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] LinkedIn Groups
In-Reply-To: <1375144065.82592.YahooMailNeo@web181406.mail.ne1.yahoo.com>
References: <1375144065.82592.YahooMailNeo@web181406.mail.ne1.yahoo.com>
Message-ID: <CALSepZbydXKJy3Xp-UajRqoV50aGGcX189TKMFB9oZckjTzRSw@mail.gmail.com>
On Mon, Jul 29, 2013 at 8:27 PM, Sarah A. V. Kirby
<sarah at vandeventer.net> wrote:
> Do you think it would be beneficial to have a LI group associated with this
> listserv?
Sarah, what benefits do you see in having an associated LinkedIn group?
One reason I ask is that one of the other groups of librarians I'm
associated with (ACRL/ULS Technology in University Libraries) created
such a group, and I don't think that it ever got used. I suspect that
people already feel that they have enough places online to check for
information.
Drew
Drew Smith
Assistant Librarian
Academic Services, USF Tampa Library
dsmith at usf.edu

813-974-3492
From dsmith at usf.edu Tue Jul 30 13:50:28 2013
From: dsmith at usf.edu (Drew Smith)
Date: Tue, 30 Jul 2013 13:50:28 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Replacement Microfilm Reader/Printers
In-Reply-To: <003101ce8d37$88a55f60$99f01e20$@ccml.org>
References: <003101ce8d37$88a55f60$99f01e20$@ccml.org>
Message-ID: <CALSepZZn2BTwhcF2iPhWZqimTavfL+Rtphs7jNUuEwd1p_k9rg@mail.gmail.com>
I should probably point out that I asked the same question in early
April, and the responses are in the GENEALIB archive:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/2013-April/020915.html
Drew
Drew Smith
Assistant Librarian
Academic Services, USF Tampa Library
dsmith at usf.edu
813-974-3492
On Tue, Jul 30, 2013 at 11:14 AM, Jim Holland <jholland at ccml.org> wrote:
>
Our library has been using an ST Viewscan. We have been given a quote
> from STimaging on a replacement, the ST Viewscan II System. We have
> newspaper on microfilm, court records and census, etc. Occasionally we have
> records on microfiche. We have had lots of problems with this machine over
> the years.
>
>
>
>
>
>
Has anyone used these microfilm readers/printers? Do you have an opinion
> as to their reliability? We would like to know what other libraries are
> using or what you would recommend. We prefer a machine this is user-friendly
> with intuitive controls, but price will have to be a factor in the final
> analysis.
>
>
>
>
We anticipate making a purchase in the near future as this is our only
> reader/printer, and we are the only repository for our local newspaper
> records.
>
>
>
>
We would greatly appreciate feedback from anyone who has done research in
> this area.
From sarah at vandeventer.net Tue Jul 30 14:00:50 2013
From: sarah at vandeventer.net (Sarah A. V. Kirby)
Date: Tue, 30 Jul 2013 11:00:50 -0700 (PDT)
Subject: [Genealib] LinkedIn Groups
In-Reply-To: <CALSepZbydXKJy3Xp-UajRqoV50aGGcX189TKMFB9oZckjTzRSw@mail.gmail.com>
References: <1375144065.82592.YahooMailNeo@web181406.mail.ne1.yahoo.com>
<CALSepZbydXKJy3Xp-UajRqoV50aGGcX189TKMFB9oZckjTzRSw@mail.gmail.com>

Message-ID: <1375207250.97802.YahooMailNeo@web181405.mail.ne1.yahoo.com>
The benefit I see is for the librarians who may not like Listservs - especially
younger librarians. While for some of us it might be yet another thing to check,
for most it could be an either/or. And, when you register for a group (or any time
thereafter), you can use your personal group settings for whether you get e-mail
for new posts or not. If you do, then you really won't have to check LI [LinkedIn]
unless something in the e-mail summary peaks your interest.
I do agree that the endorsement feature in LI generates a lot of garbage - and
little, if any benefit - IMHO. You can turn much of that off.
LinkedIn is a growing professional networking space that crosses industries. I'm
using it a ton as I try and find a job and grow a library research consulting
business. It not only allows me to quickly find folks at libraries who don't post
staff listings, but it also allows me to post updates on what I'm doing and what
pertinent items of interest I've uncovered.
A GENEALIB LI group could be scoped so that postings remain within what we do here
on the Listserv.
Having a group would also provide this Listserv with additional visibility. And, it
would allow those who join to see who else is a member of the group.
?
It might not work, but then again, it? might.
I'm a member of the SLA Solo's Division - we have both a Listserv and a LI group.
The former gets more activity, but the latter does have some unique gems posted.
-------------------Sarah A. V. Kirby
sarah at vandeventer.net (primary)
kirby-s at sbcglobal.net (alternate)
LinkedIn - http://www.linkedin.com/in/sarahavkirby
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20130730/
fa4e257a/attachment.html>
From genbook at gmail.com Tue Jul 30 14:41:38 2013
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Tue, 30 Jul 2013 14:41:38 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Census Precincts question
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhVrQqobh_eGnK5Q16-xgXtHLXFxQTKte6Hw23zBbmjLkA@mail.gmail.com>
There were om microfilm.
A local genealogy society volunteer used them to do guide to the local
(Rochester) census. They have photocopies of maps of the city, with the
areas marked with a magic marker, and a prose description in them.
The 1910 federal census for Rochester, New York : a guide to aid in
searching for a family entry (1982),
by Ault, James AHe also did:

1920 census guide for Rochester & Monroe County, New York : a finding aid
for locating a specific family in the 1920 census (1992)
Larry Naukam
Retired Coordinator of Historical Services
(Local History, Genealogy, and Digitizing)
Rochester NY Public Library
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I recommend this site: ATLAS OF HISTORICAL COUNTY BOUNDARIES
http://publications.newberry.org/ahcbp/index.html
It allows you to see how the county boundaries changed in different years
and the history behind the counties: where they gain or lost land, when
they were forms, etc.
Although it doesn't get to the precinct level, it does allow you to compare
modern day boundaries with historical ones. Useful when counties broke up
to form new ones.
Also try David Rumsey Map Collection Database
http://www.davidrumsey.com/home and Historic Map Works
http://www.historicmapworks.com/ I have found some county maps in both of
them..
Another option is on Ancestry.com - U.S., Indexed County Land Ownership
Maps, 1860-1918
It doesn't have all maps, but maybe it will have the one you need.
Good luck
-malia
Malia Laughton
Wilsonville Public Library
Wilsonville, OR
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